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Strike today over price hikes
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A test of strength between the government and the Hlstadrut
looms as the labour federation predicted that up to 800,000 workers
would heed Its call for a half-day general strike this afternoon to
protest government economic policy and the recent wave of price in-
creases.
Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich denounced the strike, charging

Hlstadrut chief Yerobam Meshel and the L&bour-Mapam Alignment
with using the strike to further their own political ends.

But the ranks on either side were not solid. Herat Minister David
Levy will demand of the cabinet this morning to cancel the latest
rises in basic food prices. He also warned that the 15-17 per cent rise
in electricity rates which the cabinet will be asked to approve today
will trigger price increases in just about everything.
And the Likud faction In the Hlstadrut, while calling for full com-

pensation to the lowerincome classes, came out against the strike as
“political.**
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She three NRP ministers — Aharon Abohataclra, Zevulun Hammer and Yosef Burg—
leave Premier Menahem Bogin's house yesterday after their meeting, duhamimiwep
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•Cabmetdue to approve treaty

Soday;NRP crisis recedes
kp«y to

: P*Ddeite^
StyASHER WALLFI8H
Jerusalem Post Reporter
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W&hthethreafrof a coalition crisis

-parked by the National Religious
tarty over West Bank autonomy

ipbp ecedlng.the cabinet meets, thisr^ {awning to give formal approval to

age Da*, t* *8 peace treaty with

WZ2?WPfr*lld BevenS adjuncts;
1,1 “,Bfc^asr.fCairo papers published a

of the adjuncts, Jerusalem
said this version contained

The sources did
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^j^Jfrpotort the Inaccuracies,
After the cabinet today ap-

O* full treaty, as la expected,
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^’'^KderMenahem Begin, who will

.
rWa ts Ids office morning for the

time in a few days after a bout
will give details of the treaty
ceremony now scheduled for

Monday in Washington.
The cabinet in the past has ap-

koved the peace agreement bit by

food Bid
** Hence the purpose of a special

method.^®
aPP~vihgJh« whole package,
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proach to administrative autonomy
In Judea. Samaria and the Gaza
Strip. This is in the wake of a deci-
sion by the cabinet to that effect
several weeks back.
However, Begin will not agree to

the cabinet taking any decisions or
holding any votes on specific areas
of Israel’s autonomy policy. He Is
said to feel this could harm relations
with Egypt.
A source close to Begin told The

Jerusalem Post last night: "There Is

no room for decisions or votes."
The three NRP ministers yester-

day conferred with Begin for 90
minutes and explained that their
party had unanimously demanded a
close link between approving the
treaty and clarifying policy about
West Bank autonomy.
The chairman of the NRP Knesset

faction, Yehuda Ben-Melr, told The
Post last night: "Our party requires
absolute reassurance from the
government on autonomy. Our ex-
ecutive took certain decisions on the

basic principles of autonomy at a
secret meeting last week, and we
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aelcaHs for open borders

e month after treaty is signed
' By IAN;BLACK

Post Diplomatic Reporter
'

Xirael has asked the U.S.

k-zezinski briefs Sadat

i||)n Saudi, Jordan talks

J^gSestto Cairo that free movement
5 ca

Tf_a.
ctVe®n the two countries begin one

win i* Pmath, _ rather than- nine months,
•ion. Rer the signing of thepeace treaty.
|0l°P“*Ws is intend^ to facilitate Egyp-
tbe participation la the negotiation

;ed aodu^ fliB Palestinian autonomy in the
; pwpfeJ^est Bank and the Gaza Strip.
Amonf*5>reign Minister Moshe Dayan
:onest a*jessed the: rigid: of: movement
:nsKWf®Voss the border would have to be'
ib relnitfpnhial. -•]* .•

uies larf^This, and • a -number .of other
,c rlgW technical points related to the
iertlop ft^fthcoming Egyptlan-Israeli peace
ciLhert. *JVeaiy, were . outlined by Dayan
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fecl^fiJRO. DA President Jimmy
envoy,national security ad-

Zbigniew Bzzeztoskl, arrived
yesterday to brief President

:f Ajmar 8adat oh hia attempts
jsidff^ parsuade Saudi Arabian and Jor-'

am ^"jtniah officials to ease their opposi-
und .‘tin to theproposedEgypt!an-Israeli
Shi)*

0 VJace b-eaty. _
SarTV^Brsestasld,: who is scheduled to

M**%&?* tor Washington today, met
,ng

S*dat at a presidential NIlealde
#sl «thouse where • he .briefed the
< prtffTjtefpOah. leader on the results of his

which he described as

;3
ii!oOwouragtng.”

•

-ai Just completed brief visits

,
s3 Saudi Arabia and to Jordan where

bad constructive and useful con-
' ^ ’'Sttatiora with the leaders of these

fyo countries,** Brzezlnski told
-
rtc

f
- jwsmen before taking a helicopter

..[./ifiV the Barrages, just outside Cairo,
'

‘here Sadat is currently staying.
~ vermnent officials to Riyadh
ri Amman Issued brief statements
ier the high-level American visit,

^^joffizraing their support for “a
^mprehenslve peace,“ clearly

yesterday at an Internal briefing for
ministry department heads,

to Dayan noted that there had aa yet
been no discussion of the mechanism
for negotiating the autonomy
scheme, due to begin one month
after the treaty is signed. Although
West Bank Arabs have not yet shown
ahy enthusiasm for the scheme, it is

possible that a delegation from Gaza
may negotiate the strip's future or
that Gazans may be included In an
Egyptian negotiating team, he said.

Whatever the Arab Involvement in

the talks, the foreign minister com-
mented, large-scale American in-

volvement could be expected — a
view echoed by U.S. Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance to an American

television Interview yesterday;
Without some kind of acceleration

in the normalization of relations.

Dayan explained, it. would be
physically difficult for the Egyptians
to maintain contact with Arabs in the
administered territories who prove
to be amenable to the autonomy
plan.
Other points that still need ironing

out — some of which are being dealt
with by Defence Minister Ezer Weiz-
man in Washington — relate to the
stages of the Israeli withdrawal
from Sinai. One of these concerns the
Hmfrngr of the evacuation of oil fields

and whether installations should be
dismantled or left Intact for the

(Continued on page t, coL 0)
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meaning they disapproved of the
separate accord expected tobe sign-

ed soon between Jerusalem and
Cairo.

In brief remarks at the. airport

before leaving Amman for Cairo,

Brzezlnski declared that 8audl
Arabia end Jordan "are friends of

the U.3., and we believe this
friendship is mutually beneficial.

Our talk* focused on movements
toward a comprehensive peace
settlement, on common ' long-term
regional interests and on more im-
mediate security threats."

This last reference was evidently

an allusion 10 what the Carter ad-
ministration regards as Soviet-
inspired expansion alms in the oil-

rich Middle East.
But qualified Jordanian officials

said King Hussein made it clear In

the three-hour working lunch at the

Hashemiya Palace that Jordan
regards “Israeli expansionism" as

the most serious threat to the Arab
world, and added that Saudi officials

agreed.

In Washington, meanwhile, the

State Department announced that

Carter is sending Deputy Secretary

of State Warren Christopher on a

European tour this week to report to

America’s allies on the Egypt!an-

Isr&eli treaty. (AP , Reuter)

Weizman, Ali

discuss early

return of

El-Arish
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

and Agencies

WASHINGTON.— Defence Minister
EzerWeizman saidyesterdayhe had
discussed an early return of El-Arish
to Egypt at a meeting here with
Egyptian Defence Minister Kamal
Hassan Ali. Weizman, who met with
AU yesterday to work out details of
the Sinai withdrawal plan, said on
NBC’s “Meet the Press" he hoped to
complete the talks shortly.

He said he was confident he would
reach an understanding with U.S.
Defence Secretary Harold Brown on
American aid for the evacuation and
military supplies. Asked how much
Israel was seeking to aid, Weizman
said, "In the neighbourhood of what
will let us cany out what we are
signing — the evacuation of our
troops and air force from Sinai." He
added, "We shall tighten our belts

and do our bit."

Israel, he said, needed to be armed
against the danger from Syria and
Iraq on the eastern front, about
which "we are very watchful."
Weizman said he recognized that

(Coallnurd from page 1}

Hlstadrut men forecast

massive strike turnout

want to feel that the government will

abide by those principles. If the

cabinet meeting does not leave our
ministers reassured, the executive
will have to meet and reconsider."

The principles stressed by the
NRP cover control of land and water
resources to Judea and Samaria;
continued Jewish settlement; Israel
to be responsible for internal
security; deployment of the IDF to

protect the settlements and Israel
proper; application of Israeli law
and sovereignty to the Jewish
settlers, not the law applying to the
autonomous entity; and the thesis
that autonomy applied to the Arab
residents, not to the area they in-

habit.

After the three NRP ministers
emerged from their conversation
with Begin, their comments to the
microphones of the doorstepping
reporters revealed nuances differen-

tiating them.
Education Minister Zevulun

Hammer, who is closest to Gush
(Continued on page 1, col. 5)

By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
and Jerusalem Pest Staff

Hlstadrut leaders said yesterday
they expected 600,000 to 800,000
workers to walk out at noon today for
a four-hour strike against the latest
price rises.

The strike, which is planned to
paralyse all non-essentlaJ services,
is to culminate at a mass rally to
front of Hlstadrut headquarters here
at three o'clock.

It will be a test ofstrength between
the government and the Likud on the
one hand and the Hlstadrut and the
Labour Party on the other. Finance
Minister Simha Ehrlich yesterday
called on workers not to follow
demagoguery and not to strike. The
Likud faction in the Hlstadrut said
the demonstration Is designed to
return the Alignment to power. The
faction urged supporters not to par-
ticipate to today's demonstration
because "it Is purely political."
But Israel Kessar, chairman of the

Hlstadrut Trade Union Department,
said yesterday that workers had
been clamouring for a strike for a
long time. "The government raised
prices like thieves to the night on the
eve of Pessah...We want to register
our protest so that the government
will .understand it cannot play
around with workers," he said.
Hlstadrut officials were yesterday

in constant contact with works com-
mittees throughout the country to
assure maximum support amongthe
federation's 1 ,260,000 members.
Munia Admatl, chairman of the

works committees department and
one of the leaders of the strike com-
mittee told The Jerusalem Post he
expected the strike to be complete in
private Industry, among
agricultural workers and in schools.
Radio and television will be off the

air except fornews broadcasts as the
Broadcasting Authority's
technicians join the strike. If the
Communications Ministry's
engineers join. Israel's telecom-
munications links with the outside
world could be severely curtailed.
The broadcasting technicians are

also threatening an all-out two-day
strike for tomorrow If their pay
demands are not answered satisfac-
torily.

Electricity and water will be
provided and public transportation
will run normally, the Hlstadrut
said. It also announced that inter-
national flights will continue normal-
ly. But the civil aviation workers
said they will sot permit departures
during the strike hours.
Hie Military Industries will grind

to a halt except for urgent work, Ad-
matl said. The IDF'a civilian
employeeswill strike except tor per-
sonnel preparing material for shifts

due to begin work after four o’clock.
All port workers are expected to

strike, except for those handling
defence shipments.

Cairo paper publishes

Arabic text of treaty
By IAN BLACK

Post Diplomatic Reporter

The Cairo newspaper "Al-Ahrsm"
yesterday publishedwhat it saidwas
the complete Arabic text of the
peace treaty between Egypt and
Israel expected to be signed In

Washington next week. In
Jerusalem, government sources
complained of "inaccuracies,” but
these appeared to result from
problems of translation rather than
substance.

Israel will only release the Hebrew
version of the treaty text after
today's cabinet discussion and
tomorrow's Knesset debate. In any
case, both Egypt and Israel have
agreed that the English text will be
the binding one.

‘Al-Ahram” published the pream-
ble. which reaffirms the adherence
of both sides to tl*« Camp David
'Framework for Peace in the Mid-
dle East;" the nine articles that
form the body of the treaty; and
what it said was the complete text of
‘interpretive documents" (Israel

calls them “agreed
.
minutes") at-

tached to the treaty — dealing with
Articles 1, 4, 6, 6 (clauses 11 and v)
and Annex 1.

The only obvious inaccuracy in the
"Al-Ahram" version seemed to be.
its use of the phrase "target date" to
the "linkage aide-letter" on the
negotiation of the Palestinian
autonomy to the West Bank and
Gaza. The letter, to be signed by
Prime Minister Menahem Begin,
and Presidents Anwar Sadat and
Jimmy Carter, will be an integral
part of the treaty package.
The three aides have in fact agreed

upon the use of the word “goal" so
that the relevant part of the letter

says that "Egypt and Israel set for

themselves the goal of completing
the negotiations within one year so
that elections will be held as ex-

peditiously as possible after agree-
ment has been reached between the
parties."

The Inaccuracy could easily be a

problem of semantics — since the
"Al-Ahram" Arabic text was
translated into English by foreign
news agencies in Cairo, and some of
the precision could have got lost to
the process.
Cairo newspapers yesterday

strongly attacked King Hussein of
Jordan, urging h<n to drop hfai claim
to the West Bank and remindingMm
that Egypt will take over respon-
sibility for the territory as long ashe
"keeps changing his akin and prin-
ciples.”

The mass circulation "AJ-Akhbar"
justified Egypt's takingover respon-
sibility for the fate of the West Bank
and Gaza by pointing out that Hus-
sein remained reluctant to par-
ticipate to the Camp David peace
framework, although he had been
called upon to do so.

"Al-Ahram" commented that
"Egypt does not have Its bands dir-

tied with the blood of Palestinians as
King Hussein has...and has not tried

to acquire a single grain of sand of
Palestinian land as Ring Hussein’s
grandfather (Abdullah) annexed
Transjordan from Palestinian
territory, and as Hussein himself
dreams of annexing theWest Bank."
On Saturday night, in a marathon

appearance before the National
Democratic Party. Prime Minister
Mustapha Khalil said that “East
Jerusalem is part of the West Bank
and Israel has agreed to withdraw to
the 1967 borders." He said that
Egypt had not wanted to raise
another problem “by demanding a
specific Israeli pledge to evacuate
East Jerusalem."
News agencies reported Sadat as

saying yesterday that after the sign-

ing of the peace treaty with Israel he
would devote bis energies to

"rebuilding society."
The Egyptian leader, in a broad-

cast address to doctors on
Physicians Day, said that military

doctors and war wounded would be
the first to take over El-Arish after

Israeli troops pull out.

Iran’s air force grounded for lack of spare parts
TEHERAN (Reuter). — Most of

Iran's air force has been grounded

because of a lack of spare parts for

its American-built planes. Assistant

Prime Minister Amir Entez&m said

yesterday.
Entezam told a press conference

that 95 per cent of the country’s huge

military helicopter fleet was out of

action.

He said the bulk of the-air force, in-

cluding some of the world’s most

sophisticated fighter planes bought

by the shah for billions of dollars was

at present "a useless heap of scrap

metal."
“Ninety-five per cent of Iran's 900

helicopters cannot fly now because
we have always been bound by
foreign chains.” said Entezam.
“These helicopters are new, but they
have not been serviced and there are

no spare parts."

"A special team is being got
together and we will order the spare
parts we need," he said.

Iran's fighter power includes SB F-
14 Grumman Tomcdta equipped with

top secret Phoenix missiles as well

as some 400 other combat aircraft,

giving Iran —- on paper at least— the

most powerful air force in the Middle
East.
The bulk of Iran's helicopters, In-

cluding gunships, was bought from
the U.S. Textron Corporation’s Bell

helicopter division. The Bell
workforce in Iran, which at its peak
included some 3,400 pilots,

mechanics and support personnel,

has been evacuated as part of a mass
American exodus.
Earlier this month, Entezam an-

nounced the Iranian government had
cancelled a contract with Bell, which
he said was worth 34b.

The minister of defence. Rear-
Admiral Ahmad Madani. recently

said the military helicopter fleet —
most of which belongs to the army —
would In the future be used mainly

for civilian purposes, such as spray-

ing crops and transporting sick from
remote areas.
The grounding of the helicopters

and air force planes illustrates the
dilemma faced by the new
revolutionary authorities who have
inherited a huge arsenal of military
equipment which Is no longer suited
to the Iranian armed forces' new.
reduced role.

Allowing It to deteriorate would be
a waste of billions of dollars spent on
buying it, but its maintenance would
involve expensive imports of spore
partsjand the hurried training of Ira-
nian technicians.

Levy wiD ask cabinet

to cancel price rises
Admatl told The Poet be expected

about half of the country’s civil ser-
vants to strike today, although their
union cubed for a complete strike.
An aide to Civil Service Com-

missioner Avraham Friedman tohf
The Post : "Any civil servant
deliberately absenting himself from
work Monday — either all day or
part of the day — will have a propor-
tionate part of hla.wages docked.
"This is not only the official policy

of the present government but >*?
also been the position of previous
governments. Since no labour dis-
pute has been declared, and no 14-

day waiting period has passed, join-
ing the strike -constitutes participa-
tion to an unauthorized work stop-
page. And there is no pay for ttm»
lost as a result of an unauthorized
strike."
The Hlstadrut la demanding

negotiations with the government
about ways to curb inflation. It
says that compensation for the latest
price rises should be given before
November. (The agreement on the
eost-of-livtog allowance provides
that price rlJes from March to
September be compensated for to
employees’ paycheques for Oc-
tober.) Income tax brackets should
be fully pegged to the C-o-L index,
and not adjusted in line with 70 per
cent of the average rise to prices, the
Hlstadrut said. Workers should not
find themselves In higher tax
brackets just because they get com-
pensation for price rises. It added.
Several other unrelated strikes

were also planned for this week and
the recent economic developments
have apparently added fuel to the
workers* determination to strike.
Administrative and housekeeping

staff In' all of the country’s govern-
ment hospitals will go on a three-day
strike starting from tomorrow.
National representatives of the non-
medical hospital staff said they were
striking because of heel-dragging in
pay negotiations. Meals will be serv-
ed to patients but all other services,
except for those absolutely essential
to the patient’s health will be
paralysed.
The Eilat municipality called fora

one-day general strike in the town to-

day to draw attention to Eilat's
plight In light of the expected redun-
dancy Is several large plants in the
town.

Sole] Boneh white-collar workers
In the North will strike tomorrow
over a dispute about telephone
allowances. And stevedores at Haifa
Fort yesterday cabled Finance
Minister Simha Ehrlich saying they
are demanding a re-negotiation of
their labour contract because of the
effects of galloping inflation. -

Hlstadrut labour councils to many
parts of the country said today's
four-hour strike will be all-
encompassing in theirareas and that
they would check to see that workers

(Continued from page 1)

By 8HLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

Construction and Absorption
Minister David Levy will demand in
the cabinet this morning that it

cancel the 25-30 per cent Increase to
basic foodstuffs which came Into

effect at midnight Saturday.
Levy came out In a strong attack

on the price rises in yesterday’s
meeting of the Ministerial Economic
Committee. He said that salaried
workers would not be compensated
for the price rises with cost-of-living
Increments until November, because
the April C-o-L increment has
already been finalized.
Levy Indicated that the decision to

raise prices after the deadline for
April C-o-L calculations had been
deliberate. The Treasury habit of
raisingprices and paying compensa-
tion for the higher prices only seven
months later has become a system,
he said.
The Ministerial Economic Com-

mittee will also recommend to the
cabinet today to raise electricity
prices by 16-17 per cent, Levy Is a
strong opponent of this proposal as
welL Raising the price of both elec-
tricity and basic foods Is like “inflic-
ting the plagues of Egypt on Israel
before Pessah," he said.
Energy Minister Yitzhak Mods’!

had wanted electricity prices raised
by 18 per cent, to cover the Invest-
ment in the new power station in

Hadera. But this proposal was turn-
ed down by the committee.
Two other ministers expected to

object to higher electricity rates are
Religious Affairs Minister Aharon
Abuhatzelra and Transport Minister
Haim Landau. Landau wants a com-
prehensive debate in the Ministerial
Economic Committee about the ef-

ficiency of the Electric Corporation.

He wants the corporation to stop

supplying its employees with free
electricity. The government should
reduce taxes on electricity-saving

appliances such as fluorescent
bulbs, he added.
Levy told Finance Minister Simha

Ehrlich that higher food and energy
prices would trigger much higher
prices In Industry, transport and
water rates.
The row over the price rises, Levy

continued, would not be between
Ehrlich and the Hlstadrut, but
between the government and the
public, because people will find ItIm-
possible to make ends meet- He ex-
pressed fears that the price rises
would cause industrial disruptions
and social discord.

Poorer families will have to spend
nearly 3 per cent more on food
because of the latest price rises, Rafl
Roter, director of the National In-
surance Institute said yesterday.
The Treasury had declared that the
price rises would add only 1.7 per
cent to the average family's food
bill. But poor families use more of

the basic foodstuffs that were sub-
ject to price rises so they will suffer
more. For this reason, Roter said in

a memorandum submitted to Labour
and Social Affairs Minister Israel
Katz, there is no choice but to raise
welfare payments.

Another decision of the Ministerial
Economic Committee In its meeting
yesterday was to raise airport taxes.
Departures through Ben-Gurion Air-

port will now cost ZL210 Instead of
ILI75. But the ministers, saying they
want to encourage tourism to Eilat,
decided to keep the airport tax there
at IL100.

Liberals blame TV for social unrest

Ehrlich asks workers

to ignore strike call
By MARK SEGAL

Post Political Correspondent

TELAVTV. —The Liberal Party last

night endorsed Finance Minister
Simha Ehrlich's' appeal to workers
to ignore the Hlatadrut's strike call

for today. The party, meeting at Beit
Sokolow, also concurred with
Ehrlich's charge that Hlstadrut
Secretary-General Yeroham Meshel
was exploiting the Strike aa - a
political weapon against the govern-
ment.
According to leading members of

the Liberal Party, it's not the latest

30 per cent increase in the prices of
basic foodstuffs that is causing
social unrest, but "the anti-
government reporting" of Israel
Television. They said the TV news-
room was “inciting the public"
against Ehrlich’s latest steps to
reduce subsidies and controls on
basic commodities.
The most strident attack on Israel

TV came from David Admon. party
youth division head and controver-
sial head of the state's 30th anniver-
sary celebrations, who urged the
government "to crack down os
them" because theTV chiefs refused
to heed the finance minister's plea
not to report on Friday night the im-
pending rise to food prices. "They
thereby raised their hand against the
government of this country," he

said.
Admon noted that Broadcasting

Authority chairman Reuven Yaron
had dismissed Ehrlich's request,
arguing, "Its not an important
enough news item to justify Interven-
tion." Admon waxed angry, "We
talk of ruling this country, yet we
cannot get the television to do what
we want.”
Adman-said,. despite Its officially

independent status, “most people
regard- our TV service as
government-managed." He made
the point: “I am sure that if Ehrlich
had adked . 'Yediot Aharonot*
publisher Noah Moses and
'Ma’arlv' editor-in-chief Shalom
Rosenfeld not to publish a news item,
they would have acquiesced." Ad-
mon urged the government “to draw
the necessary conclusions."
Likud Hlstadrut faction chief

Daniel Nahmany was equally vehe-
ment. “You all know who the TV
reporters and editors are and what
their attitude towards us is like," he
said.

Admon, who owns an advertising
agency, has been campaigning for a
commercial colour TV station. He
has filed a brief for such a conces-
sion as part of a group which in-

cludes MK Samuel Flatto Sharon for
whom his agency worked during the
1977 election campaign.

Egg prices soar to IL2 each

as government ends subsidies
Jerusalem Post Staff

The price of an egg jumped to

1L1.8Q and more apiece as the
government’s programme of
eliminating subsidies went into
effect yesterday.
Tnuva twice raised the prices on

eggs which it delivered to the Super-
sol chain yesterday.

"Hie first shipment was priced at
TT.a an egg for the biggest ones. The
afternoon shipment was priced 15
per cent higher," according to
Mordechal Kreiner, marketing
director of the supermarket chain.
Because Tnuva and the Poultry

Marketing Board control a large
part of the newly decontrolled, egg
market, experts now fear that they
could arbitrarily control egg prices.
Many grocery stores did not receive
eggs at all yesterday morning.

Nat’l Insurance

on strike today
Post Economic Reporter

The staff of the National Insurance
Institute is set to go out on a three-

day strike this morning, to protest
the suspension of the labour agree-

ment they signed with management
two months ago.
The NH granted its workers a 65

per cent wage rise, hut the deal was
suspended by the Intermlnlsterial

Committee on Wages.
All long-term support will be held

up. including children's allowances,

old-age pensions and survivors pen-

sions, as well as work accident com-
pensation. The workers also decided
to boycott the Nil's 29th anniversary
celebrations.

A spokesman for the Agriculture
Ministry said, however, that the

price of eggs yesterday morning was
"absolutely reasonable." He also

claimed that the lifting of price con-

trols and subsidies would save
millions of pounds for both con-
sumers and the national economy.
He declared that the overproduction
of eggs before price controls were
lifted caused great damage.
Mordechal Holsteter, a Tnuva

spokesman, could not say if egg
prices would be stabilized or fixed to-

day. “Now that price controls have
been removed, we have no Idea what
eggs will cost or how many eggs
Tnuva will be supplied with
tomorrow. 1 suppose the demand will

determine the price of eggs." said
Hofsteter.
Farmers were still unsure how

much they would receive for their

eggs. Many farmers receive
monthly accounts of their transac-
tions from the marketing
organizations.

In & related development, radio
announcements called for con-
sumers to hold back on buying eggs.
“In the final analysis, the govern-

ment has laid a big. fat, rotten egg—
at my expense." was the comment of
one housewife.
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SOCIAL & PERSONAL

Steven Weinberg, professor of

theoretical physics at Harvard
University, yesterday delivered the

10th annual Amos De-Shalit
memorial lecture at the Weizmann
Institute of Science. His subject was
“Toward a unified theory of all in-

teractions." Prof. Harry J. Llpkln,

of the institute's Nuclear Physics
Department was In the chair.

Past president Levitt will speak,
about “Ancient Cities In Turkey" at
the meeting of Rotary Jerusalem
West at 7 p.m. tonight at the King
David Hotel.

WE3ZMAN
(Continued from page 1)

Egyptian "President Anwar Sadat
was under Intense Arab pressure,
-but that'“the Begin-govenmeB^toe--
has its own rejectionlats."*

Asked whether^£sca«I-umd^a*4
:militarily strong Egypt could fill the
role of Middle East policeman, he
said that together they could "block
'Soviet encroachment that went on
for the last 28 years." An understan-
;ding with other moderate Arab
states also, such as Sudan, Saudi
/Arabia and Jordan, could ensure
regional stability.

/ Welzman said there were "now no
^circumstances under which Israel

would consider relinquishing
^military control of the West Bank,
:even with autonomy. But, in the long
-run, Israel’s attitude could change if

iitbe threat from Arab countries to the
=east diminished.

: HISTADRUT
*

1 (Continued from page I)

factually walked off. Industry
representatives, on the other hand,
-maintained that many workers
would refuse to stop work and that
"those who do will be docked four
hours pay.
; In an early morning meeting
yesterday, the Jerusalem Labour
Council secretariat appointed a "fly-

Jng squad" whose job will be to tour
-the capital's factories, shops and of-

fices “to see to It that the strike is

full."
Halm Maman, council spokesman,

bald “scores" of telegrams and
phone calls have been received at
^council headquarters from works
-committees throughout the city,

voicing support for the strike.

„ He added that "quite a few"
government workers have called to
;say that they will stay away from
their jobs during the strike “even if

it will cost them four hours on their
vacation time account."

Nissan Harpaz, secretary of the
Jerusalem Labour Council, told The
Post a mass rally would be held at
the council building on Rehov
Straus at one p.m. today.
Afterwards, buses will carry the
demonstrators to Tel Aviv, for the
main protest rally outside Histadrut
headquarters.
'.Harpaz said: "Most of our
,'economic ministers are millionaires
who reflect the capitalist outlook.
.That is why they cannot comprehend
-the plight of the working man who
must live off his meagre monthly
yages."
c In Haifa, the labour council ex-
pects the strike to be fully observed.
"Judging from the reactions we
have had from the factories the
workers are really angry and want
£6 express their feelings," council
'Spokesman Moshe Gutter told The
&Q9t.
‘ He said the council had made it

-clear to the works committees that
'the Histadrut would not demand
strike pay from the employers and
;that the strike would be at the
-workers' expense, except where
^employers will not dock their pay.
* Representatives of the Haifa
^branch of the Manufacturers
‘Association also maintained that not
sail workers would answer the strike
;cali.

DRUGSTORE REOPENS. — The
&halom drugstore In Tel Aviv's Klkar
Ata rim has reopened after two
months of renovations.

Liberal ministers trying to avoid

cabinet battle over autonomy plan
By MARK SEGAL

Post Political Correspondent

TEL AVIV. — The Likud's Liberal

ministers will attempt to avoid a
showdown on the autonomy Issue at
today’s cabinet session.

Urging that the issue be put off for

the time being, Finance Minister

Simha Ehrlich last night charged
anti-peace forces with trying to scut-

tle the peace agreement with an "un-

timely" autonomy resolution. “I can
accept those who sincerely oppose

the peace treaty and say so. But it Is

patently dishonest to say you're for

peace, yet seek to torpedo it with an

autonomy discussion," the Liberal

Party Executive chairman told his

party's Central Committee meeting

at Beit Sokolow here.

There was no need to rush an

autonomy decision because, under

the agreement, negotiations over the

autonomy scheme were still a year

off, Ehrlich said. He urged his party

to maintain its solid support of the

government's peace programme.

Ehrlich was in complete control of

.the meeting, at which only a quarter

of the 200 committee members
remained to the end of the three-hour

debate. The final vote was « In

favour of the leadership's motion

supporting the peace treaty and

praising Premier Menahexn Begin's

firm conduct of the negotiations.

Only 13 votes were cast for the dis-

senting motion of Yedidya Be’erl op-

posing the treaty and warning that it

would leave a weaker Israel to cope

with aggressive Arab designs.

A bid to Insert an autonomy rider

Into the peace treaty motion was
thrown out. The meeting, at
Ehrlich's urging, removed the
government whip from the 14 Liberal

MKs who will be able to vote on the

peace treaty. The 18th la jailed

Shmuel Rechtman, whose resigna-

tion hinges on a pending Supreme
' Court appeal.

Ehrlich lauded Begin for having

stood up to the Americans, obliging

U.S. President Jimmy Carter to

move away from his pro-Cairo posi-

tion.

The public should accept at face
value Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat’s declared wish to find an ac-

commodation with Israel and to end
Egypt’s endless sacrifices for other!

Arabs, he said.

Overcast
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Sonny
Wain

Cloudy
Pain

Labour will vote for peace treaty
.f it to be “an unthinkable all

Labour to impose party
/ and require all its membc
^ port the treaty when the gc

By SABAH HONIG
Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Labour MKs will be

bound by party discipline to vote for

the draft peace treaty as presented

to the Knesset by the cabinet. The
decision was made yesterday follow-

ing a day-long session of the party

Central Committee.
By a vote of 106 to 82 the com-

mittee rejected motions that would
have allowed Labour MKs at least to

abstain. If not an outright victor}- for

party doves. It was a defeat for the

hawks who had demanded the right

to vote according to their con-

science.
Labour sources yesterday said

thdy hoped that none of the party

MKs "would vote with their feet, by
absenting themselves when the mo-
ment of truth arrives.”

The Central Committee also ap-

proved the party's autonomy posi-

tion paper and gave approval to the

party’s presentation of its own mo-
1 tion to the Knesset. However, it was
assumed during the long committee
debate yesterday that Labour's
proposal would be defeated In the

Knesset.
The Labour motion will support

the peace agreement with Egypt but
will try to set guidelines for the
government in advance of the com-
ing negotiations on autonomy for

Judea, Samaria and the Gaza Strip.

Labour's position paper parallels the
Allon Flan, recommending special

“security zones" for areas of Jewish
settlement In the Jordan Rift, the Et-
zion Bloc and the southern Gaza
Strip.

There was no objection to the re-

quirement that Labour MKs support
their own party's proposal. But
many speakers, especially the
hawks, opposed being bound to sup-
port the government's peace plan.
Party chairman Shimon Peres in

his opening statement stressed that
although Labour is raising the
autonomy Issue, that does not in-

dicate conditional support for the
draft peace treaty with Egypt.
Peres argued that “the issue is not

one of personal conscience; it is a
political matter. There Is no alter-

-native—pence plan" before* 'us. The-

choice Is peace or no peace. The ma-

n

Labour Party chairman Shimon
Peres on the dais at the party's

Central Committee meeting
yesterday.

(1PPA)

jorlty decision must be seen as man-
datory."
Former foreign minister Yigal

Allon said he understood "how dif-

ficult It Is for many among us to vote
for the government's plan. I myself
feel that difficulty and don't know
how I would vote were not our
autonomy paper being presented as
well."

Allon took the recently formulated
NRP position on autonomy to task,

asserting that "It Is dangerous both
In Its content and In the timing of its

publication. It Is clearly Inspired by
Gush Emunim and Herut ideas."
Another former foreign minister.

MK Abba Eban, came out against
the "tragic mood" with which many
speakers approached the peace
agreement with Egypt. "There are
no tragic emotions within me, only a
feeling that a great hour is at band,"
he said. He added that it Is "impossi-
ble for Labour to vote against the
peace treaty. To do so would be to
put its past to shame and to lose Its

,

future." : .

MK Shlomq -Hillel, seen by jnany
as the leader of Labour^ awks

,

More riots in West Bank
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Classrooms remained empty in

several West Bank towns and
villages yesterday as pupils con-
tinued to demonstrate and riot.

There was a demonstration In the
Nablus Al-Nakah college yesterday
and police arrested several students.

Pupils from villages in the Ramailah
area — who have been forbidden to

go to school In the town because they
incited riots — continued the distur-

bances In their home villages.

Security forces dispersed the -

demonstrators. In Ramailah Itself

aloganfi were painted on walla.

In the village of Salr, near Halhoul
in the Hebron area, a procession was
held to commemorate Raba
Shalalda, a 16-year-old schoolgirl

who was killed by gunfire in a con-

frontation between a crowd of

demonstrators and Israelis' In

Halhoul on Thursday.
Police and army investigators are

still not sure who killed Shalalda. A

police source stressed yesterday
that it Is not at all sure that she was
killed by a resident of Klryat Arba,
as sources indicated over the
weekend.

It now appears that there were two
Israeli cars Involved In the Incident,

and not one, as previously reported.

Shalalda and Nasrl Hassan al-Ananl
were killed by a burst of automatic
gunfire at -the height of a violent

demonstration in which Israelis

were stoned.

Police sources now say that a
passenger from one of the cars got
out of his vehicle and fired. They do
not yet know the Identity of all the

Israelis Involved In the incident and
cannot say who was responsible for

the shots. Investigators are sure that
one of the members of an army
patrol present at the scene shot Into

the crowd, since none of the soldiers

was armed with a 9mm. weapon.
The two youths were killed by bullets

of that calibre.

La’am factions divided over treaty
By SARAH HONIG

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Each of the two
splinters of La'am Is divided over
how to vote when the peace treaty Is.

brought before the Knesset, although

the division in the Hurvitz faction Is

deeper and may lead to a new split.

Each faction met separately last

night to discuss the Knesset vote.

. In the Hurvitz splinter it emerged

that there would be two opposing
votes — by former minister Yigal

Hurvitz and diehard Moshe Shamir
— and two votes backing the treaty

— by MKs Zalman Shoval and
Yitzhak Peretz.
Shamir has already served notice

that he plans to leave the Likud as

soon as the treaty Is approved. Hur-
vitz has said that he would recom-
mend to the faction that it leave the

Likud framework as well.

TAD HARAV HERZOG
Tora Literature Projects

On the first anniversary
of the death of our teacher, the distinguished

Rabbi SHL0M0 YOSEF ZEiVEN >

the founder and editor of the Talmudic Encyclopaedia

there will be a memorial meeting today,

Monday. March 19, 1979, at 6.30 p.n. prompt,

in the Michael Hall, Tad Harav Herzog Building,

Beit Vegan, opposite Mt. Herzl
(entrance opposite the Municipal Garden).

Talmudic
Encyclopaedia

Complete Israeli

Talmud Institute

Sincere condolences to our
friend and colleague

Tony Abu Sbalha

on the untimely passing of his

MOTHER
Management and staff

Peltours Ltd.

Tour and Travel Division

it to be “an unthinkable situation for

Labour to Impose party discipline

and require all its members to sup-
port the treaty when the government
Imposes no sucb discipline on the
coalition. This violates all political

and moral logic. We are bending
over backwards to prove how nice

we are. But the coalition will reject

our motion and ignore our elemen-
tary demands on autonomy, without
which the scheme will turn to dis-

aster."
Amos Hadar, one of Labour's most

hawkish MKs, said, that the party
autonomy committee which drew up.

Its position paper “had reached a
compromise on the Issue, which I
accepted. Why must I compromise
my opinions yet a second time and
vote for the government's proposal,
which to my eyes Is a terrible
danger?” he asked.
The Labour Party proposal, along

-with the guidelines on autonomy In-

cluded In It, will be presented to tbe
Mapam Knesset faction today In an
attempt to convince Alignment's
junior partner to vote for the Labour
proposal.
Tbe question came up yesterday.at

the Mapam Central Committee,
whose members heard Allon and
Yitzhak Ben-Aharon argue the vir-

tues of the Labour proposal. The
Mapam committee, however, left

.the decision to its MKs. If the
Mapam Knesset faction finds the
proposal acceptable, it will support
it. But if it disagrees, it will abstain
when the plan Is put to a vote in the
Knesset.
The Mapam committee has

already Instructed the party's MKs
to support the peace agreement
Itself.

Left of Mapam, the two Shell MKs
will also vote for the peace treaty.
The Shell council last night decided
on support for the treaty.
But it also made clear Its stand

that autonomy must be seen as a ten-
porary arrangement only to be
followed by the establishment in

Judea. Samaria and the Gaza Strip
of a Palestinian state should the
Arab residents of those areas so
:deslre. Shell, yesterday also called
jfor "Arab' -tfoyereignty

;
oyer East,

.Jerusalem!
’ ‘ •*:

'

I ..U Aau : t

Zamir opinion asked

on treaty signature

Yitzhak Agassi, director of tbe
President's Bureau, has asked
Attorney-General Yitzhak Zamir for
a ruling on Shell MK Uri Avnery'a
claim that President Yitzhak Navon
should sign the peace treaty — in-

stead of Premier Menahem Begin.
In his letter to Zamir, Agassi

pointed out that Navon does not con-
sider the present agreement
different in principle from the Camp
David accords to which Navon added
his signature in Jerusalem.
Avnery said that the president's

signature is necessary during the
ceremony • In Washington to avoid
any future legal complications.

SYMPOSIUM. — David Yellln
Teachers College In Jerusalem will

celebrate International Year of the

Child with a two-day symposium on
early childhood education and
special education on April 2 and 3.

OPENBORDERS
(ConUnmd from pmtr 1)

Egyptians to take over.

There Is also the question of

whether there will be an Egyptian-

military or civilian administration in

the areas of Sinai evacuated by

Israel, and the complex question of

the deploynent of UN forces at

various stages of the IDF
withdrawal. This is further com-
plicated by the fact that the inter-

national force's current mandate Is

due to expire in July.

Dayan said Cairo had not yet sub-

mitted any written request to Israel

for unilateral gestures such as free-

ing Palestinian security prisoners or

allowing political activity in the ad-

ministered territories — a request

which has already been given con-

siderable publicity in Egypt.

The foreign minister also said that

Israel is seeking a "memorandum of

understanding" from the U.S. outlin-

ing the measures Washington would
adopt if the peace treaty was
violated. Especially worrying,
Dayan said, was what .Washington
would do If the Egyptians used U.S.-
supplied arms In any future war with
Israel.

Dayan said, In answer to a ques-
tion, that although Israeli ships will

be able to sail through the Suez
Canal as soon as the peace treaty is

signed, they will only be permitted to
enter Egyptian ports after the com-
pletion of the first stage of
withdrawal from Sinai. The same Is

true for Egyptian airfields, he said.
The foreign minister also told his

staff that he expected that China and
Japan would welcome the peace
treaty, and that the European
Economic Community would be In-
terested In encouraging Joint
Egyptian-Israeli economic enter-
prises.He also said that countries
which have broken off relations with
Israel in the past may now renew
ties, but he did not elaborate.

CABINET
(Continued from page 1)

Emunim, said the three men had
told Begin about the party executive
decision, "to back the peace treaty
only If clear decisions are taken
about the basic Issues of autonomy.V

Hammer said this problem would
have to be cleared up before the
cabinet convenes. (It was learned
later that Begin will meet the NRP
ministers before the cabinet con-
venes at 11 a.m.)

Party doyen Yosef Burg, the in-

terior minister, told reporters:
"There Is no government crisis,

There are difficulties, but they can
be overcome." Burg denied that any
NRP ministers were likely to resign.

Aharon Abuhatzelra, the minister
for religious affairs, said the talk
with Begin had "satisfied him."

The principles spelled out by the
NRP executive last week and
presented to Begin yesterday are the
same principles which- Begin will

probably table when negotiations
start, after the treaty Is ratified, to
work out administrative autonomy
in Judea, Samaria and the Gaza
Strip.

As far as Begin is concerned, the
refusal to take decisions today.in the
cabinet Is a tactical refusal He :

la,

heart and tfodr with the' aubsrance'di.
the NRP case.

:
“‘^'v

"

.fnsLf&^v:
Inside the NRP, meanwhile, the

call to clarify the planks In
autonomy is not the expression of
one wing only. All factors In theNRP
— from the moderates, through the
Lamlfneh mainstream captained by
Burg, to the Young Guard of.
Hammer and Ben-Melr, and In-

cluding the moshavlm, kibbutzim
and women's section — uphold the
same principles in autonomy.
In the nitty-gritty of negotiations,

naturally, different groups would in-

sist on drawing the red line through
different points.

In addition to all this, Hammer
and Ben-Melr want to stop the grow-
ing alienation between Gush
Emunim and the NRP, especially
their own Young Guard in the party.
As ft happens, many elders in the

Lamlfneh mainstream of the NRP,
and among the moderates, have
children in their teens and twenties
who are active In Gush Emunim or
are already settled in Judea and
Samaria.
As a result, the NRP has reached

the point where It is committed to a
far-reaching policy on the West
Bank. It can no longer turn back.

To Abe Cohen,

Secretary General, The Israel Philharmonic Orchestra

The members, management and staff of the Orchestra
mourn together with you the passing of your brother

Murry Cohen

and offer condolences to your family.

Dear Abe,
,

We share your grief
at the death of your beloved brother

MURRY COHEN ^
and offer our sincere condolences

to your family in Israel and abroad.

Sylvia Cookiln
Varda Zohar
Avi Shoshani

The Israel Philharmonic Orchestra

The Zionist Federation of New Zealand
and the Zionist Federation of Great Britain and Ireland

and their Israel Offices

deeply mourn the untimely death of

SADIE MORRIS
wife of Israel's Ambassador to New Zealand,

and offer sincere condolences to

YAAKOV .

and to the whole family.

Vance: U.S. ‘full partner’

in coming autonomy talks
WASHINGTON. — The U.S. win.be .

an active participant In negotiations
for Arab self-rule In Gaza, Judea and
Samaria, Secretary of State Cyrus
.Vance said yesterday.
Vance said the U.S. role as a "full

negotiating partner" was requested
by both Israel and Egypt. It will be
spelled out in the letter accom-
panying the peace treaty which the
two countries are expected to sign in
Washington later this month.
Answering questions in a televi-

sion interview, Vance said the letter
would state "that the United States
will participate fully in the...

negotiations...whlch deal with es- .

tablishment of the self-governing

authority in the West. Bank, and-
Gaza."-

"

Picking up a phrase often used by
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, be
added: "We will be...a full partner in
the discussions."
Vance's disclosure confirmed...

reports from Cairo that- President
Jimmy Carter had personally
promised U.S. Involvement lh' the

'

autonomy talks during his recent
trip to the Middle East.
Vance said the interests of the ;

Palestinian Arabs were of great 1m- .

portance to the U.8. He added that :

the Israel-Egypt treaty would mark. *

negotiating process, and predicted
that a very difficult set of talks lay
ahead.

'

. The. treaty iet.ter. calls
autonomy negotiations to begh^o
within a month of the treaty ratlflc^L'/-
tion.. The

.
goal is to compieti!;'

1

,
negotiations within one year ansjfoi
hold elections, for the autorio^f/'’
b o di e s "as exp e d ft 1ou si

y
" ag .

possible," "Vance said. '1^-:

Vance reaffirmed U.B. concern
Saudi security. "There is no qnestlwr^
that we have vital Interests In 3;*
area,"' he. said, "We have madeS ^-
very dear...over the years that *3 *0
consider the territorial Integrity.

the security of-Saudi Arabia
matter..'Of fundamental' lmportfcn&f
to the United States."- •

, . Speaking on ' another televuio*^-'.;
programme. Senator Frank.

•. chairman 36f the Senate:ForeS/^'
Relations Committee, add Surff
Arabia is ’‘vital", to U.& inteJStfll
.and should .he defendedby P

"

troops IX threatened by tbe- Sovhffl
Union.' '•.7-

_ -
:
-. • •

*“ .w5

. Church added - that Israel: need«L^-<
military aid ip face the threat fromi
front

.
composed of Syria, fraq

possibly • Iran-- Egypt, on the
hand, .had more . limited
needs, as its only threat’came taxS#*

1*

Libya; : ; • .. ..
. . .. . he

-.The senator
tE

the Middle -East; “Weshouldha
learned from - Iran how. futile

was,?’ he*AM.-(Reuter, UPiv .
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Zahala

Our beloved

HADASSA BAUMAN

VAN VRIESLAND
has passed 'away:

The funeral will take place today,
Monday, March .19, 1979_ at- 3 p.m.
attheKiryat Shaul cemetery.

Oded
Toram

v ODED
We are ajl with you; Yoram and Ronny,
sharing yourheavy grief on the death of •

HADASSA BAUMANN

VANVRIESLAN0
whom we loved and respected. '

^;

»' ’•'.? a‘.*-

Hermann Jacobi - 17 ->'7

Reuben' WlmmeT r ! :
.
'*' ' 7-7

and the staff of. . \

Publicity Servlces^.Jacobo^

To Oded Baumann .and. family

'

Deepestsympathy on thedeath crfyourdear

HADASSA BAUMANN

VAN VRIESLAND
The Management and 50
British Afrwaytf V/ ;
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El-Arish gets ready to become Egyptian again
By BARRY WALL

Jerusalem Post Reporter

EL AR1SH. — As 11 years Of Israeli military ad-
ministration draw to an end, EJ-Ariah Is getting
ready to become an Egyptian city once again.
{According to the terms of the peace agreement,
BEl-Arlah will be included In the first pullback
from Sinai, nine months after the treaty Is sign-
ed.
Mayor Ahmed el-Tanger has already cabled

his congratulations to Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat for successfully concluding the
negotiations, telling him, “We await the return
of our Arab brothers with great pleasure.*'
Bl-Tanger intends to lead a local delegation

that will leave for Cairo later this month to begin
planning for the Egyptian administration of the
city.

“We are very happy that we shall he reunited
with our families again and be represented by
our own government," said Mohammed Abed, a

local school teacher and a member of the city

council.
Abed expressed his hope that Sadat would

visit the Sbud cartel ftdtowtng a peace treaty

with Israel. "It would be a great honour to

receive him here." he told The Jerusalem Poet
in an interview yesterday at the EJ2*Arlsh
municipality.
Among the benefits that he hoped peace would

hring to Et-Arlsh was the opening of the railway
line which extends from Cairo through Israel to
Damascus. El-Arlah was once a major stopover
on the line and Abed looks forward to it becom-
ing a major centre In an era of trade between
Egypt and Israel.

While not reluctant to see the Israelis leave
Sinai, the olty offllcal expressed concern that
traffic would move freely across the new border.
A large part of the town's population has been
employed on construction sites and as Bold
(workers In the Bwftah area settlements. “It Is

Important to m that the border be open and the

people from El-Arlah be able to work in Israel,”

Abed said.

Abed would not say if local Arabs would move
Into Yamlt or would take over Yaxnlt and Rafiah
settlements once they were evacuated by Israel.

“That Is for the government In Cairo to decide,’'

he said.
It Is unlikely that peace will bring prosperity to

El-Arish. The dune-encrusted town (population

about 50,000) Is in serious need of urban develop-
ment, particularly In housing, paved roods and
sewage lines. Social and medical services were
greatly improved during the Israel! occupation
and the introduction of modern irrigation
techniques has boasted local agriculture.

But with the huge economic burden Egypt
faces west of the Nile, there Is little optimism
thwt thfaj desert oasis and historical camel-
trading centre will, in the foreseeable future,

reap the economic dividends of peace.

12 J’lem citizens honoured

]

Jerusalem Post Reporter
The title “Distinguished Citizen of

Jerusalem" was bestowed on 12
veteran residents of the capital by
Mayor Teddy Kollek last night.
The recipients were —

• Prof. I.C. Mlchaelson, head of the
Ophthalmology Department at
Hadassah Hospital from 1954 to 1973.
Born In Edinburgh, he was a

fa recipient of International prizes and
i> of the Israel Prize for Medicine in

P 1959.
c • Prof. Edward Gordon Joseph,
ti who immigrated to Palestine In 1928

from New Zealand and was a sur-
b geon at Hadassah Hospital from 1929
tc to 1960. He survived massacre of the

y la Hadassah convoy to Mount Scopus
f — and averaged 22 operations a day in

•4 Jerusalem during the height of

fighting In the War of Independence.

• Yehuda Ya’ari, writer. He im-
migrated in 1920 from Galicia and
worked as a road builder until help-

c
* tag found Kibbutz Belt Alfa. He also

01 ** served as librarian at the National
w c Library at the Hebrew University,

was a prize winning author, and
served as cultural attache In Israeli

embassies abroad.

•. Maika Locker, poetess and
literary researcher. Her Yiddish
poems have been translated into
Hebrew and French. She was horn in

a Carpathian village to a hassidic
family.
• Rahel Sarah Lustlg, author, jour-

nalist and translator. She was ser-
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ving as a nurse when she met her
husband. Dr. Ya’acov Lustlg, who
established the first X-ray
laboratory In Jerusalem. She was
also active In public work.
• Father Benedikt Stolz of the Dor-
mitlon Abbey on Mbunt Son. Born
near Duesseldorf* he published more
than SO books and pamphlets.
• Miron Sima, artist, immigrated
from Warsaw in 1932. Active in the
Artist's Association and a founder of

Artist's House, his work has been
prominently exhibited abroad.
• Avraham Franco, former
Jerusalem city clerk. Fourteenth
generation in the country, he served
under 15 mayors and governors in-

cluding five Arabs, seven Jews and
three Britons.
• Dr. Ell&hu Katzenelenbogen, an
educator, was principal of Ma'aleh
school and helped establish stan-

dards for religious high school
education.'

MoaeB Rosenblueth, 90. In-

dustrialist. He established a
diamond-polishing workshop In
Jerusalem, employing 250 youths
from the Diskin Orphanage. He also

established other enterprises.
• Arye Degani, a principal founder
of Jerusalem’s Yad Lebanim es-

tablished by bereaved parents in

memory tit fallen soldiers, and a
veteran member of the Hagana.
• Yitzhak Haior, who was a leading
member of the Herat Movement and
chairman of the Jerusalem
Religious Council from 1969 to 19T7.
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Exhibition on Einstein’s life opened
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By ALAN ELSNER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Einstein Centennial Sym-
posium went into Its fourth day
yesterday with the opening of an ex-
hibition devoted to the scientist’s life

and work in the foyer of the Jewish
National and University Library on
the Hebrew University’s Givat Ram
campus.
Avraham Harman, university

president, opened the exhibition by
recalling Einstein’s involvement

Qs>with the university and his support
Infor it in Its early days.

The exhibition contains several of

Einstein's original notes, including
ng
thf

the manuscript of the general theory
of relativity. 'It also Includes
photographs, newspaper clippings
and letters, intended to illustrate

Einstein’s scientific achievements
and his connections with Judaism
and Zionism and his moral
philosophy.

The organizers of the symposium
are gratified by its success. On Fri-
day. the Van Leer Foundation lec-

ture theatre was packed with people
sitting In the aisles. Another hall up-
stairs, where the proceedings were
being transmitted on video, was also
full.

The symposium continues lor the
rest of the week.

?E New book gives personal view of aliya
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Jerusalem Post Reporter

“Another Beginning: Through the

Israeli Looking Glass" — a book by
Joan Cass about the trials and joys of
her family’s coming to Israel — has
been published in English by the Ab-
sorption Ministry and the Jewish
Agency to encourage aliya.

The 287-page paperback, which
was put out in Hebrew in 1977, has
been translated and printed in 20,000
copies by the joint department of In-

formation to olim of the ministry and
the agency. It will he distributed free

to EngUflh-apeaJdng families abroad
who are interested In aliya.

Cass, who writes on modern dance
in The Jerusalem Post, gives a pic-

ture of the country and includes
some criticism of the Jewish Agen-
cy's aliya emissaries abroad.
This is the first time that the agen-

cy and the ministry have joined in

such a venture. In the past they have
commissioned shorter booklets that
are mainly meant to provide infor-

mation about privileges and con-

ditions in Israel.

The book, whose cover is

decorated by an American passport
slightly covered by an Israeli
passport, is also available from The
Jerusalem Post tor RAO.

Police seek bottle-wielding footballer
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By YORAM BAR
Jerusalem Post Reporter

KFAR SAVA. — Kfar Sava police

combed the Israeli Arab village of

Jaljullya yesterday for two men — a
footballer and a fan of the Jaljullya

team — suspected of attempting to

kill fans of the Jaffa Youth Union
football team.
The attempted slayings occurred

after Saturday’s League C game in

Jaffa, in which the Jaffa team beat
Jaljullya Hapoel 8-1.

Immediately after the rough
game, during which three players

were taken injured from the football

field, a mass fight erupted between
the 2,000 fans of Jaljullya Hapoel and
the Jaffa supporters in the street out-

side the sport ground.
During the brawl one Jaljullya

player broke a bottle and began
slashing two Jaffa residents, Ismail
Shakra, 42, and Mohammed al-Keib.

The Jaljullya men managed to es-

cape from Jaffa before police
appeared. The two Injured Jaffans
were transferred to Donolo Hospital,

which yesterday reported that one
was in satisfactory condition after

having his leg stitched. The other,

however, was in serious condition

from a severe chest injury.

A source in the Kfar Sava police

told The Jerusalem Poet that efforts

to find the two suspects were
hampered as police do not have their

names, only their descriptions.

The Jaffa team, which la leading in
League C’s Sharon district by 10
points. Is an almost certain can-
didate for promotion to League B.

FATAL DROP. — Two Spanish
parachutists were killed in Las
Palmas. Canary Islands, when they
plunged to earth after their

dang- parachutes became entangled dur-

Israe toff a sky-diving competition

simil Saturday,

petit!

on

TOUR. — The Knesset Foreign Af-
fairs and Defence Committee toured
Southern Sinai yesterday, meeting
with senior military officers and dis-

cussing the initial stages of
withdrawal from Sinai as a result of
the Egypt-Iaraael peace treaty.
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TOSCA Opera In three acts by

GIACOMO PUCCINI
(In concert form)

ZUBIN MEHTA, conductor

NICOLE LORANGE, soprano
VERIANO LUCHETTI, tenor
Stt-VANO CABBOLI, baritone

HERBERT BEATTIE, bass
LOUIS GARB, tenor
WILLYHAPARNAS, baritone

TEL AVIV, Mann Auditorium, S.8S p.m.
Wednesday, 21.3.79, Saturday, 94.8.79

TICKETS (prices from ILT3.* to ZL50G.-) In Tel Aviv at the IPO Box Office

(ftchov Huberman) daily IQ-1, 4-8; Fridays KM only; and at “Union''

Agency, 118 Rehov Dizengoff.

in Jerusalem at the Central Culture Club (Mo'odon MerkazJ) “TcJ Or".

I Rehov Hahistadrut. dally 9-1, Monday and Wednesday. 9-1. 5-7.

In Haifa at the IPO Offices, Beit Hakranot, 16 Rehov HerzI.

REDUCTION to IPO subscribers per voucher no. im
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Yehuda Ya’ari receives the Distinguished Citizen of Jerusalem
award from President Yitzhak Navon yesterday at a ceremony in

,

the Jerusalem Theatre. Mayor Teddy BolJek looks on,

(Rabamim Israeli)

Kollek asks united J’lem drive
Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kollek Is

calling for an Intensive campaign In

the U.S. to ensure that Jerusalem re-

main united, remain the capital of

Israel and be recognized as such by
the government of the U.S.
“Jerusalem Is not a country. It is

the capital of the State of Israel," he
told the 12th international conven-
tion of the World Council of
Synagogues (Conservative) at a
closing reception on Saturday night

at the Israel Museum. He referred to
reports that the invitations to
newsmen who accompanied Presi-
dent Jimmy Carter on his Middle
East trip had purportedly listed

three countries — Egypt,Israel and'

Jerusalem.
Kollek told the delegates that

"your resolution on Jerusalem
doesn't mean a thing— it is about as
effective as the declarations of the

government of Israel on
Jerusalem." He was referring to the
convention resolution which called
upon all governments, including the
U.S., to "recognize undivided
Jerusalem as the de jure capital of

the State of Israel and to establish all

foreign embassies In the capital.”

Declaring that the Conservative
Movement In the U.S. is the “back-
bone of the connection between
American Jewry and Israel," Kollek
asked "every one to actively work
for keeping this city ours."
Simon Schwartz, president of the

United Synagogue of America,
representing 835 congregations, said,

that he Is ordering all departments
of his organization to concentrate on
Hiiw issue.

David Zucker of Great Neck, New
York, was re-elected presidentof the
council.

L-
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TEAM WORK. — A *nnn helps a child pull down a poster from a
notice board in Jerusalem yesterday. nsnuu-ar,Zoomm

Magen David Adorn seeks funds today
TEL AVIV Magen David Adorn
will launch its annual“Give a Hand”
door-to-door fund-raising campaign
today.
Funds raised in the campaign will

be used to operate local MDA first

aid stations. It is expected to
alleviate the serious budgetary
problems encountered by the
tations-

Magen David Adorn reports that it

has failed to secure adequate
budgetary participation from the

government and local authorities for

the operational needs of its 63
branches.
School pupils, mobilized by MDA

with the approval and recommenda-
tion of the Ministry of Education,
will collect from 4 p.m. to e pan.

fit.

Supreme Court rules who’s not a Jew
The Supreme Court, frequently

asked to definewhatmakes someone
a Jew, yesterday came out with a
.leading judgement, about what
makes a Jew cease being.a Jew.

Three justices, sitting as the High
Court of Justice, rejectedan applica-
tion for as order against the Interior
Minister from a woman who had
been born to a Jewish mother and
bad been baptized a Christian, but
stiH considered herself a Jew.

Eileen DorOlnder is connected to
the Jews for Jesus movement. She
arrived in Israel 18 months ago and
received- a temporary identity card.
She was refused Israeli citizenship
and wanted the High Court to order
the Interior Minister to show cause
why she’ not be granted citizenship
under the Law of Return.

The law defines a Jew as a person
born to a Jewish mother or ism-
verted to Judaism, provided he isnot
a member of another religion.

Dorflinder claimed she was a Jew,
but the Interior Ministry presented
evidence that she had been con-
verted to Christianity. The interior
minister’s reply said the minister
sees the Jews forJesus movement as
the operator of a “ruse to bring
Christianity's message to our nation
and make Jews renounce their
religion."

Dorflinder Insisted that she was a
Jew since she was born to a Jewish
mother: The court needed recourse
to the most basic theology to solve
the Impasse.
The justices asked the woman if

she believes Jesus was the messiah.

She answered: “Yes." They then vs

asked her if she believes in Jesus’ *

godhead. Her answers woe evasive.

«

Dorflinder said shehad never been ’

formally baptized, but bad "inuners-
ed her body in water sa an expres- .)

sion of purification” three times.

The judges decided to accept the !

Interior Ministry account of her for- ’

mal baptism in Connecticut in the i

spring of 1970. . t

In their ruling the judges said that .

a Jew’s membership in smother ,*

religion must be checked according .

to the specific criteria of that!;
religion, and not according to the .

criteria of Judaism.
Since belief that Jesus was the --

messiah is the most basic tenet of .?

Christianity, the judges ruled,
^

Dorflinder could not be considered a !

Jew. (Itim)

U.S. cautious on
post-pact prosperity!

Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — A report
prepared for Zbigniew BrzezinakTs
U.S. National Security Council by
the Carter administration paints a
vague but glowing future for Israel-
Egypt economic relations after the
signing of the peace treaty.
"The Washington Post," describ-

ing the report in its weekend
business section, said that
“everybody who has worked on
these economic studies agrees that
Iaraeli-Sgyptlan economic coopera-
tion can yield tremendous benefits,

but that these won’t come
automatically or in a rush."
The report claims that the opening

of the Israel-Egypt border to trade
will give manufacturers and con-
sumers on both sides many benefits.

But it cautions : “From the Egyptian
view there is a special sensitivity;

the Egyptians cannot be placed in
the position of being an un-
derdeveloped nation seeking to learn
from a much more technologically
advanced neighbour, and no one is

more sensitive to that than the
Israeli planners."
As the Carter administration

report sees It, “the Egyptians will

start off economic cooperation on a
low-key basis, stressing tourism and
transportation, as opposed to more
ambitious ideas like joint power
development in the Sinai."

The report foresees package tours
to Jerusalem and the Pyramids, and
a joint Egyptalr-El A1 air route from
Houston to Cairo and Tel Aviv, for in-

stance.

USSR anti-Semitism

meet opens in Paris
—Special to'the gertaalenrPost -

Tie International Conference on
anti-Semitism in the USSR opened in

Paris yesterday. There are 31 par-

ttcipanta from 12 countries, in-

cluding four Nobel Prize winners,
attending the congress which will

continue today.
Jewish Agency Executive chair-

man Arye Dulzln greeted the
delegates. Dulzln ia head of the
Brussels Conference presidium, a
group consisting of several inter-

national Jewish organizations whose
aim is to stop anti-Semitic propagan-
da.
Sophie Tartakovsky. who recently

left Russia, talked about anti-
Semitism in daily life; Dr. William
Korey of New York presented a
paper on anti-Semitism in the mass-
media; and Italian Senator Umberto
Terradnl spoke about Israel as a
factor In Soviet anti-Semitism.

Recognition given

Brit She’an volunteers

BEITSHE'AN.— Thirty residents of
Beit She’an and kibbutzim In the
area yesterday received certificates
In recognition of their volunteer ser-

vices to tiie town.
Among the recipients was Ruth

Har-ZIon, wife of Meir Har-ZIon, a
recipient of Israel’s highest medal
for valour. She adopted two families
of immigrants and helped them with
their absorption problems.
Other recipients were recognized

for volunteering to Civil Guard and
Magen David Adorn, organizing ac-
tivities in youth clubs and cleaning a
synagogue.

Squatters to lose out to the highest bidder
By JOAN BORSTEN

Jerusalem Post Reporter
Eight members of "Housing

Now," an organization of Jerusalem
residents who can’t afford to buy
their own homes, were arrested
yesterday by the police for squatting
in a house that Amid&r plans to auc-
tion off today. The group was releas-
ed from jail when a sympathizer
guaranteed their appearance in
court.
The squatters were protesting the

Israel Lands Administration's deci-

sion to sell through their agent,
Amldar, two apartments to the
highest bidder when approximately
2,000 families in Jerusalem are In
need of housing.
"We believe that Amldar should

first have offered the two fiats to

needy families, " said Naomi
Trench, Dne of those arrested.
“Instead, poor families have to Md
against speculators who don't ever
plan to Uve in the flats.”

The controversial tender, the first

Amldar published In six months,
appeared three weeks ago in an
afternoon paper. According to the
tender, Amldar was selling two
abandoned flats in an old Arab house
on King David Street, not far from
the hotel.
There was a single room, with no

kitchen or bathroom facilities, three
flights up and In poor condition but
opening out onto a spacious roof. The
minimum bid Amldar would accept
for the flat (the roof technically
belongs to the Lands Administra-
tion) was IL57,000. Downstairs there
were two rooms, also without run-
ning water, but with a small sealed
off kitchen and privy, going for a
minimum bid of ILd70,000.
“To me tt seems clear that the

government 1s more interested in
making money than solving our
housing problems." said a “Housing
Now" spokesman. "We are singles,
young couples and families. Maybe
someone could pay IL150.0oa for the
small flat and then spend another
IL.250,000 fixing it up. But the
speculators, interested in buying
now and selling for a profit when the
prices rise again, can bid two and
three times that."
“Why doesn’t Amldar commit

whoever buys the flats to live In

them?" the spokesman asked.
An Amldar spokesman, while

claiming that the agency has no in-

tention of encouraging speculation,
admits that the agency will sell to
the highest bidder regardless of
whether he already owns a home.
The spokesman also maintains that
the tender was published because
both fiats were uninhabitable.
Several well-dressed businessmen

who came to inspect the premises
'yesterday seemed to feel otherwise.
One indicated he planned to bid
IL5Q0.000 on the small room, hold
onto it for 10 years, and then build an
office.

“Once I have possession of the
room. I’m sure X can get the Lands
Administration to sell me the roof
too; If not. I’ll just build and es-

tablish facts." one businessman told
The Jerusalem Post

.

"Amldar promised us they would
make every possible apartment
available to qualified Jerusalemites
at reasonable rates," charged.
Trench as her friends, seated on'
floor cushions in the tiny one-room
flat, strummed guitars and sipped
coffee. “With this tender we main-
tain they have broken their
promise."
Some Amldar officials told The

Post that they sympathize with the
"Housing Now" squatters, .and
would like to see bouses — such as
the two on Bing David Street —
offered to needy families before be-
ing sold on the open market.

Skirmishes with terrorists

increasing in South Lebanon
Jerusalem Post Reporter

METULLA. — Terrorist activity in

South Lebanon hag intensified dur-

ing the last few days. A spokesman
for Major Sa’ad Haddad told jour-

nalists that clashes with the
terrorists have increased , along with
attempts to infiltrate UNIFIL lines

and attacks on Christian enclaves
since U.S. President.Jimmy Carter's

visit to the Middle East.

The spokesman, Bulus Mukled,
claimed that during the past week
more than 1,500 shells and rockets
have been fired by .terrorists on the
enclaves. He said some were 122

mm. Katyusha rockets. He said that
the tairorists had tried 10 times in
the past week to Infiltrate UNIFIL
lines and he declared that some of

these groups had Israel as their

target.

A group of terrorists exchanged
fire with Norwegian UNIFIL-,
soldiers near the Hasbairi River, not <

far from the border, early yesterday

;

morning. The spokesman claimed •

that after each clash UNIFIL of-'

.
fleers met with the terrorist leaden
in an attempt to “calm them down." ',

AH al-Anelsst, a Lebanese,
sergeant from the village of Dubln,
north of Marj&youn, snowed some -

terrorist . equipment taken from a •

minefield near the village. He also
said that parts of the body of a
terrorist and two wounded terrorists

were, taken from the edge of the field

byNorwegian soldiers beforehe and
his men arrived.
UNIFIL officers from the central

sector of Sooth Lebanon, who visited -

Metulla, said thatthere were dashes
In the iaat few days between

.

terrorists and the Dutch battalion.

Footballers Injured
as car overturns

Jerusalem Poet Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Tel Aviv Maccabi
footballers Avi Cohen and Yaren Oz
escaped with light injuries when the
.car driven by Cohen overturned on
the coastal road between Netanya
and Tel Aviv late Saturday night.

The car overturned on a wet road.

SUMMER TIME. — Britain put its

clocks forward one hour at 2 turn.

yesterday at the start of British
Summer Time, which is one hour 1

ahead of Greenwich Mean Time and
one hour behind Israel time. British

Summer Time ends oh October 28. .

Carter thanks Knesset
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Knesset Speaker Yitzhak Shamir -

yesterday received a thank you;
letter from President JimmyCarter. -

The letter read In part:
“I appreciate the hospitality ex-

tended to me .during my visit to.

Israel by you and the distinguished
’

members of the Knesset. 1 was es-

'

pecially pleased to be able to speak
before the Knesset, which ia one of-*

the world's great .democratic in-

stitutions. This was a moving and
memorable experience . for me.
Please extend to your colleagues my
gratitude for their important con-,
trfbutton .towards realizing peace-'V.
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Khomeini says: Back to work
TEHERAN. — The Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini has called on
Iranians to start working to save the
country's bankrupt economy.
Khomeini made the appeal on

Thursday in the holy city ofQom to a
group of boy scouts and girl guides.
His remarks were released for
publication yesterday.

It was considered his first major
address on Iran's economy, which
has been paralysed by strikesand an
Islamic revolution which last month
overthrew the monarchy of Shah
Mohammed Reza Pahlavi.

The 78~year-old religious leader of
the revolution said, “All people must
immediately start working hard,
save this bankrupt economy and
rebuild this slum."
Bis remarks reflected Prime

Minister Mehdl Bazargan'a concern
over the- slow response to economic
revival efforts and an attempt to get
offices and factories operating
again.
Khomeini urged young people to

help the government build a strong
economic Infrastructure.

by revolutionary zeal were still

holding daily debates on politics and
their rights. In other plants,

revolutionary committees are trying

to run the operation In the absence of

ranking executives.

The government said that the

revolution has so far cost Iran $20b.

and that the cost may goeven higher

If the economy isn't revived soon.

The only industry that has shown
signs of revival is oil production,

which is averaging about 2.B million

barrels a day, with exports hitting

1.8 million barrels. This Is less than

half ofwhat Iran produced under the

shah.
Ranking executives in state-

controlled firms are pessimistic

about the very near future.

“Our future, the street crowds tell

us, lies with Mr. Khomeini; but ob-

viously he doesn't know anything

about economics,” a projects

manager in the National Iranian Oil

company said.

Iranian businesses are still

hampered by "overcealous
revolutionaries" who are attempting
to dictate their own terms on how to

run businesses.
Reports from provincial Industrial

centres indicate that most factories

have not resumed work. The reasons
range from unwilling workers
through lack of raw materials to law
market demand.
Factory managers have also com-

plained that most workers Inspired

The executive, who asked to re-

main unidentified, said, “It'll take us

at least six months to find out where
we are going. All measures taken so

far In an attempt to kick off the

economy are provisional — Just like

the government. People aren’t work-

ing. they're sitting at their desks
(waiting) for Instructions that ex-

ecutives are reluctant to give until

they find out what's happening."
In another development Iran

yesterday closed its border with
Afghanistan, after clashes between
Afghan armed forces and Moslem
militiamen drove several hundred

refugees into Iranian territory.

Teheran Radio said the border

would remain closed "until further

notice.*’

About a million Afghans have

migrated to Iran over the past five

yeans, according to Moslem clergy
sources in Qom. Shia clergymen

from predominantly Sunni
Afghanistan have also taken shelter

In Iran, followingreported imprison-

ment of dissident mullahs by the

Soviet-backed Afghan regime.

In Teheran, Islamic militia guards
shot up a central quarter for half an
hour yesterday to ton a Jailbreak

attempt by crack agents of the

shah's disbanded secret police.

A part of the prison, formerly the

Savak secret police centre for anti-

terrorist operations — a euphemism
for torture chambers — went up in
flames shortly before the Jailbreak

began. The fixe was started by the

prisoners to distract revolutionaries

guarding the prison, Iranian
newspapers reported.

The revolutionaries spread, out In
the area and opened up with gunfire

directed at prison exits, forcing the
prisoners to take coyer inside. One
prisoner was injured* wljen he fell

from a roof, and a milltlq^nan,was
wounded by a stray bullet.

It was the second reported
jailbreak attempt In three days, but
the first which failed. An estimated
90

*‘counter-revolutionaries' * es-

caped from a prison In Isfahan,

south Iran, four days ago; and most
of about 1,000 who fled from west Ira-

nian Jails earlier were still at large
yesterday. (AP, UPI, Reuter)

Iran moves to

expel feminist

TEHERAN (Reuter). — Iran yester-

day moved to expel American
feminist Kate Mlliett, who has spent
the past two weeks fighting for

.women’s rights in this Islamic coun-
try.
Immigration authorities went to

Teheran's Intercontinental Hotel to
collect Millett, 45, and an American
-friend, Ruth Mulard, the hotel
management said.

"Can we go to Paris?" Mulard was
overheard aaklng officials at the
hotel.

“Tou can go anywhere you like,"

was the reply.
Immigration authorities were seen

escorting the two women at the air-

port, where it appeared they might
be put on a plane today. The national
airline Iran Air said their names did
not appear on the passenger lists of
any of Its flights out yesterday.
Millett had been threatened with

deportation after she Joined last

week in protests by Iranian women
against re-Imposition of the veil and
abolition of equal-rights legislation.

At the airport yesterday she said she
was arrested after she checked out
of the Intercontinental. “I was ab-
solutely terrified,” she told an
American Broadcasting Company
reporter.

The first foreigner to be expelled
by Iran’s new revolutionary
authorities was U.S. civil rights ac-
tivist Ralph Schoenman, who was
deported last Thursday- . . .

' The action against Millett came
only one day before the planned
arrival of a delegation from the
recently created International
Women's Rights Committee.
(Reuter. UPI)

Rhodesia ‘bombs’ guerrillas

with promise of amnesty
SALISBURY. The transitional
government yesterday bombarded
the countryside with radio broad-
casts and leaflets that offered an un-
conditional amnesty to guerrillas
willing to shift their allegiance to the
government now that majority rule
is in sight.
More than one million amnesty

leaflets are to be distributed.
However, few observers expect a
mass Influx of defectors. Military
sources believe many guerrillas are
awaiting the results of next month's
elections before making up their

minds.
Meanwhile, security forces have

stepped up their campaign to pre-
vent guerrillas from disrupting the
elections. In the past six days, the
Rhodesian Air Force made four
bombing raids on guerrilla camps
and storage facilities in neighbour-
ing Mozambique, intensified the bat-

tle against nationalist guerrillas In

the country and extended the
military call-up to cover whites In
their 50s.

The call-up announcement said
men between 50 and 59 would be used
as special part-time reservists to
protect cities and towns from an ex-

pected outbreak of.urban terrorism .

Younger men were told they would
have to serve 10 days or more star-

ting on April 14, guarding polling

stations or actively hunting
guerrillas hi the bush.
The black nationalist leaders con-

testing the elections yesterday re-

jected a new Anglo-American call

for all-party talks before the public

votes In a black majority govern-
ment.
Bishop Abel Muxarewa called the

move "petty politics" while the Rev.
Ndabaningi Sithole described it as

political gimmickry.
The black leaden of Rhodesia'a

biggest black parties were respon-

ding to a joint statement by U.S.
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and
British Foreign Secretary David
Owen.
The statement urged the parties In

the Rhodesian conflict to hold an all-

party conference before the April 20

one-man one-vote election and agree
to the principle of internationally

supervised elections.

The falack nationalist leaders
noted that they offered to attend
such talks tour months ago, but that

p was now too late. (Reuter, UPI)

Indian sweet tooth saved from tax axe

NEW DELHI (AP). Bowing to

government has withdrawn propos-
ed tax increase qn biscuits and
chocolate.
Finance Minister Charan Singh in-

troducing a package of stiff tax
proposals, told Parliament on Fri-

day thathe hadwithdrawn proposed
levies on

.

refute ' the charges of ' caUOdsness
towards .children..in, this inter-
national Tear of the Child."
“I am as solicitous of their welfare

.and future as anyone else" he add-
ed.

Kremlin: U.S.

gets new ME
‘policeman’
MOSCOW (Reuter).— The Soviet
Union yesterday condemned the
proposed Egypttan-Israeli peace
treaty and said itwasa device bythe
U.S.' to bolster its milftaxy presence
in the Middle East.

.

T The Communist Party newspaper
^TjAvda" said;; "In exchange for
financial and military aid promised
by the Americans of which a lion’s

share is intended for Israel, the
Egyptian-Israell alliance, armed
with U.S. weapons. Is expected to

assume the function of protecting

U;S, .interests and that of a
policeman In the region.!* .

It added that .the new; "police
structure" would stfeguard U.S.

aceesa to Middle Eaatg&il sources
and suppress the struggle of the
Palestinian people and of other anti-

tinperlallst movements In Arab
countries.

"Pravda" described the proposed
treaty as a sell-out of Arab Interests

that was doomed to failure.

“The separate deal being Imposed
by the U.S. on the peoples of the Mid-
dle East, does not solve any of the
just and essential demands of the
Arab peoples," .wrote Alexei Petrov
in the dally. '.

The commentator, who Is believed
to reflect Kremlin- views directly;

said Arab rightoarebeing "sold out"
and that the treaty is baaed on Egyp-
tian President Anwar Sadat’s
"complete capitulation and accep-
tance”' of the conditions dictated by
Israel and the U.S.

The agreement “bypasses the
chief problem underlying the Middle
East conflict, complicates and In-

definitely delays the achievement of
a true peace and a comprehensive
settlement, creating conditions for a
new deterioration of the situation In

the region," he said.
With the fall of Iran, the U.S. Is

.

looking for a new "policeman".! for
the region, 11 said, and appears to
have found one Jp an J‘Egyptian-
Israell alliance armed with U.S.
weapons." (Reuter, AP)

Chinese steal bricks

from Great Wall
HONGKONG (Reuter). — Bricks
from China's Great Wall are being
stolen by people to build houses, ac-
cording to the "Peking People’s
Dally."
The newspaper, quoted by the New

China News Agency, called for the
protection of China’s ancient relics

and also cited damage In exotic gar-

dens '

in East China. It said only
seven of 31 ancient gardens with
their pavilions and pagodas remain-
ed intact.

The paper suggested the formation
of a special unit to take charge of

maintenance and preservation of
national antiquities.

'

Iran asks to be
non-aligned .

TEHERAN (Reuter). — Iran an-

4-n<Kraoe^Uyest^day that itwanted to
jofoWe non-ahgned movement^
The decision followed Teheran’s

withdrawal -from the defunct
CENTO (Central Treaty Organiza-
tion) security pact that once linked
Iran, Turkey, Pakistan and Britain.

Chile hit by ^
wave of

bombings

An environmentalist from New York City sprays red dye on fur of

white seal pop bn ice floe In the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Canada. The
almost indelible dye destroys value of the pelts to seal hunters who
slaughter the pups. < (AP radiophoto)

W. German regional vote

to test Schmidt’s strength
BONN. (Reuter). — Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt's left-liberal coali-
tion,government faced a stiff teat of
its public popularity yesterday with
regional elections in West Berlin and
the. Rhineland Palatinate.
Although the elections, for the

regional parliaments in the two
areas, will ' not directly affect
Schmidt's' government, they are be-
ing regarded , as ' a political
barometer -and a test of the.central
administration's popularity.

'

Four years ago in West Berlin the
opposition Christian Democratic
Union (CDU) gained the 'biggest

share of the vote. But the
T

Social
Democrats (SPD) — Schmidt 's par-

ty — teamed up, as at the national
level, with .the am alL'Fre'e
Democratic Party '(FDP) to form a
coalition.
The SPD has weathered upheavals

inWest Berlin since the lastelection.
SPD Mayor Klaus Schuetz resigned
in May 1977after a Series of financial
scandals rocked his coalition.*

-

CDU candidate Richard von Weis-
saecker, nominated barely six
months ago, la expected to maintain
his party's position and could even
extend it. In the Rhlneland-
Palatlnate, ruling CDU State
Premier Bernhard - Vogel was ex-
pected to be returned to office by the
2.7 million electorate.

.

In France, half of' the country's
electorate was eligible. to vote in

yesterday’s, cantonal elections to
choose local leaders In the country’s
95 departments, but the vote will be
seen as a test of the- government's
popularity.-
1 The -.elections have aroused little

.interest 'among voters and have
taken second place .behind this
week's special Session ofparliament
called to debate rising unemploy-
ment in France.

'

The cantonal elections. In which
electors choose local councillors and
village mayors, usually draw a low
turnout. -Those elected serve .a six-

year mandate.'
’ In Finland, opposition .conser-
vatives may make gains In Finland's
general elections which started
yesterday, but the centre-left coali-

tion Is expected to stay In power.
Opinion pblls indicate the conser-

vatives will gain several seats, mak-
ing them the second biggest group in

the 200-aeat Eduakunta
(parliament).

'
•

J

The ruling coalition of Social
Democrats, 'centrists, communists
and liberals currentlyholda134seats
and the polls predict the government
will- not be seriously damaged by
conservative advances in the voting
which ends tomorrow.

Mare thun 3.8 wtiKmi Finns are en-
titled to vote for -over 1,300 can-
didates from 12 parties. Moat of the
gains are expected to go to small

!conservative opposition groups.

SANTIAGO; Chile (AP).
baa beeta.htt by a wave of uiutiw
bombings that the gdvemmeai^
Is the.Teturn of leftist terrorism, o£
man. was

.
killed mid a" number 0

houses and businesses were damag

Two tones full of passengers wen
t also stopped recently by armed
and women who distribute,
propaganda of the Revolutiouar
Leftist Movement (MIR), which h*
Been “thought virtually extinct &
Chile.

A .number of government on
ponents and some Chilean
naflata, however, think that the bom
bings -are the work of extrenu
rightists who support the govern
merit but are displeased with receo
liberalization moves. :

Those who subscribe to the theor
that someor all of the bombings an
the work of government supporter
believe that one of the purposes Is ti

warn the Supreme Court and govern
meat not to grant the extradition 0
'General ' Juan Mariuel Contreras
former secret police chief. The u.a
wants to try Contreras for allegedh
ordering the 1970 bomb d»Rth h
Washington.of socialist exile (Man
do Leteller.:

.

Government opponents also pob
out that there la always a brief span
of minor bombings around the ttuu
"the .government's emergency ruE
decree comm up for renewal, ever
-September U and March U. In ai
otherwise peaceful country, thei

say, the bombings can be used a
justification for continuing emerge*
cy rule.

.

London court heat

Libyan kidnap plot

Hanoi: Chinalies on pullout

Today, the workers ore holding s

STRIKE OF WARNING AND PROTEST
from 12 noon till 4 p.m.

against the government's economic policy

and the raising of prices

Ehrlich said NO to the Hlstadrut
The workers say NO to the Finance Minister!

The workers of Israel protest the raising of prices and the government’s economic policy,
and call on the Finance' Minister to meet the workers’”demands:

BANGKOK. — Vietnam, calling
Chinese leaders', ’’professional
Hare," said yesterday thatChinahad
not completed its troop withdrawal
from .north erp Vietnamese
provinces as Peking announced two
days before. .

'

It also warned Southeast Aslan
countries to stay out of the Slno^
Vietnamese conflict arid reaffirmed
lta support for Laos, which it sold
was threatened by China.
On Saturday Vietnam's Foreign

Ministry proposed that talk*
between the two Conmunlst
neighbours on restoring normal
relations should start next Friday.
That had appeared to confirm

Chinese Foreign Minister Huang
Hua’a announcement In Peking that
the troop withdrawal was complete,
since Vietnam had said talks could
start one week after all Chinese
troops were hack on their own side of

the border.
But the Vietnamese Community

Party newspaper "Nhan Dan" said

yesterday: "The Chinese reac-
tionaries, professional Mars, even
claimed their withdrawal was com-
pleted while, in fact, they still main-
tain their troops in many arena of

Vietnamese territory and close to

the border-readyfor other acts of
war against Vietnam."
The radio, quoting "latest

' reports',” claimed yietnamese'
r forces had ,lnfMfeted»heavy IoSs^-ot

.
the Chinese, but-gave rio detalla.-

In its wanting to other Southeast
Asian states; the Hanoi newspaper
described as unrealistic the proposal
by Ascan — which groups Malaysia,
Thailand, Singapore, Indonesia'and
the Philippines — that all parties
concerned ^ - Indochina should (tod

the flghtlxig- and withdraw their'

troops. (This* would .include the
Hanoi forces now,inCambodia.)
Meanwhile; the Hanot Foreign

Ministry alleged that many regular

Chinese dt^toidna were; deployed on

the Slno-Laotian border and that

Pektog was- abeillxig and “nibbling"
at Laotian border territory.

Hie Soviet Communist Party daily

“Pravda" also said that the Chinese
were massing large numbers of

. troops, on the Laotian border.”
Touching on the region In lta weekly
International review, "Pravda" call-

ed the Chinese withdrawal from
Vietnam “a strategem" that covers
the concentration of “new forces on
Its (Vietnam's) borders." (Reuter;
AP)

LONDON (AP). — AMzarre pfatt
kidnap former Libyan Premie
Mahmoud Maghribl. and smug#
him from London to Ms homelan
was described on Friday at the 01
Bailey, London's central crlmlal

court; ';

Maghribl la regarded as a politic*

opponent of Libyan Presides
Mu&mmar Gaddafi, said Pnhecuto
Kenneth Richardson. He alleged thi

if the kidnap plot proved impoNQil
Maghribl -was to have bee
murderetL
Accused in the alleged kidnap

were ' company director Wniiu
Bryce. 53. and his son Trevor, SO,

construction worker, both c

Hampstead, London. Both denie

plotting. with- others to kidna
Maghribl-

The proposed victim, a docks* t

law,' was premier from Septembe
1959 to January 1970. He had ala

been: Libyan representative at tb

UN, and from May 1972 to Octobe

1976 was Libyan ambassador Is Br
taim-

RIcharda on said that Willias

Brycewas arrested outside Ma hum
on June- 28 last year; and In ti

pocket was -a chemical spray —.a

sprayed..op^the eyes. v
: He.i-sddd theyf-kI»»i*0Bnd':
Mercedes, station wagon, careful

adapted at some cost so that a da
or stupefied body could be hidden

it, and travel documents, lndudlag
ferry reservation, for two adult*

take the vehicle to Calais, Frants
-- Richardson said that Bryce h
worked for the Libyan embassy.

B^wriggjers

may fill

man’s heeds ' ^Mters

MANILA (Reuter). — A
worm known as the red

could .help to conserve the

fast dwindling resources

experts Will; be told hex?: todty?

Petroleum, metals, mineral!

*

Opposition to the cutting of subsidies on essential goods and
services
The baiting of inflation
A war on the concealing of income and for the collection of
proper taxes
Opposition to the laundering of black capital
Protection of the real value of workers* wages and the
workers’ standard of living
Solution of the housing problem
Efficient supervision of prices
100% linking of income tax levels to rises in the index
Tax allowances for wage earners and pensioners

British couple want children sterilized

Last year, inflation reached 50%. This year, the forecasts are for a win*

*

or higher rate
of inflation, and rises In the prices of essential goods of 70-100%. This is the result of the
government’s economic policy since the introduction of the new economic measures. The
results of the new economic measures act to the disadvantage of the worker, make the
rich richer, and threaten the economy, production and exports, undermine morals and
the social foundations of this country, damage labour relations, and are leading to an
economic and social crisis.

Local labour delegations, workers committees, the secretariats of the national
labour federations and trade unions, and Hlstadrut activists from all over the
country
will meet today at 3 p.m. in the courtyard of the Hlstadrut Executive Building In
Tel Aviv, for a

PROTEST MEETING

Tbs Hlstadrut Executive General Federation of Labour in Israel

Labour Councils
Naamat
Metalworking, Electrical and
Electronics Workers Federation
Textile, Clothing and Leather
Workers Federation
Food Workers Federation
Building Workers Federation
National Association of Printing,

Binding and Carton Workers
National Organization of
Hlstadrut Factory Workera
Agricultural Workers Federation
National Association or Diamond
Workers
National Association of Plastic
and Rubber Workers
Port Workers
Tyre Industry Workers
Paper and Carton Industry
Workers
Transport Workers
Federation of Hotel Employees
Federation of Woodworkers

— Organization of Watchmen— Organization of Porcelain and
Ceramics Industry Workers

— Organization of Cinema, Projec-

tion and Television Workers
— Association of Merchant Navy

Ratings
— Association of Merchant Navy

Officers
Organization of Petroleum and
Gaa Company Workers

— Organization ofLDJ. Employees
— Clerks, Administrative and Ser-

vice Employees Federation
— Civil Service Federation
— Working Youth Federation
— Federation of Engineering.

Associates and Technicians
— Nurses Federation
— Salaried Transport Workers
— Organization of Petrol Station

Attendants
— Organization of Occupational

Therapists

— Organization of Physiotherapists
— Organization of Dental Assistants— Israel Federation of Teachers— Association of Actors and

Directors
— Organization of Cleaning Workers

and Employees of Private Health
Institutions

— Hairdressing and Beauty Parlour
Employees Organization

— Musicians Association
— Organization of Guides
r- Security Establishment

Employees
— Engineers Federation
— Federation of Social Sciences and

Humanities Academics
— Pharmacists Association
— Association of Lawyers
— Federation of Biochemists and

Microbiologlsts
— Social Workers Organization

LONDON (AP) A British couple

want to -have their three children
sterilized because the mother suffers

from a hereditary disease which
they (bar will be passed on to. future
generations.
.Pamela Gooch, 33, has 'Hun-

Ungton'a Chorea, a disorder of the
nervous system which usually
strikes in the '80s and '40s and causes
jerking muscle spasms, slurred
speech and premature aging. There
Ur no known treatment or cute a«d
Mrs. Gooch said she hm about five
years to live.

"I know what a dramatic step this

is, but because of their genes my
children have a 50-50 chance of con-
tracting it,” Mrs. Gooch told
reporters on Friday at. the family's
home In the Staffordshire' coal-
mining town of Cannock. •'

:

“I saw my father die in pain, and
my children are seeing me going
towards my death .in the same way.
Only by ending our line can we pre-

vent them from watching their own
children suffer.”

The story of the parents’ decision

to seek sterilization' for .their

children — Diane, 14, Tina, 11, and
Scott, 9 — when they reach the age of

18 was given splash play in London’s;
newspapers.
"Our eldest daughter does seem to

understand and Tina to beglniring td'

grasp the problem," said father
Anthony, 40; who works a permanent
overnight shift In a local coal mine 4o
he can care for his housebound wife

and the children during the day. - .

32nd body found In

Chicago murder case :

CHICAGO (AP). —
. Investigators

found the remains of another body on
Friday at the home ofJohn Gacy Jr.,

bringing to 32 the number of bodies
found at his home or in a nearby;
river-
According to published reports, in-

vestigators have said Gacy told of

disposing of the bodies of 32 young'
men' after having sexual relations

with them. Gacy, a 30-year-old self-

employed contractor,- has been
charged- with

,
murdering seven

young men- ' "
'V' ‘ V
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trees are all disappearing at ah 1
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products from them could he ^
mmjemid pieces.
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But seme,scientists from ell

the world ^attending the eee

Recycling Conference opening[W
believe the wriggler worm —

'

-: scientifically as lumbriens rub

— may be the answer tothe

problems.- •
.

- -They Vay that breed1111®
"

wriggler in large quantities 00

patch of - household waste
produce organic fertfltoar that

do an even better job, repJenwW
the soil ahd conserving
chemicals. .-• ..

The worm reproduces five

year for ;an.average of alX-J
A few. tons of them can eat

cast out up to. 150 tons ofwet,

a day; -or iJmofons a. month
four-heetare garbage
castings happen to be 1

tiltoer abundant In soluble

phosphate; :potaah and
minerals -r—riCb plant nui

Therpresident of the Asian

JugAssociation,' BasilBo«k
the posaibiiltles are endle*a
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poor— morethan half of

in Asia.-.' --'•'.'T
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Israel Lands Administration

Tel Aviv and Central District

ElyacMnLocal Council S

Build Your House In Elyachin
Por

e
P

In cooperation with Elyachin local council, the Israel Laruis Adininistration
nounces registration for the above scheme,, under which 34-plotsTrill be aHocaieH.:
for the construction of 34 single family houses.

•

;
.:.v-r'vs

11

A,

to:

tot

Only residents of Elyachin are eligible.
‘V;

Registration will be at the Elyachin local council offices from 9 aii;
1979 till 13 noon on April 23, X979. ’

,
V

v

Additional details are available at the council offices duririg norniaJ -W Ing 4

hours; - ’
.
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In danger but

bored to tears
By TOM DAVIES/Observer Foreign News Service

LONDONDERRY. — Nearly 10
years after the British Army arrived
to keep the peace in Northern
Ireland, the soldiers have gained ab-
solute control.

Incidents and deaths have fallen to

an all-time low: 103 British soldiers
were killed in .1073 while last year
there were 14 ; 10,680 shots were fired

In 1972 while last year there were
756.

But the 18,000 troops still stationed
throughout the beleaguered province
face a new enemy — boredom and
stress. The troops are not allowed
out of their camps, and their
greatest and only pleasure is

watching television.

Even out In the streets the combat
is often little more than a clash with
rowdy IRA supporters who hurl
bottles and snowballs, usually when
full of Guinness after the pubs have
closed.

. In 10 years 12 soldiers have com-
mitted suicide- while on duty. But a
recent incident in a West Belfast

armycamp showed up the stress fac-

tor dramatically. Trooper Edward
Maggs was on guard duty one Sun-
day morning when, in a brief and
murderous 20 minutes, he lifted up
his self-loading rifle and began firing

at his own men. One NCO was killed

and another badly Injured before
Maggs himself was shot dead.
We will never know the real Btory

behind Maggs'-.fatal brainstorm but
all the evidence points to intolerable

strain. The. problem for men like

Maggs was set out by Brigadier
Colin Shortis, based in Londonderry.
“Pressures have changed since

the time there were regular confron-
tations In the street," he said. “When
there is a lot of activity, the emotions
are purged. There was a time when
we lived on the tops of buses and the
sheer physical endurance of sur-
viving meant that, when you stopped
work, you just flaked out. Crowds
were rioting and stoning us just

about every day. -But now there is &
sort of cease-fire, the frustrations
are high. A soldier la never sure who
or where the enemy is."

APART FROM the constant threat
of danger there is the routine
monotony of “sangar" duty, which
every soldier dreads. A sangar in

Northern Ireland is a high look-out

post built out of breeze blocks and
surrounded by wire netting to ward
off hurled bombs.

Inside it is like a dark prison cell

with photographs of terrorists on the

wall. In the summer it is boiling hot

and in the winter freezing cold. A
man on sangar duty must look out
through a narrow slit and observe
movements for up to four hours at a
time.
He may not read, listen to the

radio, sit down or urinate while on
sangar duty. He can use his
machinegun only against men with
two rifles or a machinegun.
Otherwise he must use his self-

loading rifle. Soldiers regard sangar
duty as the most boring “non-event"
in the world.
.“This work bores me to tears,"
said Fusilier Tony Jones on the Irish
border. “In four months, I've just
had one false alarm. I think about all

kinds of things ... the girls I've

known, the Welsh rugby team and
how they’re getting on. I don't mind
the Irish — not like some of my
mates — but it gets hard just
watching the lights of the cars all

night."

THE MOST striking feature of the
soldiers life Is the gruelling hours.
A breakdown of the hours worked by
men of The Royal Welsh Fusiliers,

who have just finished a four-month
tour In Londonderry, showed that on
average senior officers work 93
hours a week. Younger soldiers

spoke,pf.working,!^.to. ISO. hw?..a
week — mostly on patrol or sangar
duly.' v ...y,: \ , .. ni

The general pattern Is that the
lower ranks work four hours on and
four off for 24 hours a day, seven
days a week for the full four months.
They receive no extra hours and only
get four to six weeks holiday a year.
A fusilier on a three-year contract

receives for this a gross pay of £52
dL2,080) a week; a lance-corporal
£38 (XL2.480) and a sergeant £87
(ILS.480). There is a northern
Ireland allowance of £1 (IL40J a day
less tax and, for the married man. a
separation allowance of 85 pence
1IL35) a day less tax.
They are entitled to two cans of

beer On a rest day and allowed to

draw only £20 (IL800) in cash a fort-

night. Sexual activity is confined to
talking about It or leering at women
while out on patrol.

In the circumstances it is a wonder
that there aren't more men breaking
down like Trooper Maggs ; it does not
take a feat of imagination to picture
him standing in toe claustrophobic
sangar in which he lifted up his rifle,

flicked off the toe safety catch and
took aim.

Snap, crackle and

a smell of cloves
By KENNETH L. WHITING/Tbe Associated Press

JAKARTA. — If there is such a thing
as a national odour, Indonesia's is

the aromatic smell of burning
cloves. The fragrance is accom-
panied by a soft snap and crackle as
smokers puff on "kreteks” —
cigarettes laced with cloves.
Kreteks, believed to be. uniquely

Indonesian, are a thriving domestic
industry with promising export
prospects. However, the sweet smell
delayed some early shipments.
Customs agents, suspecting drugs,

refused to .clear kreteks for export to
toe U.S. until they were tested in a
Los Angeles laboratory. But a
Philippine consignment was cleared
after officials were convinced that
the Indonesian excise tax band was
legitimate.

In 1977 export sales of one brand,
Gudang Gararm, were worth about
$250,000 and fetched about $400,000
last year. .Kreteks are also shipped
to Australia. Singapore and
Malaysia.
A Gudang Gararm spokesman

said the Japanese and Saudi Arabian
markets will be tapped next.
Export kreteks carry a “Smoking

is Hazardous to Health" warning
which does not appear on those sold
within Indonesia.
“Kreteks are so new on the inter-

national scene that there probably
has been no research to determine
whether a tobacco-and-clove mix-
ture is as hazardous as straight
tobacco cigarettes." said an
American doctor employed by an oil

company In Indonesia.
Almost all of the half dozen

different tobacco types used are
grown in Java, Sumatra and Ambon.
About half of the cloves needed are
imported from Zanzibar and
Madagascar. The finely-ground
spice fragments give kreteks their

snap, crackle and smell. A kretek

takes about twice as long to burn as
an ordinary cigarette.

CLOVE cigarettes were first rolled
in the 1920s in toe small central Java
town of Kudus. The industry la still

concentrated in Central and East
Java.
The manufacturers' federation

reported to Parliament recently that
42b. kreteks were produced in 1977 at
more than 300 plants, the majority of
them tiny operations akin to cottage
industries. Output in 1971 was only
19b.

The business Is labour intensive
and the government insists on keep-
ing it that way in job-scarce and
overcrowded Java. Mechanization Is

strictly limited, mostly to makers of
export quality kreteks fitted with
filters, such as the Bentoel brand.
Purists insist .that toe traditional
fragrant, crackling kretek be slight-
ly conical in shape and have no Alter:
Kreteks are usually rolled, cut and

packed by hand. The rolling
machines are merely larger ver-
sions of those sold In toe west to
smokers who prefer to make their
own.
Some 115,000 people are employed

making kreteks. More than 400,000
others are involved in distribution
and sales. Including peddlers who
sell individual cigarettes in the
streets of Jakarta. The largest fac-

tory employs more than 23,000
workers, most of them youngwomen
paid on a piecework basis, one
source said.
Six large firms dominate the In-

dustry. All are privately owned,
mostly by Indonesians of Chinese
ancestry. EGretek tycoons tend to be
secretive, but many details were
released by their federation for the

first time recently in toe report re-

quested by Parliament.

OTTAWA. — Edward Schreyer’s ap-
pointment as Canada's new
Governor-General took almost
everyone by surprise. Schreyer is

not thfe kind of person Canadians
have come to expect In the vice-regal
role. He does not fit the pattern. He is

not from Central Canada, he Is

neither a French nor English Cana-
dian, and he Is young.
As Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau

said with obvious delight when be
commented on the appointment:
“Schreyer is not a member of the
Establishment. ' '

Since Schreyer, 43, moved into the
stately Governor General's
residence in Ottawa, his job and
people's perception of it have begun
to change. First to notice the
difference were the staff at Govern-
ment House. They are-used to caring
for quiet coupler on the verge of
retirement. Now, Government
House is ringing with the noise of a
young family of six.

The youtofulness alone of this first

family is enough to indicate that this

Governor-General is likely to be less

a figurehead and more a steersman.
Schreyer is an Austro-German

Canadian from a small town In the
wheatlands of Manitoba. He grew up
on a farm close to where his im-
migrant grandparents settled at toe
turn of the century.
The grandson did well at universi-

ty and early in life showed a keen in-

By HAZEL STBOUTS/Gemini News Service

terest in political action to Improve
social conditions . He became toe
youngest legislator In Canadian
history when he was elected to the
Manitoba parliament at the age of
22. Later he moved to Ottawa as a
member of Parliament and then
returned to his province to lead the
provincial branch of Canada's only
socialist party, the New Democratic
Party (NDP). As its leader he serv-
ed eight years as provincial premier.

HIS LIFE has been politics. This too
makes him something new In terms
of Governors General. Till this year,
governors were usually former
diplomats, business barons or
military men. Apolitical jobs were
an advantage forsomeone takingthe
job of Queen's representative, an
apolitical post.
Schreyer is the first Governor-

General to land in Government
House straight from active politics.

It is an odd translation but perfectly
possible, since Schreyer Is not a par-
ty man. True, he was provincial
leader of the NDP, but be led it ac-
cording to his own lights, not accor-
ding to party dogma.
As far as parties go, Schreyer

could bp anything...a left wing
Liberal, a pink Tory or a right wing

NDPgr. His dedication to Ms con-
science rather than to political goals
has repeatedly put him in hot water.
It has led to immense personal pop-
ularity hut little party power.
In fact, his appointment as

Governor-General came In toe nick
of time. Schreyer had just lost the
provincial elections and was
wandering round in political Umbo
as an inactive leader of toe Manitoba
Opposition.
Perhaps the most daring stance

Schreyer took as a.Manitoba politi-

cian was his unswerving support of
toe federal government's policy on
bilingualism and biculturaUsm. This
is not popular in toe west. French
communities are few. and far
between on the Prairies, where the
Quebec question seems remote and
unreal. Westerners tend to think that
a bilingual Canada is a waste of time
and a totally unnecessary expense.
They resent having toe wording on
their com flakes packages written in

French and English.
Schreyer, on the other hand, does

not. He is an ardent supporter of a
bilingual Canada because he is a
man with strong sympathies for
minority rights. He is therefore
thoroughly in accord with Trudeau's

'

Canadian vision.

THIS IS important Schreyer Is In Ot-
tawa when Canadian unity will be
put to its toughest test. During his
term of office, Quebecers will vote
on whether they want their province
to stay part of Canada. This means
the country has never more neededa
strong apolitical federal voice In Ot-
tawa.
Schreyer is specially suited to the

task. As an Auatro-German Cana-
dian he is a non-aligned witness of
the battle between Quebec
separatists and “les Anglais."
Separatist mythology Insists on

toe existence of only- two types of
Canadians — the exploited Trench
fjflftyritnw and exploiting IBngHah
counterpart. Anyone In this
mythology who is not “French" Is

unllingual English, rich and right
wing.
Schreyer is aware of this. He

speaks five languages, (German,
Ukrainian and Polish as well as
Canada's two official language?)

he was careful to use all five at
his Inauguration ceremony. When he
visited Quebec city he spoke Umost
entirely in French, dropping into

English only to welcome English
speaking Canadians and Americans.
His brief lapse into English brought
boos from the crowd and cheers
when he moved back into French.

It is not only the federalist cause
which stands to gain from
Schreyer's appointment. The

Edward Schreyer

Liberal -government .which ap-
pointed .

him hopes to profit too.

Although Schreyer is the represen-
tative of "the Queen, he Is appointed
on the suggestion of the. Prime
Minister and so his success or failure
Is bound to rub off on the government
which placed him in power. And if

some of Schreyer rubs off on the
Liberals It can only do them good.

Firstly, it means some western
goodwill for a party which Is half

starved to death for political support
on the Prairies. The Liberals do not
have one single Member of Parlia-
ment from Manitoba.
Secondly; it means the Liberals

have got themselves a bilingualism
salesman who is untainted by
political affiliation. The appointment
was a political masterstroke, do
doubt about it. There has been
sothlng 'like it- since the College of

Cardinals shocked toe world by ap-
pointing & Polish Pope.
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J’lem and TA to vie for rugby title
By JACK LEON

Post Sports Reporter

TELAVIV. — The Hebrew Universi-
ty and Tel Aviv ASA “A" teams will

plV off for the National Rugby
League championship title next
weekend, after both varsity squads
won their concluding matches Satur-
day to tie with 20 points from 12 out-
ings.

While the Hebrew University had a
fairly comfortable 144) home victory
over Kibbutz Ylzre'el, title-holders
ASA "A" were stretched to 28-18 by
lowly Kiryat Shmona at the Wingate
Institute — with the Upper Galilee
visitors having taken a 16-10 lead
early in the second half.
In the cellar, the Technion beat Tel

Aviv ASA "B" 20-12 at Kiryat Bialik,

to leave the Tel Avivians propping
up the seven-team table at the end of
the sixth season of rugby league
competition.
Old rivals ASA “A” and the

Hebrew University shared the first

league championship in 1972, but the
Tel Aviv club was the undisputed
champion In 1975, as well as last

year.
ASA "A" looked to be in command

against Kiryat Shmona when they
turned round with a 10-4 lead. But
tries from flank Ray Nixon and fly-

half James Salinger left the hosts
trailing by four points and looking In

danger of a shock defeat. However,
the Tel Avivians kept their cool and
piled up 18 points without reply to
run out worthy winners.
Kiryat Shmona's other try was

scored by back Ylgal Sere, and
hooker Dave Weinstein put over two
conversions. For the Tel Avivians,
scrum-half Peter Fuchs crossed for
two tries ; one eachcame from three-

quarters Zvi Pas and Peter Fuchs
and Dave Kaplan in the pack.
Lawrence Wolpert was on target

with four conversions.
In a scrappy game at Glvat Ram,

the Hebrew University's three tries

against Ylzre'el were scored by
forwards Barry Miller and Simon
Cooper and scrum-half Anthony
Sacks, with winger Mervin Wolf put-

ting over one conversion.
Yizre'el, who were challengers for

the title themselves as late as last

weekend, finished with IQ points, in

Joint second place with H&’ogen Nir
EHiahu.
Flank Ricky Kahn collected 12 of

the Technion'a points against ASA

“B" with two tries and two conver-
sions. Tel Aviv's full-back Selwyn
Fasawell was also successful with

two conversions and in addition

crossed for one try.

Kiryat Shmona ended the 1978/79

season in fifth place, with seven
points, followed by the Technion with
three points and ASA "B" with two.

On the international rugby front,

Wales on Saturday won the five-

nation championship for a record

fifth consecutive year, when they
thrashed England 27-3 at Cardiff.

The Welsh, who have not lost a home
fixture in the competition for 10

years, finished the 1978/79 season
with six points from four matches.
France took second place in the

table with five points, by virtue of a
21-17 victory ever Scotland in Paris,

in a thrillingmatch in which the lead
changed hands six times.
Ireland came third, on four points,

.one more than fourth-placed
England. Scotland were wooden
spoonista yet again, collecting only
two points from their four outings.

The Scots have now gone 11 games
without a championship win.

SYDNEY (Reuter). — Muhammad
All told drenched fans at the Sydney
sports ground yesterday that he
plans to retire as world heavyweight
boxing champion in one month.
Speaking after two lifeless exhibi-

tion bouts. All apologised to the

crowd for not giving his best, saying

that he was nine kilos overweight
and ready for retirement. “There is

nothing greater I con do in boxing,

and I am going to get out an the only
man to win the title three times,” AU
said.

All made heavy weather of three
exhibition rounds with American
Jimmy Ellis, and then clowned his

way through three more with Joe
Bugner, the former British and Eur-
opean heavyweight champion. Spec-
tators who came to the sports ground
expecting to see the champion box
were disappointed — one quick "All
shuffle” and a lightning flurry early
In the first round were all they were
to see of the champion’s legendary
skills.
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Football Association to pick

national soccer team supplier v

Nat’l soccer squad

readies for Belgium £
Indiana wins Midwest basketball crown

Spain beats Soviets

in Davis cup action

BARCELONA (AP). — Spain
defeated the Soviet Union 5-0 and ad-
vanced into the next round of the
European zone "A” Davis Cup com-
petition yesterday.
In yesterday's two singles

matches Antonio Munoz beat Ramiz
Akhmerov 8-6, 6-2, and Fernando
lama defeated Vadiznborlsov 6-1, 6-8.

The matches were watched by more
than 8,000 spectators.

NEW YORK (AP). — The Indiana
State Sycamores, often criticized
this season despite their undefeated
record, proved Saturday that they
belong with the outstanding college
basketball teams In the U.S.

Indiana State, ranked No. 1, won,
the NCAA Midwest regional basket-'
ball championship, outlasting fifth-

ranked Arkansas 78-71 at Cincinnati
and gained a berth in the
semi-finals against DepauJ next
Saturday at Salt Lake City.

Depaul, an often overlooked team
in spite of its No. 6 ranking, won the
west regional title with a 95-91 upset

over second-rated UCLA at Provo,
Utah. DepauI'swin gave Ray Meyer,
the Blue Demons’ coach for the past
87 years, his first berth in the final

four.
In the eastern regional final at

Greensboro, North Carolina, it will

be two Cinderella teams, No. 14
Penn, 24-5, champion of the Ivy
League, against I7th-ranked St.

John's 21-10, the last club Invited to
the NCAA tournament. And in the
Mldeaat regional final at In-
dianapolis, It will be two of the
nation's powerhouses, third-ranked
Michigan State, 28-6, against No. 4
Notre Dame, 24-5.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The national soccer
squad went to Kfar Blum yesterday

to prepare for the Olympic Games
qualifying match against Belgium,
to be played in Ramat Gan on March
28.

National team coach Emanuel
Sheffer will take 22 potential players

to the closed training camp.
Israel is In a qualifying- group

together with Belgium, Holland, and
Spain.

FLYWEIGHT FIGHTER. — South
Korea’s Park Chan Hee won the

World Boxing Council (WBC)
flyweight title with a 15-round un-

animous points decision over Mex-
ican champion Miguel Canto In

PuBan, South Korea, last night.

Israel’s No. 1 tennis player,
Shlomo Gllckstein, seen in ac-
tion on Friday during Ms five-sett

victory over West German star
Rolf Gehring in the Davis Gap
match between the two countries

In Augsburg, West Germany.
Gllckstein lost yesterday In
straight sets, 2-6, 4-6, 2*0, to

Ulrich Pinner, giving the Ger-

mans an unassailable 3-1 lead in

the third-round European *one.
(AFwirepboto)
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TELEVISION

EDUCATIONAL; 8.15 English 6. 8.S5
Language and Communications 3-0.

9.00

Math 7. 9.30 English 5. 9.40
Family Situation. 10.10 Science 8.

10.30 Programme for
kindergarteners 11.10 English 8.

11.30 Mathematics. 12.00 Biology 9-

10 . 12.20 Citizenship 7. 12.40
Language 7. 13.00 Literature 30-12.

13.40 Nature 15.30 Geometry 5/6.

15.45

English 6. 10.00Programme for
kindergartners. 16.25 Science Fic-
tion series. 16.60 The T*ee. 17.10 The
Portrait

CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMES:
17.30 The Double Deckers — Series

about 7 children who live in a double

decker bus: The Go-carters

18.00 Quiet, We're on the Air— youth

magazine
ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:

18.30 News roundup
18.32 Sports
19.27 Programme announcements
19.30 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Mnraalui: Short

interviews with Jewish personalities

20.30 The MuppetAhow
21.00 Mabat Newsreel
21.30 Power Struggle. A documen-
tary drama about 2 American youths

who manage to infiltrate the secret

atomic Industry of the U.S.

22.45

Van Der Valk. Thriller series

starring Barry Forster: Wolf
23.35 Almost Midnight — News

JORDAN TV (unofficial)

:

17.40* Latf a Bit. 17.55 Baggy Pants.
18.00 Thunder. 18.30 French Hour.

18.45

(JTV 8} Grizzly Adams. 19.00
News in French. 19.30 News in
Hebrew. 20.00* News In Arabic. 20.30
The Rag Trade. 21.10 Romance.
22.00 News in English. 22.15* Sword
of Justice

DEADLINES Jerusalem : Weekdays: 10 a.m. of day prior to publication. For Friday’s'

paper: 5 p.m. on Wednesday. For Sunday's paper: 3 p.m. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and

Haifa: Weekdays and Friday: 12 noon two days prior to publication. For Sunday's;

paper: is noon Thursday. _

I Ads are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Post (for addresses see masthead on
back page) and at all recognised advertising agencies.

Weekday rates: Minimum charge of IL112.00 tor eight words; IL14.00 for each ad-|

ditlonal word. Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of IL162.00 for eight

words: IL19.00 for each HrUMansl word. All rates include VAT.

* (JTV 6, Mows with asterisks oon-

tbme on JTV 3.)

Second Programme Army

First Programme
7.07 Morning Melodies
8.10 i Stereo): Morning Concert —
Haydn : Divertimento for 9 string and
wind instruments; Mozart: Sonata
for 2 Pianos, K.448; Stravinsky: Jeu
de carteo. ballet muele; Watton;
Symphony No.l
10.00 Radio story
10.15 Elementary school broadcasts
11.35 Music from Tibet
12.00 (Stereo): Radu Aldulescu
(cello) , Benyamln Oren — Gabrieli: 7
Riccarcari for solo cello: Vivaldi:
Sonata, No.9 for cello and piano (with
Gerehon Braun — cello contlnuo)
13.00 (Stereo): Noon Concert —
Dukas: The Sorcerer's Apprentice:
Paganini: Concerto No.l for violin

and orchestra; Dvorak: Carnival
Overture, Op.92
14.10 Children's programmes
15.30 World of Science
15.00 Notes on a new book
16.05 (Stereo): Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra, conducted by, Zubin
Mehta— Johann Strauss: Die Fleder-
maui, excerpts from Acts I and H
17JO Music Quiz (repeat)
20.10 The composer Paul Ben Halm
(part 1)

21.00 Everyman's University
21.30 Speaker's Podium
22.05 1 Stereo) : The 12 Cellists from
Berlin — David Funck: Suite in D:
Julius Klengel: Hymnua, for 12
cellos. Op. 57; Helmut Eder:
Rhythmic Tune; Noam Sheriff:
Twelve; Villa-Lobos: Bachlanas
Brssllelras No.l
23:23 (Stereo): Contemporary music
— 23:23. American music — Roger
Reynolds: Behind the Illogical Mask;
EorJ Kim: The Light of the Earth
00.10 (Stereo): Choral Music

7.00 This Morning — news magazine
8.10 Goad Morning — songs, chat
with Rlvka Michaeii
13.05 Midday — news commentary
14.10 Musical Adventures
15.05 Sabbath songs
16.10 Magazine on health and
medicine
17.10 Meni Peer's talk and entertain-
ment show
18.05 On Men and Figures — discus-
sion on current economic affairs
19.00 Today — people and events in
the news
19.47 Bible Reading— Ezekiel 25. 26
20.05 Gideon Lev-Ary's weekly
column and Interview of the Week
(repeat)
21.05 Jazz Corner
22.05 Public Trial
28.05 Radio Information —
everything you always wanted to

know and didn't know whom to ask.
Special Purim programme

NEWS IN ENGLISH
7.00 (Fourth. Fifth) •

14.00 (Fourth. FVth) •

18.00 (Fourth) *

20.00 i Fourth) •

22.00 (Fifth) "

00.30 (Fifth) *

* Fourth programme: 737 kHz;
Jerusalem area 674; central and
southern Israel 1020

Fifth programme: Short wave and
FM 88.2 MHz

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
SELECTIONS
French
7.15 (Fourth, Fifth) 15 min., including
review of Hebrew press
14.30 (Fourth, rath) 80 min.
18.00 (Fourth) 5 min.

20.10

(Fourth) ID min.
22.30 (Fifth) 26 min.
24.00 (Fifth) 30 min.
Spanish news at 6.40

Yiddish news at 6.20, 19.30 (First) 30

min.
Hungarian at 19.10 (Fifth) 15 min.
Saturdays (First) 30 min.
Rumanian news at 6.15, 20.30 l First)

15 min.
Russian news at 6-25, 18.45 (First) 15

min. Sun-Fri.
Georgian news at 6.08, 19.15 (First,

Fifth) 15 min.
Lad Ino news at 6.30, 20.00 (First,

Fifth) 15 min.
Moghrabl news at 6.35, 20.16 (First,

Fifth) 10 min.
Boeharlan news at 6.03 (First)

Tat news at 6.11 (First)

Persian news at 6.48 (First)

6.30

University on the Air — Dr.
Aharon Lalsh lectures on the Foun-
dations of Islam
7.07 "TOT” — Alex Anskl presents
selections of music and Items from
the morning newspapers
8.05 IDF morning newsreel
9.05 Israeli Winter — 3 hours of

music, skits. Jokes and news flashes
with Ell VIsraeli

12.45 15 Minutes — Political com-
mentary
13.05 Today's favourite — songs with
a special theme
14.05 Two Hours — music, art,

cinema and theatre reviews. Inter-

views, and anecdotes
18.05 Tales of artists and actors as
pupils and performers
17.05 IDF evening newsreel
17.45 Sports newsreel
19.05 Needle In a Record Stack —
new records and recordings

21.00

Mabat newsreel
21.35 University on the Air (repeat)
22.05 Let's Listen — new records and
recordings with Nathan Dunevltch
23.45 IDF midnight newsreel
Q0.Q5 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Yoni Rechter

TEL AVIV I I II I
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BEFORE RENEWING household,
automobile Insurance, phone Goshen, Tel. 08-
717613 , 02-719176.

VEHICLES

PASSPORT TO PASSPORT. Fiesta 1978, 15,-

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuutttiiiiiiiiiiniminiuiiu 000 km- Tgl
- jgggg-

PERSONAL FOR SALE Passport to Passport Slroca

Chrysler, model 1978, 15,000km., leaving the
country. Tel. 03-987953.

DIAL LOCATIONS
AM In kiloHcrtt
FM In McgaJferte

I*t Pro. Mud Pro-
gramme gramme

i(iiii(MM(!i [|[!iiiii(i{|iii II Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil -—: ^
TOURIST!!! For escort service, dial 03- PASSPORT PEUGEOT 504, automatic 1974,

263SAa ri 2 noon-7 D.m.l. silver, excellent. Tel. 02-661976.

Centra)
Israel AM:

FM:
rmna AM:

THIRD PROGRAMME
Light music from 6.69 a.m. to 12 pan.
dally, with h Interruption for the
Jiews.

rs: n.s
3rd Programme — short wave and FM
88.2 MHz
4th Programme — TS7 kHz; Jerusalem
area B74; centra) Israel 1033
Bib Programme — B3S kHz
Army Radio - kHz

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

announces a vacancy for an

English Secretary/Shorthand Typist

Qualifications: mother tongue English, knowledge of spoken Hebrew

desirable, speed and accuracy in English shorthand, experience on elec-

tric typewriters.

Applications In writing, accompanied by curriculum vitae and

references, should be sent to the Personnel Department, Hebrew Univer-

sity, Glvat Bam, Jerusalem, marked “Candidate for Post 3/79, not later

than March ZB, 1979.

CINEMAS

JERUSALEM: 4, 6.45, 9

Amon: Beach Police, 4. 7. 8; Eden:
Power Play: Edison: Superman, the
Movie, 4, 6.45, 8.15; Hablnih: Hi-
Rldcrs 4. 7, 9; Kflr: F.I.S.T.. 6.80,
9.15; Mitchrll: Foul Play. 6.45, 9.15,
Weds, also at 4; Orgil: Dersu Uzala;
Orion; 7 Man Army; Oraa: Force 10
From Navaronc. 4, 6.20, 9; Ron: Con-
voy 4. 7, 9; Srmadar: Iphigepie, 7.
9.15; Small Auditorium Qlnyrnel
Ha'ooma: A Touch of Class, 4. 6.

8.20; Cinema One: Minnie and
Moskowltz 7, 9-.16

Loose, 7.45, 10; Esther: Sybil: Gat:
Dona FIor and HOr Two Husbands;
Gordon: L'Alme Ou La Culsse; Hod:
Mean Dog Blues; Llmor: Violetta

Naziere. 4.30, 7, 9.90; MograM: Con-

voy 4.80. 7.80, 9.30; Maxim: Crazy

Horse; Ophlr: Gypsies go to Heaven;
Orly: The Thirty Nine Steps: Paris:

Alfredo. Alfredo, Till Divorce do us

Part, 10, 12, 2, 4, 7.15, 9.30: Peer:

F.I.S.T.. 6.48. 9.16; Ramat Aviv:

Halahoka, 7.15, 9.30, Tues. also at

4.30: Royal: The Girl from Pigalle.

10. 13, 2, 4, 7.30, 9.30; Sbahaff:-

Interiors: Studio: Nureyev is Valen-

tino 4.30, 7, 9.30; Tcbelet: An Enemy
of the People; Tel Aviv; Superman
the Movie; Tel Aviv Museum: The
Lacemaber: Zafoa: Mon Premier
Amour.

non-stop perfs; Orly: The
Laccmakor. 6.45. 9; Peer: Foul Play;
Omb: Superman the Movie '4, 6.30. 9:

Ron; Convoy; Shavl!: Providence,
6.48. 9

l k' i * i
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FLIGHTS

2000 British Air 576 London
2120 El A1 378 Copenhagen
2120 Air France 182 Paris, Lyon
2200 El A1 316 London

RAMAT GAN: 7.10. 9.30

Antion: Saturday Night Fever, 4. 7,

9.30; Radar: Silent Partner, 4,

7.15, 9.30: Lily: Coming Home;
OwdN^Coma: The Strongest Man in

the World 4: Ordea: Every Which
Way but Loose. 4.30, 7.15. B.30;
Rama: The Desperate Ones, 7 .15 ,

9.30. Mon. Wed. at 4.30; Ramat Gan:
Straw Dogs.

Thh schedule t» subject to change vit/umt

prior notice. Renders tire advised to coil

Brn-GuriuH Airpt/rt Flight Information,

(<M/ vnunuM (or iW-ftW-JW for El At

flights only/ for changes In times of

Arriinla awi Departures.

Departures

IIKRZMYA
David: The Betsy. 7. 9.15: Tlfrn-i:
The Big Sleep 7.15. 9.15

Trl Aviv: 4.30. 7.10, 9.30

Allenhy: Foul Play; Ben Yehuda:
Girl Friends; Chen: Saturday Nlgbt

Fever. 4.30. 7. 9.80; Cinema One:
Blackout; Cinema Two: The Sailor

who Fell from Grace with the Sea;

Dekel: Midnight Express, 7. 9.26;

Drive- la: Laurel and Hardy Jitter-

bugs, 6; Every Which Way but

Haifa: 4. 6.45, 9
Amphitheatre: 7 Man Army; Armou:
Saturday Night Fever: Alsmon;
Mean Dag Blues; Chen; Force 30
from Navaronc; Gulor: Rolling
Hiunder. 10, 2, T; Survival. 12. 4, 9-

Miron: Christina's Passions. 6 non-
stop perfs; Moriah: Blume in Love,
6.45. 9: Ordan: The Turning Point;
Orion : Confessions of a Porno Star. 6

Holfin

Migdal: The Goodbye Girl

Petuh Tlhvu
Shalom: An Unmarried Woman. 7,

9.30. Tucz. 9.30 only

Nrliutyn
K»Uu-r: The Bishops Bedroom 4.30, 7.

9.15

Arrivals

0120 Alitalia 762 Rome
1225 El A1 010 New York
1255 El At «H New York
1410 Saa 266 Johannesburg. Lisbon

1430 TWA 880 Kansas City. Chicago. New
York, Athens
1555 Lufthansa 606 Frankfurt, Munich
1715 TWA 810 Phoenix, Chicago. Beaton,

Paris, Rome
1723 KLM 525 Amsterdam
1800 Alitalia 746 Romo
1805 Swtaa&ir 332 Zurich
1900 El AJ 346 Geneva! Zurich

1910 Olympic 301 Athens
1940 El A1 386 Rome
2010 El A! 338 Amotcrdam
2035 El A! 334 Brussels, Vienna

.

2040 El A1 324 Paris

0260 Alitalia 762 Bombay, Singapore.

Sydney, Melbourne
0640 TWA 603 Paris, New York
0700 Swissair 383 Zurich

tmo TWA 811 Athens, Rome. Paris, U.8.A.

0785 El A1 331 Vienna, Brussels

0750 Olympic 302 Athens
0800 El A1 029 Paris. Montreal, New York
0820 El At 348 Geneva, Zurich
0830 Air France 137 Paris

0850 British Air 677 London
0900 El A1 015 London. New York
0910 TWA 881 Athena, New York
0920 El Al 337 Amsterdam
0940 El A1 377 Copenhagen
1020 El A1 323 Paris

1100 El A! 315 London
1200 Ei A! 385 Rome
1640 SAA 287 Lisbon, Johannesburg
1655 Lufthansa eos Frankfurt,
1920 Alitalia 747 Rome

This flight information is supplied by the

Ben-Onriai1 International Airport Coor-

dination Centre.

By PAUL KOHN
'

Post Sports Reporter

tbit. AVIV. — The Football Associa-

tion (FA) will decide tonight on who

will clothe and equip the national

soccer team, a matter which has*

become controversial in recent days.

The “Blue and White" organiza-

tion for the promotion of made-in-

Israel goods has protested to the

education minister and the Knesset

sports committee about the FA'S

plana to clothe Israel's nationalteam
exclusively in German-made
products.

The organization said it would call >

on all those giving the Football

Association financial support to stop

doing so immediately. It pointed out

hn^ Israel . lure its own textile in-

dustry which could supply the FA.

The FA has received two offers
J

‘

from the German sports firms ;

Adidas and.Puma. Puma made the .. V
first approach, offering football J

. :

' r

boots, shirts, shorts and balls free of
charge for one year. Adidas topped' ‘'"l

the Puma bid by offering io su^y '
-

Its products free for three yean. ~., <

“AU 16 soccerteams playing in the
World Cup finals use either Adidas

or Puma equipment, despite many
~ '

having their own tactile Industrie*^ -

These firms Imve specialised inj^l^
manufacturing the very tewtiport* 1

:

equipment which cannot be matched / -

by anything yet produced in lsrael,
''J

association spokesman Ya’acov Erei T -

told The Jerusalem Post -'..'v"'
• *‘We -cannot appear In inter*'-?

1

national matches with inferior qtiali- ; ,
•^ :

ty equipment," Erel added..
. /

Haifa girls break
relay-race marks

IIMNff If IIMIlifli Kli I lllllliilMOIJIIIIMMMNIMM typist Correspondent. Working
hours 8a.m.-4 p.m. Eastern Automobile Co.

INSURANCE 03-33236/8 Tel Avlv-

Jerusalem Post Reporter ...

TEL AVIV. -7- Haifa Hapoel women
set up two national records in relay
races held at the Wingate Institute In
Netanya Saturday night.

The Haifa girls beat all comers in

the 4 x 800 metres, docking 0

minutes 29.1 seconds, and in the 4 x
200 metres. In 1 minute 46.1 seconds.

Israel to play in

handicap Olympics
- :r.

Jerusalem Post Reporter *,

Judo championships
Post Sports Reporter

KIRYAT ONO. —KalmanKaufman,
17, of Tel Aviv Maocabi won the 96-,

kilo division of. the Israel Judo
Championships' Saturday.
Moshe Ponta, 23, of Beersbeba,

won the 78-kilo event and Ilan

Kedem ofKin Haahlosha, 23, became
the 80-kilo champion.

TEL AVIV, -r For the first time ] .,,r
ever, Israel will send represent 1".'

tatives to the Olympics for the men- -,?

-

tally handicapped, to be held in ^
France this summer, the Israel4-;-' -

Association for Rehabilitation of the.-!:-'*

Mentally Handicapped (Akim)
nounced yesterday. The participa.

'

tion of the six Israeli girls and boys
In the Olympics, was arranged by \ c'-

the Paris BWends of Akim.: ...
The Israeli representatives haw? *=*

been chosen on the basis of their

achievements .during a. series off ~
sports events held by Akim. Athletic ' 3

activity is an Important method for>ri £ ?
' rehabilitation of the mentally han- juj

dicapped, who often have difficulty^''

^

with motor coordination, AUm-saUU-

;
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Notices in this feature are charged at XL44.MIper line
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BUSINESS PUROBUSE/SAtij
• AppnRTTmrrv iiiMiMMiiimimmimimiimimmimiimimiurruivl UKI IX 1

THIS WEEK’S: Gaffes 'and Tea. In
. Zolbo save on all your Peasah gifts. Abuza, 9

llllllllllllllilllliniliHilillllLllllllilMlllllllillll Hantke Street. Central Carmel, beneath

TO LET in Petal) Tlkva: Cafeteria, exclusive flupersoi. K. Bialik, 25 Jerusalem Avenue.

neighbourhood, Tel. °3-»4M9. SALE. WICKER LIVING room set + 8door.
lllllllllllllllillllllililtlllillllllilllllNHMNlllIl! clothes closet. Like new. Tel. 02-227024; 8.00

,

_ --- o a-m.-3.30 p.m. ; 02-668783: 4.00 p.m.-9.00 p.m.,DWELLINGS ssk for Bmcha.

ssjtssslifsre
JERUSALEM-RENTAL 838790. 03-363743.

ORIGINAL FORD AM/FM stereo, pushbut-

tonMj#ctorBi 4 way Kund control (left/rigbt,
TALSIEH: furnished large 4^-room Arab front/rear), brand new, IL4AOO. 02-632074.

inillllllllll'lllllHIIIHIIIIIIIHIHHIHIHIIIIIHIIH

,12M SITUATIONS VACANT

, ......... WANTED CLERK FOR Advertising Dcpart-
1

r”‘JiJJwmtMMmiOTffijj ment of the Jerusalem Post in Tel Aviv.
RAMAT HASHARON to let April 4-Juns 10, Perfect command of Hebrew English,

1 3979, completely furnished 3 rooms, typing In both languages. Chit : 08-28*222, ext.
telephone. Call 03-474437 from 6 p.m. 31 , from 8 to 10 a.m. only.

Jerusalem .

•

MUSEUMS
Israel Museum Exhibitions: Arts in

Palestine la the 26th Century. Exhibition
In honour of the 30th anniversary of the

8tate of Israel, revealing the various fields

of artistic activity In’ the 19th century in

Palestine. Honors Damnler — Nothing
New Under tbe Sun- Daumier lithographs
on centenary of his death. The Kadtshmaa.
Connection — works by nfore than 100 ar-

tists on proofs of a Kadtahman print: with
the generous assistance of Golden Pages,
the Israel Classified

.
Directory. From

-Conoept to Product: Bang and Olnfsen’s

Design for Sound. Development and
production of outstandingly designedoloc-

'

tronlc sound equipment. Neolithic
figurines from Sha’ar Hagotan. Childhood
Drawings and Paintings by Israeli Artists

(side by side tilth their mature works).
Chiaroscuro: The Beginning of Colour
Woodcut. Exhibition of rare European
woodcuts of the 19-lSth centuries. First

Israel exhibit. With a Pencil. Creative

work with pencil.

Exhibit of the Month: Rare scroll of

'Esther, Venice, early 17th century.
Handwritten and illustrated, in ink on
parchment. Woven and Printed textiles.

At the Rockefeller Mmetim: Two Egyp-
tian bronse statuettes •f-Imhotop (Egyp-
tian). Bronze figurine of Alexander ’ the

Great, late Hellenistic period. Prehistoric

hunters’ sites In northern Sinai.

Paley Centre (Youth Wing near
Rockefeller Museum) : The Art of Ancient
Egypt. Visiting hours: Israel Museum:
Sun., Mon., WetL, Thurs. Id ajn.-6p.rn.;

Tue. 4-10 p.m.; Frt. 10 am.-2 pjn.; Sat. 30

ajn.-2 pan. Shrine of tbe Book, Billy. Bose
Art Garden: Sun.. Mon., Wed., Thur. 10

A.m.-0 p.m. Tub. 10 ajn.-lO p.m.; Fri. and
Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Rockefeller Museum:
Sun. — Thur. 10 a.m.*6 p-m.; Fri., Sat. 10
a.m.-3 p.m. Tickets for Sat. and haJJdaya

must be purchased in advance at tbe

Museum, Cahana or major Jerusalem
hotels; In Tel Aviv at Rococo, Hadran and
Kastel. Free guided tours inEnglish. Sun.,
Wed., 11.00 ajn., Tubs. 4JK)-p.m. from up-
per entrance ball.

CONDUCTED TOURS
HwdsssBli Toots
1. Medic*) Centre, in Kiryat Hadaksah.
Tours In English at 9, 10, 11 a.m. and 12

noon, leaving from tbe Kennedy Building. -

Tour Includes Chagall Windows. No .

charge.
Tbe Synagogue — Chagall Win-
dows — open to the public from 1.30-4.00

pjn.. Sunday-Thursday. Buses 39 and 27.

2. ML Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.30

a.m. to 12.30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and
28. Tel. 818111.

8. Morning half-day tour of all Hadaaaah
projects, $0 per person towards transpor-

tation. By reservation only; Tel. 4163388

Hebrew University, tours in English at 9

and 12 s.m. from Administration Building.
Glvat Ram Campus. Mount Scopus tours

11.80 a.m. from ths Martin Buber
Building. Buses 9 and 28, School of Educa-
tion bus stop. Further details: TcL 85480. -

Bmunah — National Religious Women’s
Organisation, Tourist Centre, 28 Rehov.
Ben Maimon. Tel. 02-62468, 80620. 811688.

American MUracM Women. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street,'

Jerusalem. Tel. 232758.

MISCELLANEOUS m
- -Vj,-frt: :

Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, BdaneUer Wo«My, -

Romema. Tel. 81*822 ,
7JO a.m. — 7 pJn. 4^'

TerAviv
MUSEUMS v-kr.: :f

Tel Aviv Mnsenm, Sderot Shat
Hamelech. Exhibitions: Artists* <X»lc&. yt.-

Eric Mendelsohn — Drawings el >

Architect.
-’

J
-

HereTtn Profile — Herat’s Image isr-tho}^

Applied Arts. '

.

r

VisitingHours: Sun^ Mnn., Tne^ Tbnr.^flk^ J*

a^n.-lO pjn.-FrL 30 a.m.-2 pun., :

pm. New Museum Building open

ajn.-l pjn.. entrance free. "
! •l.iff-;-

Beth Hatefntsoth. The Jewish
-
dia*pa«>

“~
; .

.

past and preseiiL pi^sented l^ tta ino*^‘' ;t
r'

modern . technology, and- graphIstip^-'- -

techniques, films, slide shown. : (wflbC
visual prasentationa dlaidayz. wnoput^^ ;t:

terminals, etc. In the exhibition ^

"Image. Before my Eys«^:^
photographic history of Jew^h&CJnr1

'

Poland 0894-1289). Visiting --r
Man.. Thur. 10 a.m.-6 pan. Tue^ -r

pjn. FrL. Bat. dosed. Beth HateftttsoBlll

located at Rehov Klaiiaiier^R«»p*fai<Wlhitan
(entrance -through
Udymaifiy campus). . . .

=, v 'y.

CXWiffiUCTEpLTOCBS' M
Emuuali — National BelIgtons V«ta
Oigaataation: -TEastaJ," 166 -Bebsv-

j

GabiroL TeL 440618, 768942, 708*40.
'**

Canadian Hadassah-Wlso Office,^

Rehov Hayarkon. TeL 227686, 2a.ni.:7K

OBT Israel: For visits please cOnta

ORT Tel Aviv, Tel. 2S82&, 762*91-2;^
Jerusalem, Tel. 833141; ORT Netmiq

TeL 88744. .

American Misrachi Women. GueptJKa
— Tel Aviv— Tel. 220187, 34008..

>

Pioneer Women — Na’amat:, Free too

See our sodo-educational services. ;C

for reservations, Tel Aviv, 08-266094,

M. and K. LipsEl, Varied Europe]

Cuisfne. Open afternoon and eveninf,

Rehov Yefet, Jaffa, TeL 0&638466..-. £
Fondue Bar. Traditional Swisi. J

pa&ar. :

pMSs;-;

teHu-sC

; ac u-.e ;

mosphere. -Open 12 dobh— midnight. -8j|

Rehov Dizengoff. p«S54-h

Sax
Haifa
MUSEUMS

. -',Kl
Visit the Haifa museums:. Anderi rieftw.

Modern Art, 26 Rehov ShabtaJ ttd.iS!'''*
628238-8. National Maritime. TeL WKWT ®« r.i

Illegal Immigration. Tel. 586248. tad >;

Tel. 644485. Japanese Art, TeL 8866*.MsW) »£r jj.

Kata. Tel. 88482 . Dagsn Grain P®^S4Sr :j,.,
Tel. 664221. Artists* House, Tel. 8a2856/>t]r

What’s On In Haifa, dial 640849.

Rehovot ...

.

:
-5

The Wetzmaan Instituta open to

from 8.00 ajn. to 8.80 p.m.Vlsitore |

to see film on Institute'* research tof*.

tivities, shown regularly at 11.00 tn
8.00 p.xn. Friday U.oo aja. only. >'

Tours of. the Wetanuum House every

hour from 9.00 a.m. to 3A0 pin., and
-noon on Frlday.'Nominal fee for

to Weizmann House.
.

*

For Tours of the House please lw*
054-83230. 054-83328

SHOWS
A Stone in David's Tower. Soundand Light
show in English, every evening (except
Friday and festival eves) at 8.45 p.m: at
the Citadel near Jaffa Gate. Monday.
Tuesday. Wednesday and Saturday also at

10.00

p.m. in English; Sunday and Thurs-
day at 10.00 p.m. in French. Tickets at the
entrance. Please come warmly dressed.

EVERY THING IN ITS

PLACE.

REPORT SUSPICIOUS
OBJECTS!

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES

FIRST AID

Jcnuiuplrm: Givant, 12 Ha'arl. 633876 ;

Petra. Salah Eddin, 284143.

Trl Aviv: Barak. 109 JabOtinaky. 448682:

Brtut, 28 King George, 223721. Holon: Naot
Rahel.- 88 £Uat. 851751. Bat Yam: Mazur,
20 Haviva Reich. 833360 . Ramat Gan;
Gramze. 50 Bialik. 722237. Bnrf Brail.

Rcfua. 82 Rabbi Akiva. Kfar Shnwyaiut:
Kfar Shmaryahu. Commercial

.
Centre.

030244..Netanya: Netanya. 11 Herzl. 22342.
Rlftbon: Shlafer, 10 ZelUln, 945995/

Hadrm: Hamcrkax, 78 Weizmann, 22131.

Hnlfn: Hanasal, 33 Harnuai, g7812.
-

Beernheha: Jerusalem. 34 Herzl, TT034:
'

Magen David Adoni first.pld.

open' from -8 pjm. . to 7-a.m-"-.

home calls by doctors at ftaed raw*
Fund members

.
should eojulre a

rebate.' -» 7 •
• . -

.Phone numbers: ’Jetauleat,'

I
Haifa — 101. Dan Region tR*™?^
Bhel Rrak, Givataylm, Kiryat

781111.

Jerusalem: Blkur. Hblim (pediatrics).
Hadnssah (internal,'surgery, orthopedics,
E.N.T.i, Misgav Ladacb (obstciricsl-
Bhoorc Zcdck (ophthalmology r.

Tel Aviv: Rekah (pediatrics 1 . Ichilov.
(internal surgery)
Netanya: Laniado (obalcirics. internal).

‘

Haifa: Carmel - 1

"Bran" — Mental Health First Aid. Tel,'
Jerusalem 669911, Tel Aviv 258811. Haifa
53WH8. Berrshcba 32H1. . . 4
Mfsguv Lodurb: Open line 4-6 p.m. every
Monday answers to-" obstetrics;
gynneeologieal, slcrUity and family .plan.-

Ming problems. Tel.- 02JO33S6.

Aabdod 22222
Ashkcloh 23838 :

Bat Yam' 885555

Bccreheba '73333
'.

EUaf-2388
Hndera 2J3S3 --

Holon 803133

Naharfyn '923338

. jtaicaiiclh'O^ :•

^'Netatya

Rlshon
':-Wcd3M».,v
Tiberias 2*U

SUNSET-SUNRISE

Snns«IT>ff;:iW*rt“.i
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EINSTEIN CENTENNIAL SYMPOSIUM

Beyond the limits

of language
By ALAN ELSNEB/Jerusalem Post Reporter

ALBERTEINSTEIN did cot think in
words.
This Is one of the ideas to emerge

from the first three sessions of the
Einstein Centennial Symposium,
which continues through the rest of
this week at the Van Leer Institute in
Jerusalem.
Einstein did not start speaking un-

til he was three years old, causing
his parents to fear that he was abnor-
mal. Until he was 20, Einstein con-
tinued to experience difficulties in
speaking, and throughout his whole
life, he never succeeded in master-
ing foreign languages properly.
Prof. Erik Erikaon, Professor

Emeritus at Harvard University,
speculated that it was a freedom
from the confining bands of language
that permitted Einstein to make the
imaginative leaps of intellect which
brought him to the formulation of the
special and general theories of
relativity.

In fact. Erlkscn said, Einstein ex-
pressed surprise at the notion that
people think in words. He himself, he
said, thought in pictures and con-
cepts, distinguishing between what
another of the Symposium’s
speakers. Prof. Roman Jacobson of
Harvard, called "personal thinking
and inter-personal communication."

IP LANGUAGE was superfluous in
Einstein’s thought processes,
however, language was necessary to
inform a curious, non-sclentlfic
public of the meaning of hla dis-

coveries. Einstein himself admitted
the necessity of this process.
"In my view." he wrote, "there is

but one way to bring a great scientist

to the attention of the large public: it

is to discuss and explain, in language

which will be generally understood,
the problems and solutions which
have characterized hla
lifework...Otherwise, the result Is a
banal hero-worship, based on emo-
tion and not on insight."

But as Dr. Loren Graham of the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology explained in smother
paper delivered at the symposium,
when Einstein’s concepts were
transformed into language capable

of being understood by the layman,

the result was often a distortion of

the concepts.

Loren took two examples of pop-
ularizers of relativity and showed
how each was subject to personal

prejudice rather than scientific im-
partiality.

Sir Arthur Eddington, the
Astronomer Royal of Britain who
was a confirmed Quaker as well as

one cf the foremost mathematicians
of his age, tried to use Einstein to

prop up religion in an age of uncer-

tainty. Far too subtle to go in for

direct proselltyzlng, Eddington
merely sought to show that
Einstein's theories, in addition to 11-

luminating areas of men’s
knowledge, also highlighted the
vastneas of man’s Ignorance. Ed-
dington did not use science to justify

religion. He merely affirmed that

science had nothing to do with
religion. It threw no light on the
spiritual world and thus it held no
answer for many fundamental
questions, he said.

IN CONTRAST. Vladimir Alexan-
drevitch Fock, a Russian physicist

and confirmed Marxist, tried to use
relativity to support the theory of

dialectical materialism.
Fock was reacting to a two-fold at-

tack on the theory of relativity. On
the one hand, be felt it necessary to

refute the interpretation being put
forward by Eddington. On the other,

he was defending relativity against

Its critics in the Soviet Union who
claimed that It undermined the
Marxist belief In a steady progres-

sion towards truth and justice. By
arguing that the theory of relativity

did not abolish absolute values of

space and time but merely corrected
them, he was trying to prevent the

perversion of physics by Stalinist

dogma.
Graham contended that both Ed-

dington and Fock were trying to

provide comfort for an uncertain
public living in tempestuous times
by assuring It that Einstein's
theories did not contradict Its

previous assumptions, whether
religious or Marxist.
This theory also tied in with a

suggestion put forward by Paul For-
man of the Smithsonian Institution.

Forman claimed that Einstein
himself used science as an escape
from the threats and menaces of
everyday life, "to another and realer
world."
Forman theorized that Einstein

sought to disarm his own apprehen-
sions of the ordinary world by ex-
plaining the laws behind it. And
Prof. Banesh Hoffman of Queen's
College New York, who worked with
Einstein, testified that it was a
search for beauty and a belief that
the world operated accordingto laws
which were both simple and
aesthetically pleasing which guided
Einstein in his work. Einstein
proceeded from the special to the
general theory of relativity with the
conviction that "aesthetics demands
the theory." And when It finally

crystallized. Einstein wrote: "I was
beside myaelt with ecstasy for
days.”
As Hoffman said: "Einstein, the

supreme artist of science, was cap-
tivated by the Mozartian elegance of
his equations."

Jewish settlement and militaiy necessity
® In the Supreme Coart, Sitting as High
n Court of Justice
A' Before the Deputy President
tr (Justice Landau) . Justices Witkon,

Asher, Ben Porath and Bechor.
T PETITIONERS: 1. Sailman Tewfik
LI Oyev and Others. 2. Jamil Areat
th Setoa and Others,
w RESPONDENTS: 1. Minister of
cc Defence. 2. Military Governor of
Li Judea and Samaria.

*j (H.C. 686,610/78)

THE HIGH COURT of Justice dle-
T> charged two orders nisi calling upon
N the Minister ci Defence and the
P1 Military Governor of Judea and
& Samaria to show cause why they
r* should not refrain from allowing
ft civilians to settle the land that had
ubeen requisitioned from the
n petitioners.

? In 1970 the Military Governor of
ff Judea and Samaria seized land next
to military camp Belt El "for essen-

tial and urgent military purposes.”
n The offer to pay the owners rent for
* it was accepted by some of them. In
a 1975, the Military Governor seized

and near the Arab village of Tubas,
*' n the Jordan Rift, for similar pur-
“ oses.

In 1978, the owners of the seized

an da, 26 West Bank Arabs, petition-
1

:d the High Court o! Justice, claim-

£ ag that their land was being used for

f the establiahement of Jewish

^ settlements and that this was illegal
* both on the grounds that it did not ac-
° cord with the military purpose for
e which the land3 had been seized and
. because this constituted an infrlnge-

H nsent oi international law.
V The petitioners were granted an
5 order nisi ar.d the High Court issued

5 a temporary injunction restraining
* construction and the pursuit oi

L
agricultural activities on the land in

question.

On the return day, Gabriel 2ach.
- the State Attorney, assisted by Mrs.
D. Beinlsh, appeared for the
Minister of Defence and the Military

Governor, and Elias Khoury for the
petitioners.
Judgment:
JUSTICE WITKON, who delivered
the first opinion of the High Court,
thanked Mr. Bach and Mr. Khoury
for the thorough way in which they
had presented their coses, thus con-

tributing greatly towards the
enlightenment of the court.

He then noted that he intended to

consider the respective claims of the

parties In the light of the present tae-

nia! situation only, without being In-

fluenced by any possible future
mlltlcal developments. In the pre-

sent situation, he noted further,

Jjere must be deemed to be a state of

selligerency in Judea and Samaria,
and the respondents must be deemed
:o represent an occupying power.
Justice Witkon then considered the

cetitioners' first argument: that the
respondents' ostensible military pur-

pose in seizing their lands was a
cloak for the real purpose of es-

tablishing Jewish settlements, and
that for this reason the seizure was
illegal.

This argument, he said, must be
examined In the light of the existing

state of belligerency and of the con-

sequent responsibility of the oc-

cupying power tor ensuring order
and security In the occupied area
and for anticipating any possible

danger to the security of the State of

Israel from terrorist activities. A
similar argument to that of the
petitioners in the present case had.
he said, been exhaustively discussed
in the case of the Plthat Raflah Be-
duin (H.C. 802/72, 2 P.D. 27/169).

The High Court had held in that

case that It was the prerogative of

the military authorities to evaluate
security considerations and decide

what measures were most ap-
propriate tor preventing any possi-

ble threat to security. The High
Court had held further in that case
that they would not intervene in the
military authorities' exercise of dis-

cretion unless satisfied that they had
abused their powers or used them ar-

bitrarily.

IN THE PRESENT case, continued
Justice Witkon, it was clear from the
affidavits submitted by Aluf Qrli

that both the Eclt E! land and that
near Tubas are In sensitive strategic
areas: the first on a main highway,
next to a military camp, and the se-

cond on one of the main crossings

from the Jordan River to the heart of

Samaria.
It was hardly to be expected,

therefore, that an occupying power

would leave control of such areas in

the hands of potentially hostile

elements. That the military
authorities had elected to protect

these areas by settling Jews in them,

in the present case as in the case of

Pithat Rafiah. did not derogate from

LAW REPORT/Doris Lankin

Construction o2 the yesbiva at Beit El. iRubinger)

the military and security nature of

their decision. It is a well-known fact

that settlements contribute greatly
towards maintaining security in an
area and substantially ease the
burden of the army. This was par-
ticularly so in the present case,
where the settlers are subject to
army control and there with their
permission only.

Having dismissed the petitioners’

first argument. Justice Witkon went
cm to discuss the argument that the

seizure orders were contrary to In-

ternational law with respect to the
rights and duties of occupying
powers.
After a detailed survey of the rele-

vant articles of the Hague Conven-
tion of 1906 and of the Geneva
Convention of 1949 (which deal3 with
the protection of civilians), he came
to the conclusion that only the
former could be invoked in the pre-
sent case. The Geneva Convention, is

constitutive and therefore applicable
only between parties to the conven-
tion and not between an occupying
power and Individual civilians.

On the other hand, he noted, the
.Hague Convention on belligerent oc-

cupation is declaratory oi inter-

national custom. As such, it is port
and parcel of the municipal ( inter-

nal) law of the signors and may be
invoked by individual civilians in tbe
courts of the occupyingpower as long
as there is no provision to the con-

trary in that power's municipal law.

The petitioners’ argument is thus

reduced, he continued, to the ques-
tion of whether the respondents had
contravened any of the provisions of

the Hague Convention when they
seized the petitioners’ lands.

IN FINDING the reply to this ques-
tion to be In the negative. Justice
Witkon noted that the relevant
provisions of this convention lay
down, in article 24. that tbe oc-
cupying power is forbidden to "seize
any property, unless such seizure is

Imperatively demanded by the
necessities of war" and. In article 46,

that “private property may not be
confiscated.

"

' The respondents had argued, with
justification, he held, that the
petitioners’ property has not been
confiscated, but that it had been re-

quisitioned for temporary use,
against suitable payment, on
grounds of military necessity. In the
circumstances, therefore, the
petitioners’ second argument should
also be dismissed and the order nisi

should be discharged.
In conclusion. Justice Witkon

proferred some observations on the
respondents' argument that the
question of Jewish settlement is not
justiciable, as it Is one of the issues

In the forthcoming peace
negotiations and therefore comes
wihthin the exclusive province of the

government- He was not at all Im-
pressed by this argument, he s&ld.

Although It is clear that in matters of

foreign policy all decisions must lie

with the executive authority, and not

with the judicial authority, that did
not mean that courts should close
their doors to persons unlawfully
deprived of their property only
because their rights might one day
be subject to political negotiations.

Justice Landau
Hn CONCURRING that the orders
ni.fi should be discharged. Justice
Landau said that no one disputed the
fact that if the establishment of
Jewish settiemeats on the lands seiz-

ed by the army did not come within
the meaning of “a military purpose,"
then it could not be justified under
Israel law, since the reason given for
the seizure orders had beer, "essen-
tial and urgent military purposes."
The petitioners had alleged, he

continued, that the Military Gover-
nor's claim — that the establishment
of civilian settlements on the lands in

question was of great military
significance — was not honest and
Intended only as a cover for the real
intention of settling Jews In Judea
and Samaria for national and
'political reasons.

He could find no justification for
this allegation, he held. Nor could he
accept the contention that the army
authorities had not exercised their
own discretion in this matter but had
merely implemented the policy of
the government.
For, as the State Attorney had

rightly pointed out, it is a well-known
fact that there are many shades of
opinion among the Israeli public on
the Importance of settling Jews in
Judea ar.d Samaria: but the army,
as reflected In Aluf Orli's affidavits,
are obviously of the opinion that it Is

essential for the proper defence of
the state that the strategically im-
portant arsa of Judea and Samaria
be settled by Jews.
He had no doubt, he continued,

that this opinion, as expressed by
Aluf Orli, was an honest one and was
not intended to camouflage any
other viewpoints. Nor had he any
reason to think that this opinion was
proferred for the purpose of Justify-
ing, retroactively, operations
carried out for other reasons. On the
contrary, he for his part was fully
prepared to assume that the es-
tablishment of civilian settlements
on the lands In question had been the
product of advanced planning and
thought on the part of the army.
As has been often stressed In the

past, he went on to emphasize, the
High Court's powers of Intervention
in military considerations of the
Military Government are very
restricted. The Individual judge
would most certainly refrain from
placing his personal viewpoints On
political and security matters above
the military considerations of those
in charge of the defence of the state
and of the maintenance of public
order In the occupied areas (without

going into the question of whether
the areas In question were in fact
"occupied").

AS TO THE petitioners' argument
that the Military Governor had not
exercised his own discretion but had
merely implemented the policy of

the government, he could see
nothing disqualifying in this. For the
source of the law under which the
military government operates is the
general authority vested in the
government and its ministers.
Furthermore, section 2 (a) .of the
Basic Law: The Army.’ expressly
makes the army subject to the
authority of the government. In any
case, Justice Landau added, he
could find no cause for thinking that

the viewpoint of the Military Gover-
nor differed in any way from the

policy of the government.
Turning next to the question of

whether the respondents' operations
were legitimate from the point of

view of international law. Justice
Landau held that he agreed with
Justice Witkon that the provisions of

the Geneva Convention dealing with
the transfer of civilian populations
were not applicable in the present
case, as the Geneva Convention is

constitutive and thus not part and
parcel of municipal law.

'

He had reached the conclusion, he
added, that the High Court should
refrain from considering the
problem of civilian settlement in oc-

cupied territories from the point of

view of international law with added
satisfaction, as he was well aware
that this was a controversial issue In

the dispute between Israel and other
governments and was likely to serve
as one of the points of dispute In the

fateful negotiations being conducted
by the Israel Government. For this

reason, any expression of opinion by
the High Court of Justice on bo
delicate a matter which could in any
case only be made In the form of
obiter dicta — would add nothing. It

was preferable, therefore, to leave
matters alone that by their very
nature belong in the exclusive
province of international politics. In
other words, while he agreed that the
petitioners’ complaints were
justiciable in general, he thought
that this particular aspect of them
should be deemed to be non-
justictable.

Turning next to the question of

whether the respondents’ orders
were In contravention of the Hague
Convention, Justice Landau con-
curred with Justice Witkon that
there had been no such contraven-
tion. as the lands in question had
been requisitioned for temporary
use for purposes demanded by
military necessity. Even If there
were comparative quiet at present in

the vicinity of the areas seized by the
army, prevention was better than
cure, be added.
Mr. Khoury, concluded Justice

Landau, bad asked, with some
justification, how the establishment
of settlements could be deemed to be
a temporary measure. The answer
to this question, he held, is, as Mr.
Bach had pointed out, that the ex-

istence of the civilian settlements
depended on the continued occupa-
tion of the areas by the army, and
that occupation could be terminated
at any time as the result of inter-

national negotiations.
Justices Asher and Bechor con-

curred with Justices Landau and
Witkon.

Justice Ben Porath
CONCURRING WITH her
colleagues, Justice Ben Porath add-
ed the observation that It was doubt-
ful whether there was any parallel in

the history of civilization to the
perilous situation of a tiny state like

Israel, surrounded by implacable
enemies and exposed to sudden, sur-
prise attacks. In the circumstances,
It was only natural that she should
resort to unconventional methods to
protect herself against all possibility
of attack, and the creation of a
civilian Jewish presence in especial-
ly sensitive areas was one of these
methods.
The only question that had

bothered her. she added, was
whether the creation of settlements
did not imply Intention to deprive the
petitioners permanently of their
land. But she had come to'tke conclu-
sion that the term "settlement" was
a relative one. signifying that the
places in question were not
ephemeral, short-term places of
rest, while at the same time not ex-
cluding the possibility that their
settlement would be discontinued un-
der any future arrangement that
might be made in the framework of a
peace treaty.

Orders nisi discharged without
contx.

Judgment given on March IS, i979.
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LAST WEEK a beneficial winter
rain poured down on tout gardens.
Don’t try to cultivate, sow orplant in
still damp and Btlcky earth. Leave it

until a drying wind and sunshine
have made conditions suitable for
making drills and planting holes in
comfort. Nature will even things up,
and crops will anyway mature at the
right time. Otherwise you might tread
wet soil into a bard crust on which
plant life will not succeed.
Even though you have to postpone

hoeing, planting, sowing and such, if

the sun is shining, it Is an Ideal time
for field service. I am not referring
to anything military, but to
something very much connected to
gardening.

Field service- I know of many
fields where you can find decorative
stones for your garden and other
places where marble-like stones He
In heaps, waiting to be collected and
used to surround flower beds.

I know of places where painters
have thrown away theirempty tins,

which I so urgently need to
propagate new fuchsia plants from
cuttings.
There is a field on the outskirts of

Jerusalem where big trucks have
dumped construction rubbish, a vir-
tual Aladdin's cave for gardeners.
There are old floor tiles to place
between ‘the rows of plants in a
flower or vegetable garden so I can
weed, put down manure and
cultivate without soiling my boots. If

lucky. I can find everything a gar-
dener needs, free of charge, such as
sticks for staking roses and dahlias,
potsherds for the drainage holes of
balcony containers, chicken wire for
nursery frames and various tins,

pots and pans and what not to be
turned into plant containers. There,
too will be sand, soil, gravel, used
ares for making "raised flower
beds" and more.

There is a field I go to where youth
groups have made camp fires, and
there I collect charcoal for glass
bowl plantings and making the soil

mix for cactus cultivation. From
other haunts I take bigthlstie flowers
and decorative grasses tor flower
arrangements. Elsewhere I collect

pine cones for "Japanese gardens”
and dry leaves for mulch. Go out and
collect. Field service will keep you
busy for as long as your garden is too
wet to work in.

Boses. After the routine pruning in

late January or early February, new
sprouts appear on 'every stem and
new leaves grow vigorously. The
latter are dark red arid change to
green under the influence of the
sunlight.

Everything seems to be going well,

and every rose grower seems
satisfied and proud, looking after his

favourite flowers. But there are
dangerous forces aiming to destroy
early hopes. They are as yet invisi-

ble but take steps now against them.
These rose enemies are aphids and
mildew. Aphids, If not stopped, mul-
tiply so quickly in warm weather
that In a short time they will turn
your rose bushes Into soiled ugly
plants, especially around their tops.
Mildew is actually the work of

FIELD
SERVICE
GABDENEB'S CORNER

Walter Franfcl

T

Planting Onions

microscopic fungi and appears as
white spots on leaves, curling them
and deprivingthem of their ability to
function.
To attack these enemies there are

two poisonous sprays on the market,
malathlon (against aphids) and
seprol (fights mildew). Put 8-4 drops
of each into a handsprayer filled

with tap water and spray your rose
bushes once or twice this week.
Repeat this treatment after three
yveek&. This prophylactic action will

result in healthy looking bushes with
early flowers.
Herbs and vegetables. My last

column discussed garlic cultivation

and here I will continue with the
same plant family, turning the
spotlight on onions, leeks and chives.

Many vegetables and herbs have
had magical properties attributed to

them. In England at the turn of the
century onions were used in country
districts to foretell who would be the
husbands of young girls. Onions
named after local bachelors were
stored in a loft,and the first to sprout
Indicated that the young man it was
named for would soon declare his
love. An onion that didn’t sprout at
all indicated the bachelor would re-

main one.
Onion (allium copa or batsai in

Hebrew) . The quickest way to get
green onions for salads, stews and
sauces is from bulblets. or b’tsali-

salim in Hebrew. Buy these at
vegetable or seed shops.
Onions need generous feeding for

best results. Good ground prepara-
tion is important. Select a sunny spot
for your onion patch and dig the
area, incorporating well-rotted
manure or compost into the ground.
Use two bucketfuls per square
metre. Where the soil is add, add
some lime to raise the pH to an op-
timal 6.5 acidify. A week before sow-
ing. lightly fork in a general fer-

tilizer (about 100 grams of “20-20-20
"

per square metre), to provide the
main elements of plant food such as
nitrogen, phosphate and potash.
Rake and level tbe ground before
planting.

To get green shoots quickly, Iplant

the bulblets about 5 cm. apart, in

shallow trenches, just covering their

tops (be careful not to put In tbe
pointed end down) with sand or ver-

mlcullte. Tbe first green onions will

be ready In 4-5 weeks. I always thin

them out fayremoving 2-3 ofthem tor
the kitchen and leaving every fourth
one for “white" (dry) onions.

To reach this goal after a period of
3-4 months, hoe the ground regularly
to kin weeds, which must never be
allowed to take hold, and to prevent
the soil developing a hard crust.

Keep the growing crop well watered
in dry weather during April, May
and June. Ripening bulbs should be
allowed to dry out. however, when
leaf-tops turn yellow.
Bend the foliage of ripening onion

plants over to hasten maturity.
Never allow the plant to flower and
produce seed pods, as this weakens
underground bulb production.

One nice morning when all the

leaves have turned yellow and
withered — and after the sun has
dried all traces of dew, lift the bulb
crop with care, using a fork, and
remove the soil from their roots. Let
the sun dry the white onion and later

transfer them to an airy, dry place
for storing.
Leqks (aUiumporrum or kresha In

Hebrew) and chives (allium
schoenopmesum or eerit in Hebrew)
are other members of the onion
family lalliaceae). but they are
propagated by seed, which are small
and tong in germinating.
& often happens that strong and

quick-growing weeds fill the spaces
between rows of their seeds long
before tbe first signs of chives thin

dull spikes or leek seedlings appear.
Ton may get the impression that
nothing but weeds 1b growing in your
seed box. Don't let them get the up-
per hand; you can do away with
them with a trick.

When sowing chive or leek seeds, it

is a good idea to mix a few radish
seed into the seed packet. Radishes
germinate quickly and will thus
marie the seed rows. You can then
run a hoe through open spaces to do
away withweeds and to save endless
work later. To clean the seed boxes,
you must also remove the radish
seedlings, which are useless for
transplanting.
The seeds of chives and leeks are

so small that they should* be sown In

seed boxes or nursery frames in
marked rows — rather than in

trenches. Use your hand to press
them into slightly wet soil or cover
them with a very thin (ft to 1 cm.)
layer of sand nr vermiculite. Then
water most gently with a watering
can.
Leek seedlings should later be

transplanted with 15-20 cm. between
plants and 40-50 cm. between rows.
Chive plants should remain in their

box for at least a year or two. They
will disappear In winter but return,

stronger than ever, in February or
March.

' If you prefer blanched leeks, heap
up the soil around the stems to pre-
vent chlorophyll production In the
tower part of the foliage.

THE JERUSALEM BRASS QUINTET —
David Burkhart, Richard Berlin,
trumpets; Sail; Metfa, born; Michael
Levin, trombone: Jay Rosen, tuba (Ezry
Gallery, Jerusalem — March 17). Wilke
Renwick: Dance; Tylman Soanto:
Renaissance Dances; Stanley Weiner:
Suite for Brass Quintet; J.S. Bach: Con-
trapunctD9 IX Ifrcm “Tbe Musical
Offering”) ; Jean Joseph Menret:
Rondeau: Victor Evald: Quintet for
Brass; Bernard Heldea: Four Dances;
Charles Ives: March.

FIVE YOUNG members of tbe
Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra,
mostly new immigrants, have
started a new ensemble which
promises to contribute lively and in-

teresting programmes of a different
character to our concert scene.
The music written for Brass

Quinted generally does not count
among the greatest, and those who
create arrangements from scores
written for other instrumental com-
binations are not always aware of
the possibilities and peculiarities of

such an ensemble.
Contemporary composers go in for

grotesquerle and surprise — only
Americans as a whole miss the light

touch and the charm of the French.
They try hard to emulate their
characteristics — but they try too
hard.
Renaissance and Baroque have

much more to offer in the way of
tonal advantages and musical
suitability, and the group would do
well to rely more on music from
these periods to develop their sound
quality.
The acoustical conditions in the

Gailery are such that less compact
sonorities would be an advantage,
and, in general, the group may strive

MUSIC REVIEWS
Fohanan Boehm

for a lighter and more transparent
sound qualify. Technically, all five

members are highly qualified, and
are well in .tune with each other.

Rhythmically secure, well balanced
in dynamics, and precise in attack
and timing, the team has all the
ability to develop Into a brilliant and
exciting ensemble.
After the Quintet proved, its

musical sophistication in complex
structures and textures, the char-
ming March by Charles Ives, and
even more so the encore (which
sounded like a rag by Scott Joplin)
proved the biggest success of the
evening’s programme and put
everybody Into a good mood. Let's
have more of this, please.

CHAMBER MUSIC — Raphael Sommer,
cello; Adi Efarion-Zak, soprano; Yonathan
Zak, piano (Jerusalem Theatre-March
15). Fergolest: "Salve Regina”;
Shostakovich: Sonata opus 44, for Cello
end Plano; Welti: Three songs from
*Threepenny Opera” and "Happy End”;
Franck: Sonata In A Major. For . the
honest or the Antf-Tnbercnlosls League of
Israel. Jerusalem Branch.

RAPHAEL SOMMER Is such a fine
cellist that one wonders why he does
not occupy a more active positive in
Israel’s music life. Our concert
organizations should make, him a

more lateral part of our cultural ac-
tivities. He is a "natural" musician
who manages AH technical dif- .

Acuities without being distracted

from the purely musical content of
the music under bis bow.

Phrasing, bowing, tone volume
;

and qualify are ail . of one har-
monious character guaranteeing !

always satisfying performances and .

,

enjoyable presentation.
The Shostakovich Sonata is a .

rather sunless and pessimistic com-,
position, but Sommer and Yonathan

*

Zak at the piano gave full attention

and emphasis to moods and con-
trasts, and their complete identifica-

tion with this music gave us a ;

valuable reading.
On the other hand, one cannot

agree with the choice of Cesar
Franck's Sonata. Not only Is this

Sonata too well known in its

(perfect) version with violin, bid the
low registers of the cello force the
pianist to play most of the time un- -

naturally restricted, which tends to
make the whole performance too
limited in tone colours and too muted
hr emotional drive. The cello does
not sound its best, and the pianist

plays constantly in a straight-jacket.

Adi Etzion-Zak demonstrated her -

-skill in two completely different
styles. In Pergoieai*s "Salve
Regina” she was all demure and -

spun beautiful, even phrases In fine

voice control. In Weill's songs she
was all decadent actress, her voice •

had a despairingly drunken tingle

and a tearful edge. Yonathan Zak
was unfailing in all pieces of this

programme, and with his customary
reliability contributed much to the !

good impression of this evening.
;
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yesterday’s Cryptic Solution
ACROSS.—4. T-op-ha 1. 7.

r. ,_8. _ A-greed. 16,
J. 13. Bird. 14. Dad-O- 15.

Hil-C. 16. Dud. 17. Riot. 19. Edte.
2L Parthenon. 23. Polo. 24.
Bo-SS. 26, Ta-p.' 27, Noun. 29.
Eton. 32, Fern. 38. Aside. 34.
Pa-p»U. 35. Team-mate. ~~

Settle. .

DOWN.—L Ch-MeD. 2. Snood.
3, Loss. 4. Trail. 5. Pa-Hd. 6.
A-venae. 9,. Rieens. 11, Oak
(apple). 12. M-orsO. 13. Bath-
boa. IS. Hot. 16. Din. 18.

T-Kon-Ed. 29. Dos-SU. 2J. Pea.
22. Eon. 23. Palace. 25. Rod. SS.-

Orate. 30. Titan. 3L Never. 82,
Fort. 33, Army.

yesterday's Easy Solid ion
ACROSS.—4. Tutors. 7. Exe-

cutor. a Attack. ID. Share. 13.
Ache. 14. TaxL IS. Oner. 16. Pot.
17. Taut 19. Omen. 21. Septem-
ber. 23. Hasp- 24. Nest. 26. Low.
27. Lent 29, AIDS. 32, Beta. 33.
doth. 34. Relish. 35. Epidemic.« 38. Onrerr

DOWN.—I . Beast. 2, RekiX. 3.
£“2- 4. Trare. 5. Tott. 6.Reckon 9. Throb*, it. Ham. 12.»t«L 13. Antenna. 15. Out. 16

30. MetiL 2l!H»w« 25 OPt
*}’ 30. Looms. 31. Shack.
33. Bier. 33. Code.
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Electra had 218% rise

in earnings to IL35m.
By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN

Post Finance Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Electra (Israel) Ltd.

has just announced that Its net after-

tax earnings soared by 218 per cent,

to IL85m., for the 1978 fiscal year.

Sales of the Industrial concern rose

by a satisfactory 68per cent, to stand
at XL65?m.
The return on sales was an Im-

pressive 5.8 per cent, compared with

2.7 per cent for the previous year.

The consolidated balance sheet total

reached 11,572m., an advance of

£L276m. over the previous year.

Electra specializes in the
manufacture of elevators, central
airconditioning systems and a wide
range of consumer Items, including
airconditioners. refrigerators,
heating stoves, solar collectors and,
most recently, colour television sets.

Orders for elevators and central
airconditioning systems grew rapid-

ly in the year under review. Orders
totalled three times the amount
received In 1977. The sales backlog
stood at ILlOOxn. at the end of 1978.

The company continues to main-
tain a high level of sales In consumer
items and Is currently entering the
colour television field.

Exports reacheda newhighla 1978
and were recorded at 83.6m. Leading
export items Included central air-

conditioning systems, solar collec-

tors and airconditioners. Exports
went to the U.S., Europe, Asia,

Africa and Australia. Management
reports, however, that export
profitability was adversely affected

by the relatively low exchange rate

of the dollar.

The company is expanding its ac-

tivities in the production of low and
high-voltage electric panels. The
required know-how has been ob-

tained from the American
Westinghouse firm. Flans have been
made for an expansion programme
costing some HAOm.
The company employs about 1,100

workers now. The balance sheet

shows that labour and associated

costs rose by 70 per cent last year.

The management recommends the

payment of 20 per cent in bonus
shares. The cash dividend is

20 per cent.

The earnings per share, on a fully

diluted basis, came to IL0.70, com-
pared with IL0.45, the preceding
year.

TV advertising comes to China
TOKYO <AP). — China has broad-

cast its first television commercial,
Radio Peking reported recently.

The first Chinese TV spot adver-

tised “Happiness Cola" and the per-

sonalities pushing the soft drink

were members of a popular men’s
b&sktetball team. Radio Peking said

in a broadcast monitored in Tokyo.

The ad was reported to have been
aired in the middle of an inter-

national women’s basketball game,
televised live In Shanghai on Friday.

The first Chinese TV commercial
came foilwing a revival of adverti-

sing in other fields in China, Radio.

Peking said.

The broadcast from Peking
reported commercial an-

nouncements returned to radio in

Shanghai starting with the lunar new
year's celebration in late January.
Advertisements were revived In

magazines, newspapers, shopwin-
dow displays and movie theatres at
about the same time, after an
absence of more than a decade.
Advertising was done away with dur-

ing the Cultural Revolution.
Radio Peking quoted a worker at

the Shanghai Advertising Corpora-
tion as saying, “China has a long
history in the field of commercials.
Advertising helps spur production In

industry and agriculture. Commer-
cials have a positive role to play In

the development of both foreign and
domestic trade and tourism."
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Israel’s stand at the International Tourism Exchange (ITB) which
closed In Berlin last week. Legends over the booth windows say:
“Israel, more timely than ever; Recreation, new experiences;
Adventure.”

Israel at Berlin tourism fair
Israel waa represented for the fifth

time at the ITB in Berlin, and waa
able to report both increasing
business and expanding capacities.
The 13th International Tourism-

Exchange (ITB) Berlin waa held
from March 8 to 11 at the Berlin Ex-
hibition Grounds on an overall area
of 42.000 sq. m. in 11 halls. A total of
842 direct exhibitors and 89 ad-
ditionally represented firms and
organizations from 88 countries and
regions of the world displayed every
aspect of the tourism industry.
As with the ITB, the Israel

Tourism Office has also been able to

report continued expansion In the
past year. The 1.17 million tourists to
Israel recorded in 1978 represented a
17 per cent increase over 1977. Ger-
mans continue to provide the largest
European contingent, with 182,000 in

1978, a 20 per cent rise.

The aim of achieving 8750m. in

foreign exchange through tourism Is

getting nearer to reality. In addition

to leisure actlvitea there were 137

congress events, Involving 38,000

participants In 1978.

To keep up with rising demand,
hotel capacities are being rapidly
developed. In 1978 there were 52,488
beds, to which a further 1,700 will be
added as a result of new hotel con-
struction. At present 4,600 additional
rooms are under construction, with
another 9,000 in the planning stage.

The numerous trade visitors to the
13th ITB Berlin were able to take full

advantage of the facilities offered by
the Israel National Tourism Office,
under stand director Yossl Kedar to

renew contacts and establish fresh
ties.

The list of German and European
tour operators with regular ties with
Israel haa grown enormously,
thanks in no small degree to the
valuable support Israel has shown
for the ITB Berlin over the past five

years.

Truckers against public c’ttee

judging their credit needs
By LYNDA GOLDMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Transport Minister
Halm Landau has turned down the
Trucking Board's request to cancel
plans for the formation of a public
committee which would allocate per-

mits for government credit to those
wishing to purchase new trucks.
A spokesman for the ministry told

The Jerusalem Post that the com-
mittee has already been formed.
In a telegram sent to the minister

last week the board threatened a
work stoppage tomorrow unless the
ministry halted the formation of the
public committee, which members
of the board fear would grant credit

permits to speculators. The board
urged that credit should be given
only to those companies recognized
as "legitimate trucking firms."
Ehud Shilo, director-general of the

Transport Ministry, met with
members of the trucking board last

week and toldthem that the threat of
a work stoppage would affect many
areas of the economy.

The ministry spokesman said that

the committee was appointed to

make sure a non-partisan body
would decide on a fair allocation of

permits.
The Knesset Finance Committee

has limited credit permits to 1,800

new trucks. The Trucking Board
claims thin la the minlwmin number
required to handle the new demand
for trucks brought about by the

peace agreement with Egypt.

The Trucking Board announced
yesterday that it la calling for a 24-

hour work stoppage tomorrow,
which will Involve some 8,000 trucks
coming under its jurisdiction.

.

A spokesman for the board told

The. Post that only trucks carrying
milk or fuel will be exemptfrom par-
ticipating in the stoppage. The
trucks Involved include only those

over ten tons.

The board will meet tomorrow to

discuss other measures it may take
to protest the Transport Minister's

decision.

Westumd takes US by storm
By BARUCH SAVILLE
Post Aviation Reporter

WILMINGTON, Delaware. — Israel
Aircraft Industries (IAI), together
with its U.S. distributor, Atlantic
Aviation, told visiting Israeli avia-
tion reporters that sales of 26 ad-
ditional Westwlnd executive aircraft
have been made in the last five

months.
Atlantic Aviation officials reveal-

ed that most of the sales of the 1124
model were within the U.S., but
some orders came from four other

countries, the most recent from
Australia. IAI has an eight-month
backlog of orders for the executive
jet.

According to Atlantic officials the
reason for the popularity of the 1124
Is basically its value for money, its

superior aerodynamics, and Its high
resale value.
The 1124 Westwind’s exceptionally

long range, low fuel consumption
and high load capacity had made IAI
and Israel household words In air-

craft production In the U.S.

Tug-of-war over

sailors’ back-pay
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — An Italian ocean-going
tug. the Salvamare, which arrived
here yesterday to tow the Maritime
Fruit Carriers’ tanker Fan! to a
Spanish scrapyard had to remain
idle in port.

The seamen's unions, with the ap-
proval of the Histadrut, are preven-
ting the Tani from being taken out of
the country. They took this action to
pressure the receivers far the
bankrupt MFC to pay the 8200,000,
which they claim the firm owes in

back-pay to the seamen it employed
In 1976.

77ie Jerusalem Post learned that
the Fani was sold to a scrap
merchant for 3900,000 and that the
MFC has offered to pay the unions
8100,000 In settlement of their
claims, but the Unions are holding
out for more money.

Changes in

job advisory unit

|H| M
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SINAI TOURS
5 Day Camping Tour to Sinai

March 25-2?

Full Board. Kosher
Price: 8110

for overseas students
Registration; Yehuda Tours Ltd.

23 Rehov HlUei, Jerusalem.
Tel. 02-227740, 233147.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Vocational Referral Branch of

the Ministry of Labour and Social Af-

fairs has been transferred to the
Employment Service, the ministry
spokesman announced yesterday.
He said the decision was made by

Minister Israel Katz as part of the
ministry reorganization plan begun
several months ago.
Established in 1969, the aim of the

branch has been to assist jobseekers
In finding employment most suitable

for their aptitudes. On the average,
some 12,000 persons are assisted by
the branch annually.
The Employment Service — while

affiliated with the ministry — is an
independent statutory body
operating with its own budget and
staff organization.
The Vocational Referral Branch Is

staffed by scores of industrial psy-
chologists, many of whom have
developed novel techniques of fitting

the right person to the right job, ac-

cording to ministry spokesman
Avraham Hoffman..

MOTEL. — The construction of the
75-room Arg&man Motel haa begun
on the Acre beachfront.The popular-
ly priced motel will cost IL22m. to

bufid.

Quality Shoes for Men
BigSelection

30 Kchov Ahad Il&'ain

T«M Aviv

— .—— 4

International Travel Company

requires

ENGLISH TYPIST
Shorthand an asset.

English mother tongue preferred.
Hebrew not essential.

Phone 03-57648, Tel Aviv.

Jerusalem’s new telephone book IP
1

By AARON BITTNER
Jerusalem Foot Reporter

The recently published Jerusalem
telephone directory (In Hebrew)
marks ft new departure In producing
the indispensable volume, according

to the Communications Ministry's

public information officer, Zecharya
Mizrotzky.

He told The Jerusalem Post
yesterday: "This Is the first time a
telephone book in Israel has been
produced by computer."
Startingin 1968 and up tothis year,

Israel's telephone directories have

been produced by the “Fhotolist”

method. This procedure is based on
paper card files, one card for each
subscriber listing such data as fami-

ly and first names, address and
telephone numbers.
When a new edition of a phone

directory was to be prepared, the

cards were photographed line by
line. Then printing firm personnel
would manually snip the directory

data from the positive, or
"bromide," print and prepare a
"pasteup" for each page of the direc-

tory. These montages were then
photographed, and the resulting film
was used to make the printing
plates.
This pre-printing preparation

usually required a month's time.
But starting with the Hebrew ver-

sion of the Jerusalem 1979 directory,
production went over to com-
puterized control.

The basis for the new technique is

the master list of telephone sub-
scriber names, addresses and phone
numbers now maintained on

Lots of characters,

but not much of a plot
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Corner of a page from the new
Jerusalem telephone directory.
Critics say the new book is
easier to read.

magnetic tape within the data bank
that Is part of the Communications
Ministry's computer.
The data on the tapes is updated

dally, and changes In address, new
names or altered telephone numbers
are registered immediately.
"When deadline time for a new

phone directory approaches,"
Mizrotzky explained, "we merely
remove the magnetic tape from its

storage housing and send It to one of

the commercial computer-phot*
typesetting firms that possesses tf#
technical capability to prod&V
pages from magnetic tapes. . £/
“No more cutting cards, trlnuhi^

and pasting. .The Ingenious eU .-:-

ironic machines 'read' bur tapi'vi ::

and within minutes produce full-5""
1

.
“

pages on positive film. These Of
are rushed to .the Governm;im-
printer, where the photo-offi

1V
plates are produced. Large ^ 4

'i
.*

offset presses later turn out.vjj ,-r

directories. • „

Tnrtead of a month. U nowtalv'
1

'^ '

between four and seven ;dg,*
:

'V.

between tape delivery to the catf
merd&l firm and the pressrun at if?
Government Printer's plant?
said proudly.

’

The new 418-page Jeruiik.^v
volume was designed by AaL^ -

Calderon, a well-known graphic.?
-

. J

tlst. Using four sizes of prooff
type, he "set" the directory in gw:if
columns.

' "*?*
5
*"*

Many persons formerly critic^'v ^

'

Israel’s telephone directory--p
praising the new Jerusalem bbic-

'

now. They cite Its proper apac^j j:^

and layout, which makes the cho-
1’'

finding a number much easier

before. . .

In addition to listing an
subscribers within the 02
area, the new directory provides; y-
usual Information on'calri
overseas, rate Information lor lari .

and overseas calls, time
differences and Postal Bank 1$
raation. vt

- The directory also Includes y

page national postal zip code 1

Steel army fights world crime
With international crime and

terrorism an ever-increasing threat,

the world’s Insurance companies
now demand far greater security
measures from their clients.

No longer are tall fences and an
Alsatian dog enough for a firm to

claim good security; nowadays com-
puterised patrols and mechanised
doors are the criteria by which
security is assessed.
To keep up with the increasing

need for tighter protection, the inter-

national security business has make
rapid strides recently. In fact, in the
past four years it has become one of
the biggest growth Industries in the
world.
Proof of this will be on hand at this

year’s seventh biennial
"Europrotection” conference In
Paris, from September 18 to 21.

Although open only to the security

trade, the conference is expected to

attract some 30,000 delegates from
SO countries — nearly twice the.
number that came In 1975.

—
In spite of all electronic devices

It still takes a padlock to secure
a role of toilet paper against
pilferers.

On display will be an Intimidating
array of security devices, designed
to protect people from danger they
may not even know they are in.

Bullet-proof vests, bullet-proof
screens, fire-proof garbage cans and
oxygen masks that pop out of walls
are just some of the simpler items
that will be on show.
But there will also be a far more

awesome array of hardware that

represents the Increasing mechanis-
ed and technological trend of inter-

national security. The human factor

has virtually disappeared, the
bleary eyes of the rdghtwatchman
replaced by the single Infallible eye
of X-ray or camera.
• One of . the most spectacular ex-
amples of this technological revolu-
tion Is a system currently used by a
Dutch-based firm. Under their com-
puterised monitoring system, they
can be alerted to break-ins that
happen a thousand kilometres away.

If a burglar crosses- an invisible

beam in a Marseilles bank, for ex-

ample, this will activate the central
computer In Paris and give precise
print-out Information as to the identi-

ty of the bank and the exact location

of the broken beam. The firm then
Immediately contacts a Marseilles-
based security team, which will In-

vestigate the bre&k-ln directly.

The system not. only saves .work
for the police, but It Is also, accor-
ding to thh firm, more -prompt and
efficient. Indeed, many security
firms claim It Is public disillusion-

ment with, police capability that has
been respdnsible for the growth in
the security industry. In many world
capitals, now, there are several
security firms who offer their own
private preventionand detection ser-

vices in competition with the local

police.

Nevertheless, the prime aim of the
security industry is still to eliminate
the need for detection by preventing
the Initial crime. Conventional door
locks axe now well out of date,
replaced by electro-magnetic sheets

of metal with 1,500 kg. of j®

force behind them.
Access to these can only

talned either by pressing the
code numbers on a digital pe

side or by feeding a special]

card Into a computer. If the 1

dialled Is correct or the pi
bears the approved code, the^
pater will unlock the door, -aft

same time supplementing^.
human doorman bymaking anal

j

the time of entry end the idenpf;

the entrant. .

But It Is not just property

needs protection. Information;]

now just as valuable,:

International Industry, and -

seen the emergence 'of . the."*

security" trade. These'
their, clients a service-which'

g

the safe transmission of secretj

matlon such as all drilling ;

multi-million pound funds trsnjti

and staff records and dtiutepe^j

Some merely ensure
are not "“bugged"-— l&ettelm
Argentenil, France*
specialises In mlCTophone det^,
— while others have tjwjr owp
.elusive "scrambled" radtaUnki
which they can transmit toj^se

coded information. - V^ V; 7^

Even at a less high-power«IJ?

^

" ’securiiyconsciouaniuttf^’^ 1

lncreas&iwith & growing^
security^firms gtferjtag^

screening"' service — i.e.

on sameone's.past.befoze 1

him.
• It is, of course, cu*

business; having.;
"screened" can cost 8100-

having a set of' compel
magnetic " doors fiurtallea.

1

several thousands.
Nevertheless, with 1

p anl es stipulating a till b
degrees of security and wJ

creasing technical know-how^
sides of the law, many.peo^
coming to the conclusionthey^^
afford not to Improve their seoa^.

.
(World Feature

Tax exemptions

increased
Post Economic Reporter

The income tax exemption on
reduced meals for workers will be In-

creased to IL4.370 a year from the
beginning of next month, according
to the calculations of the State
Revenues Administration.
Other social benefits to be in-

creased next month, following the
latest round of price rises, are : tax
exemption on severance pay, which
will go up to IL12.100 for each year of

employment; tax exemption on gifts

a worker receives from his
employer, which will go up to IL540 a
year; and tax exemption on reduc-
tions a worker receives from his
employer, which will go up to IL2,-
160.

The blind and persons suffering
from 100 per cent disability will have
their tax-free income ceiling raised
to IL906.000 a year on personal in-

come. On Income from other
sources, such persons will now
receive a tax exemption 'on up to
m.09 ,000 a year.

World cruise liner
calls at Haifa
HAIFA. — The Dutch luxury liner
Rotterdam arrived here last week
morning for a two-day call, as part of
a three-month round-the-world
cruise. The 36,000-ton vessel, carry-
ing 720 tourists, most of them
Americans, was welcomed in the
Port by the Kiryat Yana Youth Band.
The ship came to Haifa after a call

at Alexandria, and she is purchasing
$50,000 worth, of supplies here.

Japanese firms sign long-term

oil contracts with Iran
TOKYO. — Japan's quick manoeu-
vring to keep Us foreign oil supphes
flowing paid off Thursday as four
large trading companies were
reported to have sighed long-term
contracts for Iranian oil.

The contracts, amounting to about
500,000 barrels a day, are believed to

be the first long-term agreements
reached with Iran, since the new
.government took control of oil

production.
At the same time, the Japanese

government announced a naw
energy-conservation plan estimated
to make possible a 5 per cent reduc-
tion in oil consumption this year.

It calls for less heating and air-

conditioning of government offices,

but relies primarily on voluntary
cuts in oil use and is not as severe as
the controls employed during the
1973 oil shock, that plunged Japan

.
into a recession.

After the disruption of Iranian oil

production, which once seemed a
severe threat to Japan, the oil situa-
tion now Is regarded as manageable.
Japan imports almost all its olL
The Iranian cut-off had Initially

spread a sense of alarm through
Japan because between 17 and 20 per
cent of its oil came from Iran before
the revolution there. With virtually

no resources of its own, Japan
stepped up its search for other
foreign sources, renewing its in-

terest in Alaskan all and opening
negotiations with Mexico.
Four companies — Mitsui, Mit-

subishi, G. Ztoh and Marusenl —

were believed to have si

agreements to import a total

to 600,000

tract with the National

Co. The oil would become awB
next month. •

'

Sources said It: was believWJ

the contracts Were the Sr**-,

term agreements to be reachW
Iran, but they could not be

Iran was reported to be nego^J

also with American,and Eurij

companies.
Mitsui declined to reveal tb

paid, for the oil, and- sources

would probably be set at tb#

be fixed by the bO-j

tries at a meeting on
The trading companies.'

only one day after.

suppliers had been.

the Exxon Corp. plana ta

manyibf its customer*

'

year. <••.'•' ;

;

1
.

.

Exxon official*

an indirect result of the
xuption, their company
about 50- per ceiifc thte

amount of oil sold to'J

panics 'not:.- affiliated

Beglmring next year ..

would sell no mpre oil atauij*

customers. CThe Wi
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SHOPS CLOSED;:- ®^
bars, and a .restauralU. hr;

have been closed recently i

Aviv municipality because'

no business licences, the
"""

ty says. -
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MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE MINISTRY OF LAHOUR AND SOCIAL Afj
Youth Branch/ Volunteers Unit Volunteers Unit \

Voluntary Work-in the Education arid Welfare Services

Volunteers Week— March 18— 23, 1979 .
.

Volunteers Week activities will be held at the following placesA
Ashdod, Ashkelon, Bnel Brak, Beit Shean, Beersheba, Belt’ Shcmesb* Gcdor^r Hod

Hasharon, Tirat Hacarmel, Upper Yokeam, Kfar Saba . Lod

/

Mcvaseret Zion, Upper Nazareth, Netivot, Arad, Acre, Kiryat Ata- Kfrya* Blab*,

Kiryat Yam, Kiryat Malachl, Raartana. Sderbt. i

Volunteers Week is organized by the Volunteers Unit of the Youth
Ministry of Education and Culture, the Volunteers Unit'of
Social Affairs, the local councils, and volunteer organization -v\.

'

i%

H

CM

Details on notice boards at the places concerned,' . SffJC.it.'-T-r



> _lie raiainrofa basic foodstuff

r m 0-30 per cent played havoc wlth the

f^ mcrket yesterday, a« index-linked
to some coses
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ood price rises knock market
Stocks & bonds

—

the market reportd^Ttbe allowable gain of

*£^55roeiit df the stock exchange. In

* with toe new procedures regulating

K™ Mitponed the opening of bond
jfin ^ ud a half hours to allow the

**
to .react to the new government

* aiding was relatively heavy, as

*Ln jM2m. was recorded,

iiffk contraat
to the developments In the

hall, shares suffered a setback
wiped out the gains recorded In

last week’s ‘’peace rally."
*7^'the shire'sector was moderately

,
Lm, some shares registering sharp

ft* TT’

^dock exchange announced that if the
J^Jotaored general strike, called

afternoon, is held, trading to shares
ffcnaadled.

. '

^.linked bonds gained two per cent, on

"Zgatge, and thus fairly much reflected

*!rtclp&ted gain to the consumer price to-

^asrewlt of the rise In food prices.
" developments were a major diaap-

far ah share enthuslaste were

By JOSEPH MO&GENBTEBN
^^__^wt^nance Reporter

concerned. At the end of last week there were
expectation* that the two-day rally would
spill over into this week’s trading. In addition
to the peace motiff there were a number of
very favourable financial reports.
Perhaps most painful was the sharp drop

suffered by Bank Leumi shares, the most
widely held equity. The shares toll 10 points,
to 847, on a trading turnover of XU.Sm. Hie
fall reflected a 2.8 per cent loss to the value of
the shares. It expressed either an inability or
unwillingness by the bank to support its own
shares.

Mortgage banka had their share of losers.
Carmel (B) was "sellers only" and was
lowered by five per cent, to SB4. Tefabot (B)
was down by 27, to 308, marking a loss of
aeven per cent. Agricultural Bank “A"
shares fell by a similar figure.
Declines of up to five per cent were record-

for a loop
ed among insurance shares, Aryeh fell by 38
points, to 789, while Sahar (8) was losing
about four per cent.

Israel Electric C&p. was down by almost
six per cent, to 807.

Land development and real estate shares
moved downwards. Azorim, in spite of an ex-
cellent financial report, was down by 11.

jUjDC was clipped for a loss of four per cent.
«olel Boneh was unchanged, but Isras and
Mehadrln suffered losses of about three per
cent. Rassco pref. was down by five per cent.

Oil Exploration of Pax broke below its sup-
port level as it toll by six points, to 138.
Industrials were least affected by the

general trend. Paper Mills was a good
feature, as It rose by more than 4 four per
cent, to 690. However, others to the group did
n°t *55® “ weU - Polygon, Petrochemicals
and Frutarom all moved considerably lower.

Investment company shares were
down.
Jordan Exploration, shares and warrants,

were "sellers only" and were fixed
automatically five per cent lower. Clal
Investments was lowered by more than four
per cent, to 428.
Piryon lost 11. to 257. The attendant options

were down by nearly 10 per cent.
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Will peace spell end of Israel

trawl fishing off Sinai coast?
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By YA'AOOV FBIEDLER
JerusaJem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The hundred trawl
fishermen of Israel are scaredby the

prospect of peace with Egypt.
"Unless something is done quickly

to ensure our rights off the Sinai

coast, we’ll have to offer the Egyp-
tians our 18 trawlers for sale,"
Fishermen’s Union secretary
EUyahu Kalai told The Jerusalem
Poet recently. The fishermen will

also demand compensation,
“similar to that the Yamit settlers

are getting," he added.
He noted that the union had on

many occasions asked the govern-

ment not to forget the trawlermen to

any peace treaty with Egypt, hut

that so far they had not received any
reassuring answer.-

icmIhI stressed that the Mediterra-

nean was fast becoming a "Dead
Sea" as far as fishing was concern-

ed. Probably as a result of in-

creasing contamination and decades

of overfishing, catches were becom-
ing "desperately small," not only for

fishermen to Israel, but also for

those to Italy and Greece.

He noted that one Italian trawler

had come here this month on an un-

successful attempt to develop new
fishing grounds off the Israeli coast.

outside territorial waters, because
catches In home waters are very
poor.

The only productive fishing
grounds still available for the Israeli

trawler fleet were those off the Stool

Coa coast, "where we have been
' fishing for over 40 years." Following
the 1975 Interim agreements the men
had carried on working the grounds
"peacefully alongside Egyptian
trawlers." By tacit agreement the
navies of the two countries refrained
from interfering with the fishing
operations, he said.

It was therefore hard for the
fishermen to accept that they would
be driven off their only remaining
reliable fishing grounds "just
because peace to made."
They wanted the peace agreement

to include a clause permitting them
to continue working off the Sinai

coast at their present alx-mflea off-

shore range. “But, if the Egyptians
will be stubborn about territorial

waters, we’ll accept a 12-mile limit,

provided we can carry on un-
disturbed there."

He noted that the main catches
were shrimps for export, and that

the fishermen were soon to get three
new trawlers ordered from an
Italian yard for the purpose.

Development work at
Old Acre resumes
ACRE — The development of Old
Acre will resume soon, with a new
budget of IL6m., Mayor Israel Doron
announced here recently.

Doron said the lL6m. would be
targeted for a boardwalk,.,night

clubs and a social club. Meanwhile,

the city Is conducting negotiations

with Sfalkun Ovdim for the construc-

tion ofa country club at the entrance

to the city, and with a group of Mex-

ican investors who have bought the

unfinished Stella Maris hotel, which

they plan to finish.

Mexico finds new oilfield

CADEREYTA, Mexico (AP). —
Mexico, which is fast becoming the

.world’s leading petroleum producer,

has discovered a new and potentially

large oilfieid in the West Coast, the

director of the country’s petroleum

monopoly said yesterday.

The director-general of Pemex,

Jorge Diaz Serrano, said the new oil

field covers an area of 47,200 sq.km.

Total wages paid

to area workers
Some IL158IT1. was paid out in

wages to 55,891 workers from the ad-

ministered territories, who accor-

ding to government statistics, com
leted i.06m. workdays during the.

month of January*

The average labourer from the

territories worked 20.0 days during

the month, and income.tax deduc-

tions from these salaries reached

ILlSm., while National Insurance

Institute payments by employers

reached IL23m.
Some IL32m. was set aside for the

social benefits of the' wo kers, In-

cluding IL3m, which went into

medical Insurance.

THE AFRICA-I8RAEL
Investment Company (a Bank Leumi
subsidiary) now offers for. sale cot-

tages In Gival Savyoa. The smaller

unit, of 176 sq. m., costs IL2,550,b00

(plus VAT) and the larger one, of 196

sq. m. cost IL2.9W,000 (plus VAT).
Each has four bedrooms, two
bathrooms and a private shelter.

They will be ready to 14 months.

Gideon Fatt (centre)* minister of industry, trade and tourism,
meets with industry leaders during a recent visit to the Alliance tire

factory in Hadera.

Alaska planning new fashion

showrooms throughout Israel
By MICaAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — While many of the
country's fashion producers are
complaining of lower profitability,

Alaska to planning an expansion
programme which will open 10
fashion showrooms throughout
Israel. At the same time manage-
ment predicts that it will export |2m.
of its fashion products in 1979.

The first of the new Alaska
showrooms will open to Dizengoff
centre on April 3, Alaska general

manager and owner Alfred Akirob
announced yesterday.
The company to striving to achieve

the "complete fashion" look for the

Israeli "woman,. 'A complete line of

fashion, accessories will be offered

along with Alaska garments. It will

also-market garments not bearing

the Alaska label, including Gideon
Oberaon bathing suits and silk even-

ing wear from the French Plsantl.

In 1978 the company exported
31.25m. and anticipates exports of

|2m. this year. Even greater exports

could' be achieved but a serious

labour shortage is hampering the ex-

pansion of production. At the recent-

ly held fashion show the company
booked. SlJSm. in export orders and

future plans include a ELBra. produc-

tion expansion programme. Next
year the company will begin con-

struction of the Alaska House, a 12-

storey structure near its present

quarters to Tel Aviv.
Sales in 1978 stood at IL8m. and es-

timates are that this figure will be
doubled to the current year. The
company employs 150 workers, with
800 others employed by company
sub-contractors

.
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Because of transmission dif-
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El A1 flights from Chicago

to Trfftrafatart Xprii 3^ “

By BARUCH SAVBLLE
Post Aviation Reporter

NEW YORK. — El AJ will in-

augurate its new U.S. routes, from
Miami and Chicago to Tel Aviv, on
April 3.

This was announced here by Y.
Shrem, senior vice-president for
North and Central America, to a
visiting Israeli aviation press group,
en route to.Seattle as guests of the
Boeing Company. The group will

view El Al's new 747 “F” prior to its

delivery flight to Israel.

El Al's first flight penetration Into

the U.S. domestic market signals the
first stage of a development
programme that will later include
opening of a new route from Los
Angeles to Tel Aviv.
According to Shrem the addition to

its route network of these areas with
their large Jewish populations will

see a growth of 15-20 per cent in El
Al’s traffic from the U.S. to Israel.

Questioned regarding new charter
competition from these areas to

Israel, Shrem said that El Al’s fares,

combined with attractive tour
packages, would cost perhaps only

Nothing rosy about

flower-growing
TEL AVIV. — The National Associa-
tion of Flower Growers will hold an
emergency meeting today in an ef-

fort to prevent further deterioration
of the flower industry.

The association attributes the In-

dustry's poor condition to tbe un-
usually cold winter to Europe and to

the low price of Israeli flowers there.
The falling exchange rate of the
pound also and rising transportation
costs have also affected the industry
adversely.
A special committee has been ap-

pointed by tbe association to meet
with representatives of the
Ministries of Finance and
Agriculture to order to help save the
industry. Some 7,000 flower growers
in all parts of the country are af-
filiated in the association.

slightly more, with El A1 passengers
having the added advantage of
choosing from 14 to 16 weekly
scheduled departures.

El'Al’s new Boeing 747 "F" with a
cargo carrying capacity of 115 tons,
Shrem said, would enable the airline
to participate more effectively to the
big upsurge to cargo traffic on the
North Atlantic.
El Al's U.S. director of public

relations, Peter Brunswick, said that
rising costa of fuel, over-all expen-
diture growth to excess of any
passenger volume rise, could lead to
pooling of services and possible air-

line mergers.
At this time, U.S. domestic airlines

are already cutting hack on flights,

resulting, they claim, from fuel shor-
tages.

Council of tbe Poultry Branch

For the information of housewives:
Effective Sunday, March 18, 1979, the prices of Imported and locally

produced chickens (meat birds) are as follwos:

Type Retail price
tod. VAT (IL/kg.)

Mini 41

1 40 i

2 SB i

S 38
Family 41

For chickens, the preparation of which has been specially supervised,
and which bear a label "Kasher Lemehadrin" only, retailers may
charge an extra ILl.l2/kg. (including VAT) for all types.

NOTE. Imported chickens are now on sale. They differ from local
produce to colour only (because they are fed on com).
The prices of Imported chickens are the same as local frozen chickens.

Please fake care not to pay more.

Complaints. Including those relating to overcharging, should be directed
to the Council of the Poultry Branch Marketing Department, p.O.B.
7133, Tel Aviv, Tel. 03-254191, 03-858896.
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Not so merry-go-round
SATURDAY NIGHT'S boost of bssic food prices should have
been expected. It was part of the package ofeconomic measures
which the government adopted on February 4 — ostensibly, to
slow Inflation. More of the same la sure to come shortly, when
the prices of public transportation, electric power and water are'
adjusted to the fuel price increases of three weeks ago.
What is a legitimate cause of puzzlement is not the implemen-

tation of this governmental policy, but its rationale.
It has long been evident that all cost increases are converted,

almost at once, into higher prices. During the last few years it
has also become obvious that inflation acts to accelerate *hi«

process.
The most recent past has demonstrated with glaring clarity

that when inflation is repeatedly boosted on the cost side by the
government, expectations are raised beyond its actual level so
that wage demands are pitched ever higher. The prospect of
return to stability only recedes farther.
Even without the general strike the Histadrut has called for

this afternoon, wage earners would not have placidly accepted
this - latest inroad on their real wages.
As economic policy, the course charted by the government

makes no sense, even if it helps the Treasury to keep ahead for
a while, in the race between prices and wages. Nor does it make
much more sense even from the purely fiscal viewpoint that
seems to dominate official thinking. For what the government
manages to save on subsidies to basic foods, it will soon enough
have to dole out in higher subsidies to capital.
As the price level is driven up, another slice of the unlinked

loans already granted very liberally becomes an outright gift.

The present government has not invented this system, nor has
it innovated much in it, but It seems to be more indifferent to its

effects on income distribution. It is therefore little wonder that
the dispute between the Histadrut and the government grows in-

creasingly political.

The timing of the latest round of price increases— an the eve
of Passover, and before it the signing of the peace treaty with
Egypt — is liable to make things only worse. It showB a lack of
sensitivity to the social impact of the move, and it betrays in-

difference to the possible charge that the government is trying
to exploit the workers' reluctance to sharpen wage conflicts at
this moment.
The wage-price spiral must of course be broken if the

economy Is not to run into utter chaos. The challenges posed by
the imminent peace make that task even more urgent.

It Is no doubt necessary to trim and eventually to do away
with subsidies. But it is no less necessary— In the present situa-

tion of runaway inflation— to switch over to a 100 per cent cost-
of-living allowance. A stable value of the pay packet would do
much to eliminate anticipatory wage demands.
Moreover, the subsidies that need to be reduced are not only

those given to basic foodstuffs, but also those granted to capital.

These are the subsidies that foster a vested interest in continued
inflation.

Whether the government is capable of taking such drastic ac-
tion is another matter.

Trading with terror
IT IS FIVE DAYS now since Avraham Amram', the Israeli

soldier captured by the PLO during the Litanl Operation was
released in exchange for 76 FLO interned in Israeli jails.

Although the Defence Ministryhas chosen to give no details, it

is known that the freed terrorists included some particularly

vicious assassins, whose liberation had longbeen sought in PLO
hostage-taking attempts. The faction in which they claim
membership is Ahmad Jibrll's Popular Front, the most
professedly murderous of all Arab terror groups.
Perhaps it is not entirely surprising, therefore, that many'

were shocked by the news.
This was not out of indifference to the fate of an Israeli

soldier, no matter how ambiguous the circumstances of his cap-
ture, who had been languishing in terrorist prison for nearly a
year. Nor was It out of any notion that a trade-off with terrorists

was impermissible as a matter of principle.

Clearly it is not always possible to spring hostages free

through military action, as was done in Entebbe, and in Ma’alot,
at least not without risking a prohibitive loss of life. Such swaps
have been arranged before, as when Arab terrorists hijacked an
El A1 plane into Algeria, and on later occasions as well.

But it seemed to have been settled Israeli policy that such ex-

changes must only be a measure of last resort— and that, even
so, there must be a limit to blackmail.
The latest exchange goes far beyond any reasonable limit.

And it may well undermine any expectation that the public will

ever again tolerate jeopardizing any lives at all in the course of

freeing hostages.
Worse yet, it will have confirmed the terrorists in their suspi-

cion that they may commit the worst crimes against Israelis

with near impunity. For the harshest actual sentence they need
fear for even the most heinous offence is a few years in prison—
until, that is, a suitable kidnapping by their comrades outside

comes along.
It Is hard to believe that these obvious considerations were ab-

sent from the minds of the decision-makers who took this deci-

sion. But me'anwhile the public is kept in the dark, fed only by
suspicion and speculation.

POSTSCRIPTS

THE VATICAN daily "L’osser-
vatore Romano" recently published
a large article entitled, “New Impor-
tant Discoveries in the Jewish
Catacombs of Venosa.” Accom-
panying the story, JTA reports, is a
photograph of a mural uncovered by
Prof. Cesare Colafemmina, a
Catholic priest with a passion for

Jewish history who teaches ancient
Christian literature at the University
of Bari. The mural shows a menora,
an etrog, a shofar, a lulav, etc.

In his article for "I/osservatore."
Carlo Carletti speaks of the impor-
tance of these excavations, and of

the Greek, Latin and Hebrew in-

scriptions which point to the once
flourishing Jewish communities in
southern Italy (such as in Lecce,
once known as Lypiae) and in other

areas of the south Adriatic, such
as Saranda (once called An-
ciasmon) in Albania. Carletti also

bemoans the neglect of these
catacombs since their discovery in

1853.

RENT-A-CAR
50%DISCOUNT

All New Car#

Dally >8, Weekly Sod.

TAMIR, RENT-A-CAR
8 Kikur Ka’atzma'ut. Netanya,

Tel. 053-31831,
after office hour*: Tel. 053-25763

OKAY, all you unfortunate folks out
there in Tel Aviv, Haifa, and all

points in the Diaspora, are you
listening? Here's an unsolicited
letter from a resident of Teddy's
Town: -

"It there is any municipal ad-
ministration that should get a prize
for prompt attention to citizen’s re-

quests, it is Jerusalem’s. You recent-
ly mentioned in this column the case
of a tree taken care of after Informa-
tion was received by the gardening
department. I have a list of requests,
made mostly by phone, to the respec-
tive municipal departments and
these were ail dealt with without

delay.
"Whenever the bulb of the street

light behind my house bums out and
I inform the street lighting depart-

ment in the morning, the lamp Is

burning again the same evening. So
far this happened four times. When I

informed the gardening department
that a tree behind my house was In

danger of being uprooted quite un-

necessarily by a careless building

contractor, they appeared the next

day and saved the life of that tree.

When I alerted the Mayor's office

that neglect of the special bins for

old newspapers causes an accumula-
tion of dirt and rubbish In the streets,

the matter was solved within a week
and the bins are now being emptied
regularly.

"And finally, only a few days ago.
X told the water department that

water has been flowing for some
time near the parking lot In
Independence park, the matter was
repaired In leas than 24 hours."

M.G.

Monday, March 19, 1979 The Jerusalem Post Page T«

SHORTLY AFTER take-off from
Cairo's International airport on the
way back to Andrews Air Force Base
outride Washington, White House
Press Secretary Jody Powell got up
from his front-row seat and casually,

began to stroll towards the rear of

the cabin to chat with the travelling

press corps. Most of the reporters
were clearly exhausted by the
physical and emotional strain of just

having written and filed lengthy dis-

patches describing President Jimmy
Carter’s dramatic tarmac announce-
ment of the Israel-Egyption peace
treaty breakthrough.
Most were also furious at Powell,

believing that he had deliberately

misled them the night before in

Jerusalem about the prospects of a
successful outcome. Based on
Powell's gloomy background
briefings that night, nearly all of the

regular White House correspondents
had forecast almost certain failure

for Carter's first venture Into the

world of shuttle diplomacy.
They were not alone. The

superstars of the three major U.S.

television networks, who were also
accompanying the President and
!had been briefed by Powell, painted

'a similarly bleak picture.

As the spokesman moved down the
aisle, he was confronted with sharp
accusations, some very ugly. The
press corps had, as they say in the
trade, been burned badly that day.
They had Informed their audiences
(and their editors) only hours earlier

that Carter would be returning home
empty-handed. Yet now, to their sur-

prise and embarrassment, the op-
posite had turned out to be the case.
There was some explaining to be
done.

Pity the press corps
A controversy is raging in Washington over the

pessimistic briefing given by White House Press

Secretary Jody Powell in Jerusalem last Monday night,

says Post Washington correspondent WOLF BLITZER.
denies that he had deliberately tried

to mislead the press. Aboard the air-

craft he defended those briefings,

arguing that he had presented an ac-

curate picture of the situation as it.

then stood and that If he had to do it

over again, he would. His views were
shared by President Carter himself,

he said.
Things did, Indeed, appear to be

possibly on the verge of collapse, he
said, even though Prime Minister
Begin and President Carter were
scheduled to meet the next morning
at the King David Hotel for a final

session. In fairness to Powell, he did
leave an escape hatch open, warning
reporters that there was a slim
chance that something might yet
change overnight.

THE SUBSEQUENT explanation
has developed into a full-scale con-
troversy here in Washington. Helen
Thomas, the veteran White House
correspondent for United Press
International, for example, wrote
only a few hours after Carter had
triumphantly returned home:
"Did President Carter pull off a

last-minute miracle of peace
between Arab and Jew? Or was the
defeat-turned-victory a public
relations coup?"
Powell strongly and convincingly

THAT IS exactly what happened.
After the reversal that followed the
Begln-Carter meeting, reporters
began to look for a scapegoat. Since
few people like to blame themselves,
Powell became the instant culprit.

Some charged the spokesman with
trying to manipulate the news media
to make the eventual Carter success
so much more dramatic: how much
sweeter a victory if it were to follow'
almost certain disaster.
And there were other benefits to be

gained for the President by offering
a dark scenario that night. The
White House did not want to be blam-
ed for a failure. Why not set up Israel
as the fail guy — just in 'case.
(Shades of fonper Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger's March 1975 sling
of accusations against Israeli
"shortsightedness" following the
collapse of the Sinai H negotiations.)

But reporters could have avoided
failing Into this trap If they had taken
Powell's remarks with at least some

scepticism and if they had used a
minimal amount of common sense in

analysing the situation as it stood

that Monday evening.

At the time of Powell's briefings, it

was public knowledge to everyone
covering the negotiations that all the
really difficult issues had already
been resolved, including the ex-
tremely sensitive matters concer-

ning "linkage" between the treaty

and the Palestinian autonomy
scheme on the West Bank and Gaza
Strip and the “priority of
obligations" clause involving the
relationship between the treaty and
Egypt’s earlier defence pacts with
other Arab states. Powell himself
acknowledged this during his
briefings.

'

These points had been the core of
the delay in signing the treaty ever
since the ill-fated Blair ' House
negotiations in Washington last Oc-
tober. Yet in a flurry of diplomatic
activity, beginning with Begin's visit

to the White House in early March,
compromise 'had been achieved on
these points: Both rides had moved
away from their earlier positions.

THIS SHOULD have convinced
everyone that both Egypt and Israel

were still interested in concluding a
peace treaty and did not want to

back out of tbe Camp David
framework agreements. Given the
geopolitical relationships between
the U.S. and these two countries —
their dependence on economic,
military and political support — it

was clear that neither Israel nor
Egypt could easily afford to allow
the President to leave the Middle
East without an agreement. Thishad
been one of the major factors in con-

vincing Carter to travel to the
region. •

The three unresolved issues that

Monday evening, everyone agreed,

were largely marginal. By all stan-

dards, they should have been settled

relatively easily. Each Involved

symbols rather than substance.

But during Carter’s first round of
talk* la Israel, these Issues proved to

be stubborn — the future supply of

Sinai oil to Israel; an Egyptian
Halson office in the Gaza Strip; and
the timing of the exchange of am-
bassadors. Israel, feeling that ithad
already been pressed into making
earlier concessions, dug In its heels

and refused to budge.
Begin asked the President: Why

should you force us to make these

final concessions? Why not pressure

Sadat? But Carter insisted that the
Egyptian leader had gone as far as

possible, and was already out on a
limb. The U.S. could not squeeze him
any more, the President said. It was
up to Israel to come through with the

necessary concessions.

So last Monday evening, when
Powell briefed the press, Israel and
the U.S. were In the midst of a tough

round of traditional bargaining —
eyeball to eyeball. Carter was press-

ing for Israeli concessions in ad-

vance of his return to Cairo. Israel

was resisting. The politics of the

market place were In effect. And
both sides were using the press to try

to strengthen their respective
bargaining positions.

few remaining differencesnPt
ed. He left tbe clear Impression
things were not so bad. lade*
solution was still very possible. *
When Powell and the UJ}. deief H4 '

tion heard the bottom line of Pattis
message, they were upset, if

J

thought that Pattir had deliber

painted a self-serving, overly n » _ a

picture In order to throw the resn /jl *4 1
ribility back to the Egyptian skwjl l

1,4

It was then that Powell decided**
, 44

brief the press. His strategy wai
'counter Pattir and he succeeded. f'\',

the U.S. television networks f .

wire services, plus the xna^
national newspapers, presented il-V-"

A

tremely pessimistic assessma.-Vi '- 1

Israel was largelyblamed forthe .
;i

parent setback. • •

The Israeli Embassy.' Vvj:
Washington, meanwhile, shot hac>* ".V-1

cable to the Foreign Ministry Ji

-

:W ;

Jerusalem that evening describe"
the nightly news programmes, a£-
whlch, it said, damaged laraj../

=
.-

reputation. Tbe U.S. pressure ea
patgn, the war of nerves,
succeeding. -

TWO HOURS before Powell's public

briefing at the Jerusalem Hilton

Hotel, the Israeli spokesman, Dan
Pattir, briefed reporters at the
Jerusalem Theatre. Pattir was
generally upbeat in his assessment,
fnirfgttng that great progress' had
already been achieved, with only a

THIS IS TEDS BACKGROUNDVp* '

must be understood in trying v;:' -j.

.

determine why Powell presented -j f
'•

doom and gloom the night before 1^ £ 7
-*.

‘

triumph. The White House, I belief
'

had correctly understood that gf- -ri s:
,

briefings were bound to

similar soundings in the U.S. ne',<i Zfr
-

media. These news reports wtr r ft*
"~ v

put considerable psychologic
pressure on Israel to budge. &£ :t

Israeli officials and reporters ir^ £ s;‘i
'"

not especially surprised by the ” :

strategy. They recalled Kissing**-;.',

81-day shuttle between Jerusaf^t^f*
and Damascus in 1974, during
the secretary's "senior American- — ,

-

flclal” always nuudpnhzted theufd ^‘v-. e

in order to strengthen the
:

stance in the negotiations — foil**
5

pressure on either Israel or.

dspending- on the' particular isbnt!^^- -

The only trouble with the strattel

then and now, as far as Israel
cerned, is that Israel waa/m^
remains, much more sensitive ^ lraA

image In the U.S. than Syria or*a

Egypt. Thus, the American pr*'

when wound up by the gby<
— --

can always be more effe

squeezing Jerusalem..,

"THEY'RE IN committee” is the
oft-used explanation — or excuse —
for the familiar sight of nearly va-
cant plenary chambers in most
democratic parliaments.
A rare outsider’s look into one

Knesset committee recently made
me wonder whether the hallowed In-

stitution of “the committee" is work-
ing as It should.
Five MKs were present when the

Education Committee was called to
order (10 minutes late) to discuss the
possibility of establishing a second
TV channel. Four others turned up
within the next hour, shuffling
papers and looking important as they
walked In, but offering neither
apology nor excuse to chairman Ora
Namir. The eight other committee
members didn’t show up at all.

Outnumbering the MKs were of-

ficials of the Broadcasting Authority,
who had been invited by Namir to

present their case before the com-
mittee. Ranging from Authority
chairman Reuven Yaron to its legal

THEY’RE IN COMMITTEE’
adviser, director-general,
spokesman and a secretary, the
Authority delegation had been called

to the Knesset many times in the last

few weeks.
Says one Authority source: "If

they didn't Invite us to so many
meetings, maybe we could work at
solving the problems that the MKs
complain about."

The Post’s JUDY SIEGEL
sits in on a Knesset com-
mittee meeting where the
only decisions taken con-
cern the coffee and the
orange juice.

this question,” said MKZeidan Atshe
of the Democratic Movement, "but I

want to know-why some MKs appear
on TV so often when others don’t."

THE MEETING began with
questions collected by the chairman
about TV and radio operations. Why,
Mapam MK Chaike Grossman
wanted to know, are there irregular
broadcasts? 'Tt'a simply a labour dis-

pute," explained Yaron. "We are do-
ing the best we can to solve it."

Firing her second question,
Grossman asked why Labour Party
chairman Shimon Peres was not ask-

ed to speak on radio when it broad-
cast a programme marking the
Knesset's 30th birthday. After all,

she said, representatives of smaller
and less important parties -were in-

terviewed. The committee chairman
wrote down the complaint and asked
Yaron to send his answer, butwoted
that many weeks often pass by
before the Authority responds to
committee members' questions.

"It’s embarrassing for me to ask

THE MAIN body of the meeting was
given to an explanation of how other
broadcasting authorities work
around the free world, especially the
rrv system in Great Britain. The legal

advisers of the Broadcasting
Authority and of the Education Com-
mittee outlined them as the MKs
nodded and threw In an occasional
question.

Attention was not always riveted
on the speakers. Several members
went through their mail, whispered
to colleagues and sent notes around
the table. One MIC, sitting less than' a
metre from the chairman, tossed a
note Into the air to an MK on the

other ride of the
table.
No decisions were taken

meeting, except whetherrtoorde
,

_

hot or cold drink from the

Hotel waitresses who had brouis ;:.*S *[

their cart around at 10.45 a.xn. Hpii?
eluded that problem by asking^ 7 157?

both coffee and fresh-jqued^rr: tr.c-*

orange juice. . • on'.?

A BROADCASTING Authqri^^ n

ficlal notes: "The committee was S*?-'

vited to set up a aub-csjmmfttee^iJ =*"

-

r

seriously study the matter, ndt$
bandy.it about. We invited' them
visit TV House and seehow^-eW^ i1***5;-"

for themselves,- but tterolutoB®® :
‘--

turned us down, saying ifltjd,t)rf» w«*-r

time.'" • i
r* '<

On the basis of watrid^’jusEb^'
session, one cannot fairly tffcajs:

trapolate and accuse t
;̂
educatta Mtiu cr

committee and all other eeiiaaifb
of not being. ip.':

how publicity-seeking MK*
reporters are not wg&tiigg
they sit in the committee.,/

READERS' LETTERS,

GARBAGE CONTAINERS
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — The Jerusalem Municipali-
ty is distributing, apparently
throughout the city, huge waste con-
tainers, recognizable by their
ugliness and serpent green colour.
Doubtless it is a progressive system
to keep our city clean.
•But we cannot ignore the enor-

mous danger that these present, as
they may easily be used by terrorists
to deposit bombs.

centre. During the past few years,
we have changed the system of gar-
bage removal in this area three
times because of the objections of
merchants and residents. The
newest system described by Mr.
Siedner was Introduced recently
after consulting the merchants and
residents and receiving the approval
of the security authorities.

SOLUTION TO
HOUSING PROBLEM

CERTIFICATION OF U.S. DOCTORS

To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

In the recent Netanya terrorist at-
tack, a relatively small bomb was
placed In a little waste-basket at a
busy road corner with fatal
casualties. The new waste con-
tainers are potential bombs placed
exactly where the terrorists would
like them to explode: near compact
housing, schools, in parking lots
among hundreds of cars and at
points of heavy traffic.

ERNEST H. SIEDNER
Jerusalem.

Every garbage container In the
streets of Jerusalem can be used to
deposit explosives. The advantage of
the new ones is that it permits rapid
removal of garbage and eliminates
health hazards by concentrating gar-
bage in large containers. In order to
cause minimum inconvenience, the
containers are located either in quiet
alleys or empty lots and not on
sidewalks, as previously. Moreover,
they are made of a material which
can absorb part of the force of an
eventual explosion.

The Jerusalem Municipality replies:

The Jerusalem Municipality has
devoted much time and work to the
problem of garbage removal In the
centre of the city. Specialists on the
subject deal with the problem In con-
aultation with our security
authorities.

Notwithstanding ail our fears con-
cerning terrorist activities, we can-
not ignore our primary duty which is

to keep tbe city clean. The problem
is more difficult in the centre of town
because it Is also the commercial

I am sure that there will be objec-
tions on security grounds to any solu-
tion to the garbage disposal
problem. However, the city must go
on functioning and we can only
reduce eventual terrorist damage to
a minimum, not eradicate the
possibility of its occurrence.
As to the colour of the containers,

most reactions we received were
favourable, as the green In use is
considered soothing, contrary to
other colours which clash with the
surroundings.

RAFI DEVARA,
Municipal Spokesman

Jerusalem.

Sir. — Here is an eventual solution
to our housing problem as well as a
possible new industry employing
thousands of people.
In Southern California, many peo-

ple live in what we call mobile
homes. Many others use these
mobile homes as a second home for

weekends and holidays. These-
homes are not really mobile because
they are set down Into the ground,
the wheels removed, and are fully

connected to all tbe utilities, thus
becoming permanent. They are call-

ed mobile for tax purposes only, sub-
ject to a vehicle tax which becomes
less every’ year due to depreciation..

They are manufactured very easi-

ly by the thousands. The base is a
heavy steel frame and most of the
rest is made of simulated plastic

panels in various thicknesses. They
are much larger than the average
Israeli

.
apartment.

Since they are mass produced,
these homes can be purchased for
far less than a regular home which
here in Israel is very costly and
takes a long time to build. They1

would provide a relief for tbe many
thousands of Israelis without homes,
and could also be an inducement for
many thousands of would-be
migrants, who would come if homes
were available.

Netanya. MORTON LECOVER

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post
Sir. — I am a new immigrant liv-

ing here for the past 15 months. I am
an ophthalmologist, certified by the
American Board of Ophthalmology.
Upon arriving In Israel, I re-

quested Israeli certification by
reciprocity from the Scientific Coun-
cil of the Israeli Medical Associa-
tion. They answered that my
application was In order, but added
that because mine la a surgical field,

I had to work at least two months in
an Israeli hospital in order that they
could receive the opinion of the Head
of tbe Eye Department. I did this two
months work and got a very
favourable opinion, which was sent
to the Scientific Council.
The Council then met and told me

that I had to work one more year in
the hospital without Israeli certifica-
tion. this because my training
programme in Boston was "only"
four years and here In Israel it took
five years to train as an

*3 Msrecu
aitwerii

ophthalmologist. The fact thaUCl?J :
1
*p.
e

my residency, I practised
for two years In Boston gavemdT:* [~ 3PC

additional credits.
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.. I find this-answer
disheartening and
on a personal level and ona
one, as this concerns ottOT
olim from the United States^

I am fully aware of the

Council’s problems regarding^

granting of Israeli certlfleatJop

immigrant doctors arriving
"

from "countries where the ^
standards may not be as high

are here or in the U.S._

I believe this general- ruie of ^ii}^

% ?rtr
Scientific Councilshould be <

for Board-certified doctors funp^sa s

U.S. where the standard of mqlffl, gn
'

training and certification- to .w^l toy *,*

the highest in the world. -•

LAWRENCE J. GREEN&Wc ^

“l?*,
Haifa.
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DEDICATED STAFF ARMY^SERyidB^^i
To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post "cal

SAFETY FOR
MOTORCYCLISTS

PROJECT RENEWAL
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Recently I travelled to Mex-
ico and Spain on a fund-raising mis-
sion on behalf of the United Israel
Appeal and met a new breed of Jews.
The post-Hoiocaust generation views
Israel with a critical eye. Its attitude
is governed by realism and not by
sentiment. It la suspicious of well-
worn platitudes and Impatient with
Israel’s retreat from the truth.
My task, while In Mexico and

Spain, was to persuade the Jewish
communities in those countries to

participate In Project Renewal.
While they agreed that the situation
was deplorable and should be rec-

tified as soon as possible, they were
cautious about their own involve-

ment. It Isn't that they don't want to

be involved. They do. But they want
to be involved beyond their signature
on a cheque. They are tired of in-

discriminate giving. They want to

know exactly where their money Is

going, and they want to have a say In

how it will be spent. They are weary
of paying lip-service to meaningless
expressions such as full partnership.

Project Renewal is the beat oppor-
tunity which Israel ever had to build

a solid bridge with Diaspora Jewry.
It is an opportunity which we cannot

afford to abuse. Ifwe fall to live up to

the commitments we have made to

world Jewry In this respect, we will

lose not only financial support, but

also moral support. Some Jews liv-

ing abroad tend to regard Project
Renewal as just another fund-raising
gimmick. Quite frankly, they doubt
the credibility of the plan.
To some extent, they are correct.

We cannot reach the goal without tbe
cooperation of the communities In

the neighbourhoods which have been
designated for renewal. We cannot
get that cooperation until we secure
their trust and we cannot do it alone.

They need to know that Jews In other
parts of the world are interested In

them and care enough to establish

ongoing face to face contact.
Similarly, If we call upon world
Jewry to identify with Project
Renewal, we must make it possible

for them to do so on every level. We
must also be wary of another threat

to the success of Project Renewal. It

should not, under any cir-

cumstances. be permitted to become
a political Issue in a vote-gathering

campaign. Israel’s underprivileged
citizens have for too long been the

victims of social injustice. They have
been the scapegoats of cir-
cumstances beyond their control. It

would be an evil sin to now make
them the pawns of political
aspirations.

GUEULA JAVK1N
Chairman,

World Movement Pioneer Women
Na’amai

Tel Aviv.

Sir, — The accident rate in Israel
is quite high, especially for motor-
cyclists. In America, and I’m told In

other countries too, a simple safety
procedure is adopted. The motor-

. cyclist drives with headlights on
even In daytime hours. This Is

because most accidents involving
motorcycles occur because the car
driver never sees the motorcycle on
the road. Some of the newer motor-
cycles even come equipped with
automatic lights which cannot be
shut off, thereby enforcing this
procedure.

I am the owner of such a motorcy-
cle and I am often stopped by the

police who, Instead of seeing the
light as a safety device, offer me
poor excuses as to why I should not
be allowed to ride with my lights on.

I think that the Israeli lawmakers
should look into this matter and, at

the very least, recommend that
motorcyclists ride with lights on in-

stead of being harassed for trying to

protect their own lives.

I.PLUDWINSKI
Glvat Savyon.

Sir, — I would like to share with
you and your readers a most heart-
warming experience that I had on
my recent annual visit to Israel.
Arrangements had to be made for

my mother — an Israeli citizen.— in
a geriatric Institution. I was directed
to the Ministry of Health offices —
Tel Aviv District. The courtesy,
help, advice and assistance extended
to me by tbe busy receptionist, ger-
iatric nurse and social worker were
of the highest professional calibre it

has ever been my good fortune to en-
counter; I speak from the vantage
point of a social worker who has
observed at first hand the all too
frequent callousness and Inr
difference of civil servants In similar
public agencies In the U.S.
Let me hasten to add that, having

been raised in Israel, my Hebrew is

fluent and accentless. Thus I was
given no special • “tourist
treatment," but merely the routine
assistance accorded the public by a

.

dedicated and concerned staff. Kol
hakavod.

EVA RAPKIN
Princeton, NJ.

PrcTo the Editor of The JerusdlemTfe

Sir, — According -to y^^fS^T'uprcsn
February 25, ShulamU AJoiti tbe ^
that the students of Mereaz and jl

Yeshiva do not do -their aim?
vice. -7

My three sons have all

army service and gpne.tb’l

including Mereaz Moray, andJI
of students at tiie yeshivi
done, their army service;-

studying. . -
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HOWOKSALE...
NEW ABACUS
PAPERBACKS

THE BLACK
HEBREWS

LACK OF ALIYA
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — My warmest compliments to
Annette Dulzln for her article, "The
absent Iranians" (March 4). She
places the blame for the lack of aliya

squarely where It belongs.

K. SONNEBORN FALK
Jerusalem.

To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post
Sir,—I read with much concern

your articles relating to the Black
Hebrews. Why should the govern-
ment let Illegals, or people with
tourist visas (white or black) who
later cheat about their status, re-
main in the country and have the
nerve to demand flats and. free
benefits? They were never Jews, do
not abide by the laws of Judaism and
do not even want toIntegrate into the
Israeli way of life by order of their
leader.

Doesn’t Israel have sufficient
problems as it- Is, without this .

"Messiah" and his followers?. .Isn't

Jonestown enough of an example? ;

HILDA COHEN
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. .
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